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Abstract 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have provided effective and useful methods 
that are widely used to measure spatial access to services and to inform the planning 
of public facilities and infrastructures. The development of innovative GIS tools has 
informed approaches for researching demographic and socioeconomic problems. 
Nevertheless, GIS methods have not yet been developed for construction of water 
indices that can provide measures of household accessibility to safe drinking water at 
the finest spatial scales such as district and sub-district. There has, to date, not been 
any integrated measurement of access to safe drinking water that can be used as a 
practical tool to quantitatively identify small areas suffering from poor water supplies or 
households who use unimproved water sources. A comprehensive and structured 
review of the literature indicates that although there is international emphasis on 
drinking water problems in developing countries, there is a wide gap in relation to the 
current international measurements and programmes set up to measure and monitor 
access to safe drinking water. This includes efforts made by the United Nations (UN) 
and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to measure and monitor access to 
safe water. These measurements are not only limited in terms of the socioeconomic 
factors impacting safe water access but also have not addressed measurement at the 
sub-national resolution level of residential communities and spatial variation within 
individual countries. Therefore, the available measurements neither provide a 
convincing picture of water accessibility nor a spatially detailed measurement. To 
bridge this gap, this study introduces new GIS analysis techniques for the 
measurement of access to safe drinking water as a global problem in the developing 
world. The main objective is to develop a multivariate index which measures current 
access to safe drinking water using datasets commonly available in lower and lower 
middle income countries. It draws on a wider range of data than current United Nations 
monitoring efforts. 
 
GPS coordinates are increasingly collected as a part of household surveys, particularly 
in the developing world. This offers great opportunities to enhance national census 
data about drinking water by spatial linkage with other survey sources. Egypt was 
chosen as a case study and spatial linkage was undertaken between the 2005 
Egyptian Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) and the 2006 Egyptian population 
census in order to develop indicators that reflect household access to safe drinking 
water. Understanding the spatial uncertainty associated with linking points (DHS GPS 
clusters) to polygons (sub-governorate census districts) was essential. Consequently, 
positional error relevant to DHS GPS clusters was detected, validated, measured and 
modelled. Selection criteria were developed for choosing the index components and a 
method for scoring these components was implemented. This was followed by 
standardisation and weighting of the components before combining them all into a 
single index. A map demonstrating index values for all Egyptian districts has been 
created. The index was evaluated against health factors to examine the influences of 
water accessibility on public health. The same types of datasets (DHS and local 
census) about another country (Jordan) were explored to examine potential index 
transferability. This was based on assessing the positional accuracy of the GPS 
clusters of the Jordanian DHS and evaluating the index construction. Potential 
limitations of this measurement were discussed and recommendations for further 
research suggested. Future policies options with a wider incorporation and 
implementation of GIS and spatial analysis methods were also considered. 
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Shawky Mansour                                                                                   Chapter one: Introduction 

 1  

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview  

This chapter provides an introduction to this research. The first section presents the 

research theme by introducing the central concept of developing GIS analysis 

techniques for the measurement of access to safe drinking water and the spatial 

linkage of two datasets (an international survey and a local census) to construct a new 

means of measurement. The effects of positional error on data set linkage are 

considered, focusing on the geography of the household survey. The following section 

of this chapter explains the thesis aims and objectives and finally the chapter outlines 

the structure of the thesis.     

 

1.2 Thesis theme   

The rapid development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and spatial analysis 

techniques during the last decade offers researchers great opportunities to analyse, 

model and measure the interrelationships between social and environmental 

phenomena within their places and spaces. In addition, the potential progress that has 

been made in collecting georeferenced data either by remote sensors or Global 

Positing Systems (GPS) particularly through international surveys provides a concrete 

platform to foster socioeconomic applications. Such resources help research into 

various global problems such as climate change, sustainable development, poverty, 

water scarcity and others that may impact on population health and human life. GIS 

has been presented as a technology which promotes problem-solving using spatial and 

attribute datasets concerning geographic phenomena (Longley et al. 2005). The growth 

of GIS methods has enriched spatial analysis research particularly with more focus on 

a quantitative approach, comprising sophisticated operations and processes (O’Kelly, 

1994). GIS has unique capabilities in dataset integration which creates a clearer picture 

of a given research problem and provides powerful approaches for identifying 

relationships between human and environmental factors (Shamsi, 2005). 

 

One of the most important developing data themes used within a GIS framework is 

socioeconomic and population-related data. This type of data relates to (groups of) 

household members or individuals distributed across space. Examples of this kind of 

data include censuses and surveys undertaken by local agencies and health 

authorities. GIS methods are used widely to analyse these data and investigate their 

interrelationships with other physical and environmental objects that exist within the 

same geographic space (Martin, 1996). Nevertheless, few GIS and spatial analysis 
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approaches have been developed to model and research household access to safe 

drinking water. Furthermore, the monitoring approaches developed for the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs) by the United Nations (UN) and World Health 

Organization (WHO) to measure access to safe water in the developing world are 

limited to geographic representation at small scales.  They do not incorporate 

socioeconomic effects on this phenomenon such as water quantity, water interruption 

and other household characteristics.  

 

Although comprehensive research has been carried out on constructing drinking water 

indices (e.g. Sullivan, 2002: Sullivan et al. 2006; Lawrence et al. 2002; Mlote et al. 

2002), no single water index exists which adequately measure water access at a sub-

national scale (provincial or district level) covering the whole country. Consequently, 

the representation of spatial variations across one country is missing from such 

measurements. Similarly, the current measurements lack any integrated tool which 

quantifies and captures small areas where households have access only to inadequate 

and poor water sources.  

 

In this study, data that are collected internationally (e.g. the Demographic and Health 

Survey DHS or other surveys) and locally such censuses are spatially linked to 

construct an integrated index. This index is internationally applicable where particular 

forms of survey that collect data about drinking supplies is undertaken. Spatial linkage 

has been recognized as one of the more important GIS applications (Longley et al. 

1999). The integration of different datasets through spatial co-location provides 

powerful and reliable approaches to address problems associated with spatial and 

socioeconomic relationships.         

 

GPS coordinates are increasingly available as spatial references for population surveys 

in the developing world, where high-resolution address and street mapping are absent.  

This potentially offers opportunities to enhance national census data by spatial linkage 

with survey sources. This thesis intends to develop a spatial linkage which focuses on 

linking census and sample survey data in a developing world setting in order to 

construct a Safe Drinking Water Index (SDWI). Egypt is the case study where the 2005 

Egyptian DHS is linked to the 2006 Egyptian population census. The importance of 

assessment of spatial uncertainty in such a context and its impacts on data linkage are 

considered. More specifically, this is a form of spatial data manipulation named point-

in-polygon where the point is the DHS GPS cluster while the census boundary is the 

polygon. The new approach developed is to identify attribute labels that were 
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inconsistent with the locational data for the points and polygons. Information about 

feature attributes that are inconsistent with location is used to model uncertainty in the 

point-in-polygon operation undertaken.  Accordingly, the spatial linkage process will 

also offer a novel approach for assessing and modelling the positional error of the DHS 

GPS clusters based on an examination of inconsistencies between location and 

attribute labels. 

 

The theme of this research then is the development of GIS analysis techniques for the 

measurement of access to safe drinking water as a global problem. Practical GIS 

techniques are used to construct a quantitative, practical and spatial means for 

measuring household access to safe drinking water in the developing world that will 

offer a window into a more sophisticated and accurate measurement. These 

techniques then provide new instruments that enable a variety of datasets about 

drinking water and relevant socioeconomic and demographic factors to be incorporated 

into the measurement of safe water access.  

 

1.3 Aims and objectives 

In the new millennium, access to potable drinking water has become a central issue for 

the population in developing countries. Lack of access to safe water is a leading cause 

of disease and is thus a public health problem. According to WHO, 1.1 billion people 

globally lacked access to safe drinking water (WHO/UNICEF 2004). Partly as a result, 

diarrhoeal disease causes four million deaths every year among children under the age 

of five. Accessibility to safe drinking water can be associated with various geographic 

characteristics including spatial patterns of housing, rurality, distance to water source, 

supply networks, and urban growth. In addition, socioeconomic characteristics of 

households such as income, deprivation, and education are often correlated with 

potable drinking water access. Thus, GIS integration of different datasets representing 

these factors could have potential for measuring drinking water accessibility. The 

powerful tools and methods of GIS and spatial analysis techniques have been widely 

used in exploring the interrelationships between spatial and socioeconomic factors 

related to public health issues (Cromely & Mclafferty, 2002). Nonetheless, as will be 

shown in Chapter 2, there has been a scarcity of GIS linkage methods that could be 

used to integrate such data and thereby measure safe drinking water access at spatial 

micro scales. Therefore, the aims of this thesis are the following: 
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 To develop a methodology for GIS-based measurement of safe drinking water 

access at sub-national scale using both national census and international DHS 

survey sources. 

 To use the resultant metric in an initial analysis of the relationship between safe 

drinking water access and health outcomes and assess to what extent the index 

could be transferred to other settings 

 

The objectives 

The following objectives are formulated to achieve the two aims above: 

I. Review the literature on GIS and spatial analysis, monitoring of drinking water 

access, and index development to find relevant techniques and make 

appropriate assumptions to underpin the subsequent analysis. 

II. Use GIS techniques to link Egyptian DHS and Census geographies as a case 

study. 

III. Measure and model the spatial error that might occur related to GIS linkage of 

GPS survey clusters and census administrative boundaries. 

IV. Identify the spatial patterns associated with drinking water supplies and piped 

water interruptions in Egypt to identify areas with the most and least safe water 

access. 

V. Produce a SDWI for Egypt and a map of the index values at subnational level 

(kism/markaz). 

VI. Examine whether there is a relationship between access to unsafe drinking 

water and infectious water-borne diseases, in particular diarrhoeal disease and 

evaluate the index through expert consultation. 

VII. Examine the transferability of the constructed SDWI internationally through a 

case study of Jordan. 

 

1.4 Thesis structure  

The thesis will start by examining the evidence for the effects of drinking water on 

public health, covering the issue of access to safe drinking water in the light of the 

MDGs. More specifically, the weaknesses and limitations of the measurement of 

household water accessibility in developing countries will be investigated critically. 

Notably, the existing measurement of drinking water accessibility has not taken into 

account the geographic and socioeconomic factors associated with this problem. 

Therefore, a potential gap arises in the research literature about the problem of access 

to safe drinking water, particularly the absence of methods and techniques to construct 

an integrated measurement for this accessibility targeted at small communities.   
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Then the thesis presents the GIS methods used in this study to undertake the spatial 

linkage of the DHS to a national population census in order to construct the SDWI as a 

practical tool for measuring drinking water access. An approach for evaluating the 

spatial uncertainty with regards to the DHS geo-referenced data will be developed.  

Moreover, positional accuracy of the DHS GPS cluster locations at three census levels 

(governorate, district, and sub-district) will be investigated, modelled, and analysed. 

After that, the focus of the study will shift to the conceptual framework of the indicators 

for the composite SDWI, especially to set out selection criteria for the index 

components. This will be followed by the development of a methodology to score the 

index components and then standardise, weight and combine them into a single index.  

 

Each methodological section begins with a review of the literature to explore relevant 

techniques which were used previously to develop water indices, other kind of indices 

or in wider GIS applications. Thus, there are two chapters involving comprehensive 

reviews followed by the methods developed within this particular research. As a more 

detailed outline, this thesis will be composed of eight chapters including this 

introduction and they are as follows. 

 

Chapter one mainly discusses the overall research theme, introduces research aims 

and objectives and presents thesis structure.  

 

Chapter two will present the results of a literature review, summarising the theoretical 

context and conceptualisation of drinking water and health. In addition it will highlight 

the crucial role of GIS and spatial analysis methods in this context. It will start by 

addressing the nature of access to safe water in general and according to the 

international policy of the MDGs specifically. It will be concerned with drinking water 

monitoring associated with Target 7C of the MDGs especially challenges of measuring 

drinking water internationally.  Some of the international measurements for access to 

safe drinking water that are conducted by international programs such as Joint 

Monitoring Program (JMP) will be reviewed and the limitations of these metrics will be 

highlighted. Then the chapter will concentrate on data sources that could be used in 

the measurements, particularly the DHS. The nature of the survey, its questions about 

drinking water, it topics of interest and related applications using GIS methods will be 

discussed. In addition to this, issues of collecting georeferenced data in the DHS will be 

described, particularly the sampling strategy and spatial representation as GPS 

clusters. Methods of GIS data linkage will be reviewed to provide a clear understanding 
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of spatial uncertainty in survey data. Finally, the chapter will close with the problem of 

drinking water in Egypt as a case study and thus issues relevant to the 2005 Egyptian 

DHS, such as characteristics of published studies that are based on the Egyptian DHS 

and the sampling strategies behind such a survey. 

 

Chapter three will concentrate on methodology, particularly the evaluation of geospatial 

data linkage issues. It will start with a brief overview of the Egyptian DHS survey and 

census geographies. It will then describe GIS techniques and tools used to undertake 

spatial linkage. This will involve spatial data validation for the DHS GPS clusters and 

an approach to identify positional error of these clusters.  A GIS process for measuring 

the spatial error will be discussed before analysing and modelling the error by fitting a 

series of logistic regression models at governorate level. Finally, it will describe the 

spatial linkage of the DHS GPS clusters to the lowest Egyptian census level (shyakha) 

to examine the magnitude of uncertainty in matching sub-district census boundaries to 

the GPS clusters.   

 

The following chapters will focus on the construction of the SDWI. Chapter four will 

explain the conceptual background behind the index construction. In particular, a 

comparison will be made between index construction and area classification, so as to 

choose the appropriate method. The chapter will argue that drinking water indices 

constructed to date suffer from various drawbacks and weaknesses, particularly failure 

to fully incorporate spatial and socioeconomic factors in measuring access to safe 

drinking water. Similarly, in general the resolution of existing indices is generally 

regional or national and thus spatial variations among small communities within one 

nation cannot be detected.  The chapter will end with developing selection criteria for 

the index components and exclude those that will not contribute to the measurement of 

safe drinking water access.  

 

Chapter five will primarily focus on developing the SDWI at sub-national scale. It will 

determine the scope and domains of the SDWI. The ultimate goal will be to explain the 

methodologies behind the index construction particularly scoring, standardising and 

weighting the index components. Moreover, it will depict the spatial distribution of the 

index values for all Egyptian districts sampled as part of the DHS, paying attention to 

the variation between rural (markazes) and urban (kisms) districts.   

 

Chapter six explains the estimation of SDWI values for all Egyptian districts, not solely 

those sampled as part of the DHS. It will describe the areal interpolation method which 
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will be used to estimate the unknown DHS values based on the surrounding known 

values. It will discuss the importance of taking the survey design and weights into 

account before applying the interpolation method. Finally, it will generate a map of the 

SDWI values for the whole of Egypt and examine the spatial patterns and geographic 

variation of the index values across the whole country.   

 

Chapter seven will evaluate the output of the SDWI against health outcomes using 

rates of child diarrhoeal disease. It will briefly present an evaluation of the index 

undertaken by two Egyptian experts. It will also investigate international issues 

concerning monitoring of access to safe drinking water and other global factors that 

might impact on future monitoring of water accessibility and availability in the 

developing world. Finally it will discuss issues of SDWI transferability through a case 

study of a selected country (Jordan). In this context, it will present a brief analysis of 

the spatial uncertainty in the Jordanian DHS GPS clusters. In addition, the 

characteristics of the Jordanian census geographies and the available census attribute 

data available as potential index components will be discussed.  

 

The final eighth chapter will summarise the main finding of this research. It will draw 

conclusions and recommendations, particularly how the research may be developed 

further and how the ideas of this thesis could be achieved within a wider research 

context. The limitations of this research and the future for monitoring drinking water will 

be discussed, especially through the development of further GIS and spatial analysis 

techniques.



 

 8  
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

2.1 Overview  

This chapter reviews the literature on the research problem and data sources. Three 

aspects are discussed. Firstly, access to safe drinking water is a key issue in 

population health and is the focus of Target 7C in the MDGs (Hunter et al. 2009; 

Valdivia & Para El Desarrollo, 2006). Approximately 1.1 billion people in developing 

countries lack access to potable drinking water. Therefore, unsafe drinking water is a 

major factor in the prevalence of water borne diseases such as diarrhoea which leads 

to higher rates of mortality. It is estimated that 1.5 million children under the age of five 

die every year. Water borne diseases are thus a major global health challenge 

(Parashar et al. 2003 & WHO/UNICEF, 2004).  Secondly, the literature that reports 

research on this issue using spatial and non-spatial analyses was reviewed. 

Specifically I considered the importance of GIS tools and spatial analysis techniques to 

address the geographic and geodemographic factors that might be related to the 

problem. Thirdly, the factors associated with drinking water problem in Egypt are 

reviewed, particularly water resources; population distribution and density; slums and 

deprived areas in the capital; unplanned housing growth on the agricultural land and 

spatial factors related to drinking water quality supplies. Finally, the DHS as a data 

source generally and the 2005 Egyptian DHS in particular are discussed in detail. 

Applications concerning the usefulness of the DHS data in different contexts are 

reviewed.  

 

2.2 Drinking water and health 

2.2.1 The Seventh Millennium Development Goal 

The MDGs were set in September 2000 by the UN Summit in New York as aims to be 

achieved by 2015. However, the expectation of achieving these goals varies from one 

country to another based on socioeconomic problems and economic development 

progress (Keyzer & Van Wesenbeek, 2006). The MDGs aim to decrease poverty rates 

and solve sustainable development problems that affect human development in the 

developing countries. There has been an increasing amount of literature on the MDGs, 

particularly for poverty and standard of living problems. The DHS provides an effective 

dataset for studying and analyzing the MDGs particularly for addressing the nature of 

health problems and health inequalities between geographic regions (spatial 

differences within one country) and population groups (Attaran, 2005).   
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The seventh goal of the MDGs focuses on “ensuring environment sustainability” while 

Target 7C as a part of this goal covers improving drinking water and basic sanitation 

“Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking 

water and basic sanitation” (UN, 2000). Sahn & Stifel (2003) analyzed data from the 

DHS to investigate six of the MDGs and identify progress in achieving those goals in 

the African countries. However, the study would have been more persuasive if the 

authors had included Target 7C of the MDG because of the importance of improving 

water supply and sanitation systems to reducing poverty rates and increasing quality of 

life. DHS data have been identified as a major source for researching and investigating 

progress towards the MDGs. Several studies have addressed health outcomes of 

population to build health information systems. Examples include: infant and child 

health including morbidity, mortality rates and prevalence of infectious diseases related 

to socioeconomic conditions (AbouZahr & Boerma, 2005 ; Fay et al. 2005). Access to 

potable and safe drinking water is an important component in human health, 

particularly in developing countries where it seems to be associated with 

geodemographic and socioeconomic circumstances of the communities. Therefore, it is 

expected that fresh water and piped supplies are related to developed and urban areas 

while contaminated and unsafe water are related to slum and rural areas. Likewise, 

using filters and treating drinking water are correlated with educated and rich 

households while poor access to clean water and using unimproved sources are 

related to deprived households and poor communities. As a result, households who do 

not have access to safe drinking water are more likely to be infected by water borne 

diseases such as cholera, typhoid and diarrhoea.  

 

Although access to safe drinking water is a concern in almost all African countries, 

Sahn & Stifel (2003) have researched the progress that has been met in Africa 

regarding all the MDGs except the seventh goal that focuses on environmental 

resources and sustainable development. Access to unsafe drinking water has been 

seen by Fay et al. (2003) as a part of many other socioeconomic problems such as 

deprivation, literacy, slum areas, inadequate sanitation and poor population health. 

Therefore, Mathew (2004) pointed out that access to clean and safe drinking water as 

a target in the MDGs is related to many others targets and goals in the MDGs. The 

intersection between access to safe drinking water and other goals has been 

addressed in more detail elsewhere (Mathew, 2004).  
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According to the international policy of the MDGs access to improved and unimproved 

water is defined as the following quotation and table 2.1 (WHO/UNICEF, 2009; UN, 

2003): 

“An improved drinking-water source is defined as one that, by nature of its construction 

or through active intervention, is protected from outside contamination, in particular 

from contamination with faecal matter” 

 

Improved Unimproved 

Piped water into dwelling, plot or yard Unprotected dug well 

Public tap/standpipe Unprotected spring 

Tube well / borehole Small cart with tank/drum 

Protected dug well Tanker truck 

Protected spring Bottled water * 

Rainwater Surface water (river, dam, lake, pond,  

* Bottled water is considered to be improved only when the household uses water from another improved source for 
cooking and personal hygiene; where this information is not available, bottled water is classified on a case-by-case 
basis 
Source: WHO and UNICEF.2009, the Joint Monitoring Programme for Water supply and Sanitation 

Table 2.1 Improved and unimproved water sources 

 

Regarding water quantity and access distance, the JMP defines access to drinking 

water as “the availability of at least 20 litres per person per day from an "improved 

source" within 1km of the user's dwelling”. (Shordt et al, 2004). However, one of the 

limitations with this definition is that it does not consider either households connected 

to piped water with regular daily, weekly or monthly interrupted water problems, or the 

water treatment processes of private or public sources. In the treatment process water 

quality might be affected. Another weakness is that walking time and distance for 

fetching water defined as 1km from household location is still a long distance. 

Therefore, fetching and storing water could be major issue for households and thus, 

water is more likely to be contaminated between the spatial location of collection and 

the point of use (Wright et al. 2004). Furthermore, there is an ambiguity related to 

rainwater collection as an improved source of drinking water whereby the catchment 

area of rainwater varies from one country to another according to environmental 

factors. In addition, variations can be found in techniques and approaches to collecting 

rainwater.  

 

Many challenges are faced in achieving Target 7C of the MDG focusing on access to 

improved sources of drinking water, particularly in some regions such as Sub-Saharan 
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Africa. Thus, more effort is needed to meet the goals. The rapid population growth in 

general and on the margin of towns and cities in particular, increases the population 

who do not have access to safe drinking water and adequate sanitation. For instance, 

the number of people living in urban areas with no access to safe drinking water 

doubled in Sub-Saharan Africa between 1990 and 2004 while the number in rural areas 

in 2004 was five times higher than in urban areas (UNICEF &WHO, 2006). Achieving 

this goal is necessary since a lack of clean drinking water can lead to several diseases 

affecting children and younger people of poor households. Therefore, it is expected 

that the MDGs on health issues such as child mortality, maternal health, malaria, 

diarrhoea and other diseases are actually correlated with drinking water quality. As a 

result, any progress achieved in access to improved source of drinking water will 

definitely impact on other MDGs which relate to population health outcomes.  

  

2.2.2 Measuring access to drinking water 

Despite Target 7C in the MDG aiming to improve drinking water sources and increase 

the proportion of households who have access to safe drinking water and sanitation 

facilities (WHO& UNICEF 2006), it does not indicate any methods, techniques or 

approaches for measurement of drinking water access indicators. Furthermore, there 

has been vagueness and fuzziness in relation to the term “safe water” which needs to 

be more clearly specified. Including spatial factors that impact water accessibility 

requires accurate measurement of access to safe water sources. Previous studies 

have introduced methods to measure indicators of drinking water access such as 

Water Point Mapping (WPM) (Jimenez & Foguet 2009; Jimenez & Foguet 2008; 

WaterAid ODI, 2009); water access based on quality and quantity definitions (Devi & 

Bostoen, 2009); and measuring water system capability in maintaining and improving 

water supply infrastructures of urban areas, with respect to the percentage of the 

population with access to portable drinking water (Milman & Short, 2008).  

 

Difficulties arise for many reasons, however, when an attempt is made to investigate 

measurement of drinking water access internationally. Firstly, developing countries 

vary in terms of database availability, capacity and government policy to achieve the 

MDG targets. Secondly, there is a lack of standard methods or techniques to measure 

water access and progress towards the drinking water target. Thirdly, variations have 

been found in socioeconomic and spatial factors impacting safe water access between 

developing countries. For instance, containers, tanks and vessels used for water 

storage vary from one country to another. Some of these simple technologies are 

appropriate and have significant impacts on microbiological quality of water (Sobsey, 
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2002). Therefore, researching and investigating drinking water is often undertaken 

based on country-specific data and information. Thus, many studies have conducted a 

country based survey or a case study to address improved water sources and supplies 

(O’Hara et al. 2008; Jimenez & Foguet 2007). 

 
The JMP is undertaken by the WHO/UNICEF and aims to track the efforts which are 

made by government policies of developing countries to measure improvement in 

water supplies and sanitation systems. According to JMP the term safe drinking water 

refers to all connecting technologies of improved water sources such as public 

standpipes, protected boreholes with hand pumps, protected wells, protected springs 

and rainwater collection (WHO/UNICEF, 2009a). To be safe, all these water sources 

must give reasonable and ready access. Therefore, tanker trucks and bottled water are 

considered unsafe water sources. JMP implement the monitoring process by gathering 

information at global and national levels about drinking water using official sources 

particularly censuses and surveys such as DHS and Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey 

(MICS). The programme plays a key role in building an international database to 

monitor and track the progress of drinking water access in each country. This is 

achieved by harmonising the datasets and preparing the questions and indicators 

which are used in the national surveys. The information collected by JMP is used 

widely by international organisations to produce several official documents and reports, 

for instance the World Water Development Report and World Health Report, as well as 

information and reports on the general status of drinking water and sanitation sectors 

(WHO/UNICEF, 2009b).These reports are useful for decision makers as they provide 

comprehensive and appropriate guidance on drinking water access. 

 

WaterAid is an international organisation that works on a non-profit basis to enable 

deprived people in developing countries to increase access to improved and safe water 

sources.  The programme provides households with simple technologies to help them 

obtain safe water. The programme was launched in 1981 in the UK as a result of the 

Third World Conference that was held in the UK by the National Water Council 

(WaterAid ODI, 2009). Many water industry organizations contributed funding for 

projects in developing countries particularly African countries such as Zambia, Ethiopia, 

Tanzania and Uganda. WaterAid has set a basic strategy (2005-2010) that aims to 

support the MDG targets in terms of access to safe drinking water and clean sanitation 

facilities (WaterAid ODI, 2009). WaterAid works in the poorest communities in rural and 

urban areas to identify areas where households do not have access to safe water 

because of socioeconomic factors particularly disability, ethnicity, gender, age and 
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other social difficulties and problems. In urban areas the problem of access to safe 

drinking water is often found in slums and marginalized settlements. Thus, the 

WaterAid organization is undertaking its projects in these communities. Water Point 

Mapping (WPM) is an effective method used by WaterAid to analyse drinking water 

access in target communities. 

 

WPM may be broadly defined as collecting spatial demographic and infrastructure 

information about improved water points in a particular geographic area using GPS and 

questionnaire methods. This is followed by GIS analysis of the collected information to 

establish, analyse and display factors which impact on improved water points. This 

method has been applied as a successful approach in some developing countries 

particularly in Africa (Jimenez & Foguet, 2008). There are three significant aspects 

strongly related to Target 7C in the MDGs (WaterAid, ODI, 2009). Firstly, there is 

physical access which is associated with distance to water point and the size of the 

population who that is served by it. Secondly, there is the definition of safe water which 

varies nationally due to differing national standards. It is assumed that improved water 

sources provide safe water. Thirdly, there is the sustainability concept since continuity 

of water supply infrastructures and service management matter. Thus, providing water 

supply for the long term is considered a sustainable source. WPM has been applied by 

WaterAid in different developing countries aiming to achieve two targets: 

 Exploring the distribution of water points in a geographic region to support local 

government policy in terms of water access. 

 Focusing on the definition of water access indicators to be displayed at the sub-

national level based on dataset availability.  

 

The relationship between access to improved water sources and the service provided 

in reality has been investigated by Jimenez and Foguet (2008). They addressed the 

WPM in three geographic regions in Tanzania: Dodoma, Tabora and Singida, where 

datasets analysed came from a WPM campaign. Access in the Tanzania case study 

was defined by a maximum distance and a number of people for each water point (WP) 

(250 people within 400m radius). The findings of this study showed that the number of 

households with access to safe water was 55% lower when it is estimated using WPM, 

compared with official census figures based on improved supply coverage (excepting 

one area, Singida). These differences appear when other indicators such as quality 

and seasonality are included. This suggests that the JMP should be reviewed and 

these factors need to be included in the international access standard.  
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Beside the absence of a clear definition of the access term, one major criticism of 

Target 7C of the MDGs is that it considers water sources protected by technologies to 

be safe water sources while the water itself might be contaminated. For instance, water 

in public stand pipes could be contaminated through the treatment process in the public 

plants. Similarly, protected wells and pumps are considered to be improved sources, 

and consequently safe, while the ground water itself may contain harmful components 

that affect human health. Furthermore, Wright et al. (2004) pointed out that a water 

source could be improved and safe while it is located further from household dwellings 

so that the water is more likely to be contaminated through fetching and storage 

between source and point of use. 

 

A national case of monitoring access to safe drinking water has been presented by 

O’Hara et al. (2008). In this study, a survey about access to water and sanitation was 

undertaken in 2005 to monitor the progress of Target 7C in Kazakhstan. A 

questionnaire survey was designed to cover 0.05% of the population in rural and urban 

areas. Additionally, 250 interviews were conducted with individuals living in urban and 

rural settlements and others with government and private sector organisations that 

were working on water supply related and health domains. The survey results showed 

that almost 55% of people have access to public piped water networks. However, the 

percentage varies greatly across the country, being higher in urban areas than rural 

and lower in the north than other parts. Furthermore, a high percentage of surveyed 

households reported incidences of interrupted water supply. This interruption was 

irregular, particularly in small rural clustered households. Households who do not have 

access to public piped networks tend to fetch drinking water from common and general 

standpipes located further away from their dwellings. Other drinking water sources 

such as wells, hand pumps and boreholes supply almost 50% of households who are 

unconnected to the public water supply. On the other hand, 20% of households have 

access to unsafe water sources such as reservoirs, streams, rivers and water delivery-

tankers. 

 

Investigating the spatial variables affecting access to safe water sources, the findings 

indicated that lower percentage of households fetch drinking water from sources which 

are located more than 1km away while the majority (70%) of people takes water from 

outside but within 100m. Nonetheless, great variations among urban and rural 

settlements have been reported. The findings also highlighted that most of the 

surveyed households with access to piped water reported problems in terms of water 
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contamination and interruption and therefore access to piped water supply does not 

mean access to safe and improved drinking water, either in quality or quantity.   

  

2.2.3 Water supply interruption and quality issues 

Water access and quality are influenced by the supply process by which water is taken 

from natural sources until it is distributed and delivered to households in their dwellings. 

Water supply interruption has been recognized as a problem that affects improved 

drinking water and may demonstrate health effects, particularly diarrhoeal disease in 

developing countries (Blum & Feachem 1983). A recent study by Hunter et al. (2009) 

has used data on the water supply system of Uganda to investigate the daily infection 

risk due to raw water consumption when a water supply system is not able to deliver 

treated water.  The findings of this study have shown that an interrupted water supply 

has a significant health impact. Moreover, the probability of water-related infections 

increases as the number of days of interruption increases. Geographically, the problem 

of water supply interruption is more likely to arise in rural areas than urban due to 

inadequate infrastructures. In many cases, water supply tools are found but they do not 

work effectively as a result of damage, old age on construction defects (Davis, 2000).  

Water supply interruptions have many effects on public health such as: 

 Interrupted water supplies make households store the water they need and thus 

water is more likely to be contaminated due to container materials, transmitted 

bacteria and other hygiene issues.  

 Water quantity is more likely to be low and thus people drink and consume less 

which impacts their normal life and hygiene practices. 

 Changes in water pressure occur during the time of interruption and inflow of 

contaminated water from outside the supply system may occur, particularly in 

damaged and old infrastructures.   

 During times of interruption, particularly long periods, households are more 

likely to fetch water from unimproved sources or unsafe water from sources that 

are located further way from their dwellings. 

 

De Zuane (1997) has suggested that a cooperative should be established between 

health and drinking water authorities to monitor and tackle the water distribution 

system. Thus, water quality could be evaluated by assessing the water delivery 

system. As a result, wastewater, leakage and other supply flow problems could be 

determined, measured and eliminated. Fewtrell et al. (2005) reviewed the literature on 

drinking water quality and health impacts and have pointed out that improvements in 
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water quality could be estimated based on water supply since water supply 

interventions are considered an effective method in reducing the burden of water 

related diseases such as diarrhoea. 

 

2.2.4 Sustainability of water supply and spatial coverage: rural and 

urban 

There has been an increasing amount of literature on drinking water supply problems 

based on the differentiation between rural and urban communities (Briscoe et al. 1990, 

Showers 2002; Harvey & Reed 2004). However, these studies make no attempt to 

highlight water access measurement or investigate the impact of spatial factors that 

vary between these environments. Water services and infrastructures in rural areas 

often neither provide a reliable and adequate water supply nor acceptable level of 

quality, which impact on the sustainability of drinking water. Thus high morbidity and 

mortality related to unsafe drinking water are found in rural areas (Gine & Perez-

Foguet, 2008). Demberere et al. (n.d) have found that water quality has a great impact 

on sustainability since households usually reject drinking water sources such as 

boreholes, wells and pumps that have a changeable and unsatisfactory taste. Milman & 

Short (2008) have investigated water provision resilience as an indicator of the 

sustainability of drinking water supply in urban areas. They argue that despite access 

to safe drinking water being a cornerstone in public health reducing infectious water 

diseases and consequently promoting human development, there are many barriers 

that challenge the existing level of drinking water access in urban communities. These 

include unpredictable population growth, migration from rural to urban areas and slum 

growth on the margins of cities and towns.    

   

2.2.5 Access to safe water and home treatment  

Drinking water treatment is a process which aims to provide people with safe drinking 

water and to reduce the risks associated with microbial and infectious diseases and 

therefore it primarily addresses the quality rather than the quantity issue. A lack of 

access to safe water and poor quality lead to a higher number of deaths from water 

borne diseases in developing countries, in particular children under five (WHO/UNICEF 

2000). Thus, access to safe drinking water and sanitation facilities have been seen as 

effectual ways to reduce morbidity and mortality rates (Wright & Gundry 2009).  A 

substantial amount of literature has been published on drinking water treatment. These 

studies have addressed water treatment issues from different perspectives such as 

monitoring and assessing water treatment at plants (Jofre et al. 1995; Lasheen et al. 
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2008, Rodriguze-Mozaz et al. 2004), home drinking water treatment and storage 

facilities (Wright & Gundry 2009; Mintez et al.1995; Nicolaisen 2003; Ali et al. 2003, 

Lehtola et al.2002; Crump et al. 2005; Sobsey 2002; Clasen 2006) and drinking water 

treatment and health effects particularly water-borne diseases and contaminated 

underground water (Clasen et al.2006; Jousilahti et al.2005; Laurent 2005; Reller et al. 

2003). Despite this extensive literature, there has to date been little consideration of 

integrating approaches to the measurement of access to safe drinking water 

internationally and nationally. Furthermore, home water treatment as a process is 

undertaken by households who lack access to safe water and obtain drinking water 

from unimproved sources. It is expected that some households treat their drinking 

water using filtration methods although this water is considered improved and safe 

such as home tap water.  

 

2.2.6 Problems of measuring access to safe water 

Although the majority of water supply problems seem to appear in rural areas of 

developing countries, where people lack access to public utilities and water networks, it 

is expected that water accessibility and sustainable safe water sources will be the 

greatest challenge in urban areas in the next decades (WHO/UNICEF&JMP, 2000).  

The interrelationships between rural and urban environments lead to socioeconomic 

phenomena such as population growth, migration and slum communities that affect 

water supplies (Gronwall, 2008). Therefore, the performance of water services is more 

likely to be low and the percentage of dwellings with no access to safe water is 

increasing dramatically, as slum and unplanned settlements are increasing.  

 

The problem of access to safe drinking water and its effects are found in almost all 

communities of developing countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Research on 

drinking water is usually related Target 7C in the MDGs and its definition of improved 

and unimproved water sources. Nonetheless, this definition and its criteria for 

distinguishing between safe and unsafe sources do not cover all spatial and 

demographic factors that affect access to potable water. Furthermore, no integrating 

quantitative technique has yet been introduced to measure access to safe water, either 

internationally or nationally. Consequently, difficulties arise when any attempt is made 

to include socioeconomic indicators in measuring accessibility to safe water sources in 

urban and rural areas. Standardisation of the term “access” to safe drinking water 

remains a great challenge. 
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2. 3 Measurements issue and data sources: Demographic and Health 

Survey 

2.3.1 What is the DHS?  

This section focuses on the nature and the structure of the DHS as a source of attribute 

and spatial data covering 84 developing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

The DHS topics and applications relevant to GIS and spatial analysis research are 

reviewed. Finally, the 2005 Egyptian DHS is considered in terms of questions of 

drinking water and geographic regions that were covered by the survey. The DHS 

programme was launched in 1984 and is funded by the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID). The survey is carried out by Opinion Research 

Corporation (ORC Macro). Two world surveys had been carried out before DHS: The 

World Fertility Survey (WFS) and Contraceptive Prevalence Survey (CPS). These 

concentrated on population health issues in developing countries. Nevertheless, DHS 

has different applications and has been implemented for many aspects of health and 

population. The core set of questions of the DHS concentrates on household 

characteristics in terms of socioeconomic domains (MEASURE DHS, 2008a).   

 

The DHS programme is considered an effective and useful data source for 

demographic and health issues, especially exploring and measuring the relationship 

between environmental influences and demographic and health variables for local 

communities. The survey provides researchers with geographic information that 

enables them to interpret and highlight the effect of spatial differences on health 

outcomes of populations. Despite there being some other international surveys which 

are water related such as the MICS, the DHS is more powerful and widely used. 

Moreover, the DHS provides a useful and large section on drinking water with data that 

could be analysed spatially, as a result of collecting latitude and longitude coordinates 

using GPS technology. The section on drinking water included internationally in the 

DHS survey had focused just on water supply types and interruptions before it was 

developed by adding questions about water treatments in 2005.  

 

2.3.2 The DHS questions about drinking water 

Table 2.2 illustrates nine questions related to drinking water which were introduced in 

the 2003 and 2005 Egyptian DHS surveys and seven of them were in both surveys: 

 A question about drinking water sources for households that focuses on water 

sources whereby connection to public networks and piped supplies are defined 

as safe water sources. In contrast, other unprotected sources are unimproved 
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and thus unsafe. For instance, bottled water, fetching water by tanker truck, and 

unprotected wells, pumps, springs, boreholes, surface water are all unsafe 

sources.  

 A question about water source location addresses whether the water source is 

inside or outside the household dwelling, followed by another question 

addressing time spent to fetch water from outside household dwellings. 

  A question about people who are responsible for fetching water whether they 

are male, female, children or adults. Two questions were added in the 2005 

Egyptian DHS. 

 Two questions investigate interrupted water supplies and frequency.  

In 2005 two important new questions were added into the DHS. The first one considers 

source of water used by households for cooking and whether the source is the same as 

for drinking water or not. The second question focuses on household water treatment 

and which method is usually used by household to make drinking water safer. 

 Question Answer Survey year 

1  

What is the main source of drinking water 
for the members of your households? 

Piped water 

Piped in to dwelling 

Piped to yard/plot 

Public tap/standpipe 

Tube well 

Dug well 

Protected well 

Unprotected well 

Water from spring 

Protected spring 

Unprotected spring 

Tanker truck 

Cart with small tank 

Surface water 

(River/Dam/Lake/Pond/Stream/Canal/ 
Irrigation Channel)  

Bottled water  

Other …………………….. (Specify)  

 

 

 

 

2005/ before 
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2  

What is the main source of water used by 
your household for other purposes such 
as cooking and hand washing? 

 

 

Piped water 

Piped in to dwelling 

Piped to yard/plot 

Public tap/standpipe 

Tube well 

Dug well 

Protected well 

Unprotected well 

Water from spring 

Protected spring 

Unprotected spring 

Tanker truck 

Cart with small tank 

Surface water 

(River/Dam/Lake/Pond/Stream/Canal/ 
Irrigation Channel)  

Other …………………….. (Specify) 

 

 

 

 

 

Since 2005 

3 
 
 

 

Where is (SOURCE IN 1 OR 2) located? 

In own dwelling 

In own yard        

 Else where…….            

 

2005/ before 

4  

How long does it take to go there, get 
water, and come back? 

Minutes 

Do not know 

 

2005/ before 

5  

 

Who usually goes to this source to fetch 
the water for your household? 

 

 

 

Adult woman 15+ 

Adult man 15+ 

Female Child 

Under 15 year old 

Male Child 

Under 15 year old 

Other……….. (Specify)  

 

 

 

2005/ before 

6  

During the last two weeks, was there any 
time when water was not available from 
(SOURCE IN 1 OR 2)? 

Yes 

No 

Do not know 

 

2005/ before 
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Table 2.2 Representing the DHS questions about drinking water in the 2005 survey and before 

Source: 2003 and 2005 Egyptian DHS 

 

2.3.3 DHS: the topics of interest 

Although the drinking water issue has been addressed in the DHS as a part of 

household characteristics, the survey incorporates many socioeconomic, demographic, 

medical, epidemiologic and geographical themes. Figure 2.1 presents the intersection 

of DHS research topics and spatial analysis applications. Concerning the data collected 

about households, a spatial perspective is a major relevant area for research and 

analysis of environmental effects on the demographic and health status of 

communities. 

 

The HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) is an important indicator that can be 

analysed from a spatial perspective. For the purpose of understanding how the 

prevalence of HIV varies geographically, the relationships between spatial factors and 

socioeconomic circumstances are important. However, estimating HIV prevalence 

before 2001 was based on monitoring HIV rates in pregnant women attending 

7  

Did this happen on a daily or almost daily 
basis, only a few times per week, or less 
frequently? 

 

 

Daily/almost daily 

Few times per week 

Less frequently  

Do not know 

 

2005/ before 

8  

Do you treat your water in any way to 
make it safer to drink? 

 

Yes 

No 

Do not know 

 

Since 2005 

9  

What do you usually do to the water to 
make it safer to drink? 

 

 

 

 

 

Boil 

Add bleach/Chlorine 

Strain through a cloth/cotton 

Use water filter (Ceramic, Sand, 
composite etc)   

Solar disinfection  

Let it stand to settle 

Other……………. (specify) 

Do not know 

 

 

Since 2005 
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antenatal care (MEASURE DHS, 2008b). ) Montana et al. (2008) used GIS based 

analysis to identify the AIDS clusters related to antenatal care (ANC) sites. In this 

study, data from DHS for three African countries, Ethiopia, Kenya and Malawi had been 

used as well as two AIDS Indicators Surveys (AIS) from Tanzania and Uganda. The 

study made a comparison between DHS/AIS estimates and ANC surveillance 

estimates. The results proved that HIV prevalence was higher among women who lived 

in urban areas near ANC sites compared with men of the same areas in all countries. 

 

Malaria is an infectious disease found widely in developing countries especially Sub-

Saharan countries. In addition to approximately 1 million deaths annually, this disease 

causes about 500 million infections and is considered to be one of the top 5 diseases 

causes of death among children globally (Preman et al. 2004). Kazembe et al. (2007) 

argued that malaria affects child mortality particularly in under 5-year olds. They used 

2000 Malawi DHS data to research biodemographic and socioeconomic conditions 

related to malaria. The study suggests that the spatial variations in malaria endemicity 

and its impacts on child mortality are related to many factors such as characteristics of 

places of residence, maternal age and education. Furthermore, malaria was associated 

with early childhood mortality in Malawi.    

 

DHS collects valuable data to analyse the associations between family health and 

women’s empowerment and status. Especially in the developing countries, gender 

presents different social problems related to cultural backgrounds. Data on the effects 

of domestic violence on women and children’s health have been collected in 20 

developing countries (MEASURE DHS, 2008c). 

 

The biomarkers test focuses on health care services and health conditions related to 

diseases such as diabetes, vitamin A, herpes and syphilis (MEASURE DHS, 2008d). 

These survey data gives the opportunity to address standards of life of the local 

community. Furthermore, these dataset of health conditions could be linked with the 

socioeconomic structure of households to identify geodemographic and spatial 

indicators that impact on disease prevalence. 

 

The DHS highlights many youth issues, with data collected on surveys conducted in 30 

countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Eastern Europe since 2000. Data relating 

to the 15-24 age group focus on socioeconomic and cultural information particularly 

education, unemployment, media exposure, nutrition, general health issues such as 

HIV prevalence, and fertility rates (MEASURE DHS, 2008e). 
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methodology (labeled ‘GPS’), in situations where household clusters are dispersed, an 

approximate centre point for the cluster is assigned using a single GPS reading 

(Burgert, 2009).   

 

A number of studies have utilized analysis of the spatial relationships between health 

inequalities and demographic variables in the DHS such as age, gender, area of 

residence, occupation and education level (Wirth et al, 2006). Wang (2002) studied the 

health outcomes of 60 low income countries using DHS data between 1990 and 1999 

based on national and local levels (rural and urban). He studied the child mortality gap 

that was observed between rural and urban regions. Significant associations were 

found between health outcomes and socioeconomic determinants among poor people 

in these countries. Moreover, many variables can be obtained from DHS to assess and 

measure the relationship between deprived areas and health outcomes, such as the 

association between child mortality rates and access to safe drinking water, electricity, 

income and unemployment of households. Tanser & Sueur (2002) used GPS data from 

DHS to address the impact of climate on children’s nutritional status and the 

associations between economic diversity and spatial variations in health indicators. 

They confirmed the importance of the geo-coded DHS data that allows different 

disciplines to contribute to the study of socioeconomic and geographic patterns of 

demographic and health phenomena. The availability of these data presents more GIS 

and spatially based analysis opportunities. On health care much more has been done, 

particularly interpreting women’s household positions as cultural variables and impacts 

on maternal health data (Salway, 2006). Mathews & Bina (2004) used data from the 

2001 DHS of Nepal to explore the direct impact of ecological and environmental 

conditions on the use of ANC behaviours by married women and the spatial variations 

of gender development across Nepal’s districts. They linked DHS clusters with 

contextual data at district level. The results suggested there were many variables 

affecting use of ANC services, particularly level of education of married women, 

distance to nearest hospital, and husband’s level of education. 

 

Root (1997) used data from the Zimbabwean DHS to study spatial variations in child 

mortality in Zimbabwe. The main findings have confirmed regional variations between 

two provinces (Shona and Ndebele) according to population density which affected the 

transmission of infectious diseases. High population density and poverty were 

associated with high rates of child mortality, especially diarrhoea, malaria and measles. 

Kandala et al. (2006) studied the spatial patterns of child mortality and morbidity due to 

diarrhoea and fever prevalence in Malawi using 2000 DHS data. They examined the 
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spatial distribution of the two diseases based on a geo-additive probit model and 

mapping approach. The results suggested that there were some differences between 

locations of high and low rates of diarrhoea and febrile disease. Urban areas were 

more likely to show lower fever percentages and higher rates of diarrhoea diseases 

especially in the capital. These areas might be associated with a particular pattern of 

socioeconomic factors such as parental education, especially maternal educational 

attainment, child’s place of residence, household size and household economic status. 

 

Uthman (2008) has analysed data from the 2003 Nigerian DHS examining the spatial 

relations and contextual impacts of initiation of sexual intercourse among women in 

Nigeria. However, weakness is apparent in this study where no description of data 

linkage has been presented. Despite the study showing extensive and clear 

explanations of statistical analysis, DHS sampling techniques and Nigerian hierarchical 

boundary structure, no information is given regarding the GIS linkage methods and 

processes used to complete this work.  Gemperli et al. (2004) used spatial analysis 

methods to focus on geographic differences in infant mortality in Mali using data from 

DHS 1995-1996. In this study, a high rate of infant mortality has been reported in the 

inland Delta of the Niger River because of malaria transmission, which results in 

relationships between infant mortality and place of residence. The result of a 

geostatistical logistic model showed a strong impact of socioeconomic factors, 

particularly mother’s age at infant’s birth, gender, birth order, and mother’s education 

and residence area.  

 

Gemperli (2003) have studied the Malaria Risk in Africa (MARA) datasets to examine 

the relationship between malaria and infant mortality risk in Mali using two point-

referenced datasets from the DHS.  These datasets were linked using a geostatistical 

model. Geostatistics is defined as a statistical description of natural variables 

distributed in space or in time and space. Examples of these variables are thickness 

and depth of geological layers, soil categories in a region, pollution level in a 

contaminated site (Chiles & Delfiner 1999; Webster, 2007). A logistic model was 

applied to assess malaria prevalence among children aged less than one year to 10 

years old in 101 different sites. Other spatial variables obtained from remotely sensed 

imagery were included in the statistical model, such as rainfall, temperature and 

vegetation index. Kandala et al. (2007) have studied the effects of risk factors for child 

mortality in Nigeria using data from 1999 and 2003 Nigerian DHS. Multivariate analysis 

was used to investigate the spatial patterns of childhood diseases and related 

socioeconomic variables. Although they mapped the spatial distribution of child 
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morbidity especially diarrhoea, fever, and cough at Nigerian district level, no 

explanation is given of the linkage of DHS data and boundaries.   

 

The spatial multilevel approach has been used for modelling interrelationships between 

epidemiological and health phenomena and geographical and socioeconomic factors. 

Kaggwa et al. (2008) has demonstrated differential impacts of individual and 

community normative factors of contraceptive methods among women in Mali. The 

study used data from the 2001 DHS of Mali and the analysis was undertaken using 403 

DHS clusters. The dependent variable was "current use of modern contraceptive" and 

different independent variables were categorized into two groups: individual and 

community variables. This study, however, would have been much more persuasive if 

the work had considered the linkage between the DHS dataset and administrative 

boundaries behind the multilevel analysis. Munch et al. (2003) studied tuberculosis 

prevalence in the Cape Town suburbs of Ravensmead and Uitsig. They argued that 

according to the South African DHS there was a high rate of this disease related to 

social factors such as overcrowded housing, deprivation and poor lifestyle. Amin et al. 

(2002) used data from the 1993–94 Bangladesh DHS to analyze the spatial patterns of 

contraceptive use in Bangladeshi districts. They found similarities in contraceptive use, 

and consequently decline in fertility, across the Bangladeshi-Indian border. These 

similarities might be explained by cultural and social factors such as the Bengali 

language which is a common on both sides of the Bangladesh–West Bengal border.  

 

A spatial modeling approach is applied widely in demographic research, particularly 

global issues such as population growth, climate change and water (Weeks, 2004). 

Figure (2.2) shows the possibilities of using DHS data in different applications and 

research topics. GPS data permit GIS and spatial analysis applications and modeling 

techniques and allow better understanding of spatial relationships between 

socioeconomic and geodemographic variables. GPS clusters are available as a useful 

part of the DHS survey which supports spatial research and provides opportunities to 

link it with other spatial data. For example, using a dataset from the DHS for exploring 

public health might require integration with other demographic variables associated 

with population health outcomes.  
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tabulation of key variables is based on six or more geographical regions. In this 

case each geographical region should have 1,000 women in the sample. Thus, 

sample size depends on survey implementation, time and funding. 

 An area sampling frame is needed at an early stage of planning the DHS 

survey. The sampling frame is often obtained from the census organization 

where a recent census has been conducted. The sampling frame should 

present a list of enumeration areas (EAs) of the survey country, with paper 

maps. Each geographical unit must have a unique name and a measurement 

size such as population size or number of households.  

 Census enumeration areas in most survey countries do not vary greatly in 

population size. Nonetheless, in some countries they are large (1,000 to 2,000 

population), and come without household or individual lists. Census maps, if 

they exist, may not be accurate enough. In this situation, more work is required 

to sub-divide large enumeration areas in the planning period of the survey and 

to obtain household lists for the sub-divided areal units.  These smallest areal 

units are known as segments. 

 For these smallest areal units, over time and based on experience, the DHS 

has developed a segment size of 500 people for the areal sampling frame. 

Each larger geographic unit can then be assigned a measure of size equal to 

the number of segments it contains by dividing its population by 500 and 

rounding the results to the nearest whole number.  

 Stratification is applied in the DHS survey whereby the survey population is 

divided into subgroups. The sample is then selected independently for each 

stratum. This process is different from the survey domain where the country is 

divided into urban and rural areas for the purposes of reporting and analysis 

rather than sample selection. The main objective of stratification is to reduce the 

sampling error related to the variations that exist within the strata not between 

them. The most important reason for applying stratification is the variations that 

might exist among different populations such as urban and rural. Therefore, a 

stratum allows separate selection of the sampling allocation for each subgroup. 

 The size of each sample in each cluster depends on the variable of interest. For 

instance, contraceptive use needs more clusters for comparison purposes 

between geographic units. Therefore, the sample size is suggested to be 15 to 

20 women per cluster. By contrast, some other variables such as fertility are 

less clustered. Although a large cluster “take” costs less, the DHS tends to 

avoid this because there are many varied objectives to be achieved by the 
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survey. Thus, 30-40 women is the typical cluster size in rural areas and 20-25 

women in urban sectors. 

 Segmentation should be done in the field and each areal unit is visited, followed 

by selecting the sample segment for each areal unit. Mapping all segments of 

areal units is required, as well as listing dwellings with households residing and 

those absent at the time of the survey. After completing this stage, the outputs 

from the mapping and listing work are sent to the central office of the survey in 

order for household selection to be undertaken.  

2.4.2 Selected sampling methods  

The most important thing in the selection stage are the final elementary units, for 

instance eligible women, who often have an equal chance to be selected and included 

in the survey. Where the survey structure and sampling design means that the chance 

of being selected is equal for all women, this process is known as the equal probability 

of selection method (EPSEM). By applying this process, weighting or self-weighting will 

be done directly since the results are treated as a representative of the population 

concerned without the need for weighting in any analysis. However, to obtain the best 

design for the survey domains, a higher sampling probability is sometimes 

recommended to be applied, in particular when the population variance is larger and 

the unit cost is lower. The sampling error increases as the sample size decreases. 

Therefore, oversampling is required for every small domain to reduce sampling error.  

Where the probability of selection of eligible women does vary, then a technique known 

as Probability Proportional to Size (PPS) weighting is used to estimate sample weights 

that reflect the sizes of the areal units within which women and households are located. 

 

2.4.3 Sampling errors 

Two error types have been encountered in the DHS survey:  

 Nonsampling error which refers to mistakes made during the survey such as 

incorrect allocation of households, interviewing a household which was not 

selected, misunderstanding survey questions and all the various mistakes in the 

data entry processes.  

 Secondly, sampling errors such as coverage and non-response errors. 

Coverage error is a lack of correspondence between the sampling, as designed 

prior to the survey, and its implementation on the ground by interviewers. Non-

response error occurs when an interview is attempted but the household does 

not respond to the survey because of unavailability, absence or otherwise 
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refuses to take part in the survey. Much more detail about the DHS in terms of 

selection techniques and sampling can be found in MEASURE DHS (2009b).    

2.4.4 GPS clusters of the DHS 

Locational information is a particularly important factor in health and demographic 

analysis, particularly if we consider the fact that many diseases and health problems 

have strong geographic patterns. For these reasons, and to broaden the research utility 

of the data, MEASURE DHS has adopted a GPS method to collect geographic data 

and include them as part of the survey. The initial samples of the DHS cover different 

socioeconomic content. Topics of interest vary from sub-Saharan Africa to Asian and 

Latin America countries. In general the DHS produces useful attribute data that could 

be linked to cluster points with, or without, other spatial data for research. Point data 

can also be aggregated to the boundaries of administrative units which creates great 

opportunities to undertake multivariate analysis at different geographic levels (Montana 

& Spencer, 2004; Vaessen et al. 2004).  

 Coordinate system and cluster error 

GPS technology has made obtaining the latitude and longitude of any location 

much easier. Latitude and longitude are angles (degree or grid) from a point on the 

earth’s surface to the earth’s centre (Kennedy & Kopp, 2001). Latitude defines 

spatial position based on distance from the equatorial line with positive coordinate 

values to positions located north of the equator and negative ones to the south. 

Longitude defines positions east and west based on Prime Meridian Line 

(Greenwich), with positive values to the east and negative values to the west 

(Montana and Spencer, 2004). In his study of spatial sampling design for DHS, 

Kumar (2007) has argued that GPS and GIS technologies have an important 

impact on spatial sampling design for collecting demographic and health data 

where household location is required. Using GPS to identify the residential areas is 

considered a helpful measurement for constructing a sampling frame of 

households. Montana & Spencer (2004) have demonstrated how GPS is used in 

DHS for collecting sample clusters. Longitude and latitude are taken with attention 

to GPS accuracy, so that any receiver should collect data from at least four satellite 

signals and calculate the position of the cluster point according to the best strength 

of signal. However, topographic phenomena in the field such as tall buildings, 

mountains, hills, plateaus and tree canopies still affect signals and produce errors. 

In addition, there are data entry mistakes produced by field workers such as 

incorrect identification of site information. These mistakes are critical errors, as they 

cannot be corrected if they are identified after leaving field sites.  
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2.5 Spatial measurements: methodology of GIS data linkage  

2.5.1 GIS data linkage and uncertainty 

A clear interpretation of uncertainty in GIS is presented by Longley et al. (2005) who 

define uncertainty as the observed differences between any spatial phenomenon in the 

real world and the way it is being represented in a GIS context.  Thus, uncertainty may 

affect the structure and the quality of represented datasets. They conclude that, 

although GIS and spatial analysis processes are nowadays implemented by powerful 

computational software, positional errors and uncertainty in representation of digital 

data are increasing. Therefore greater efforts are required to assess data quality by 

looking at different scales of study area or different datasets for a single phenomenon. 

Uncertainty also relates to concepts such as vagueness, ambiguity and fuzziness. 

Vagueness arises when determining the exact location of polygons, lines or points. 

Ambiguity can be distinguished when there is a doubt as to which class or geographic 

level spatial data should be assigned. Fuzziness appears in GIS fields in which 

classification and categories are major steps such as land use, soil studies, land cover 

and vegetation (Longley et al. 2005). Foody & Atkinson (2003) state that much 

attention has been given to the issue of uncertainty in GIS compared with remote 

sensing. Nevertheless, in all spatial sciences uncertainty can be investigated from the 

perspective of ambiguity and vagueness. They argue that ambiguity reflects the 

uncertainty related to a crisp term while vagueness expresses uncertainty in terms of 

fuzziness and roughness. The term uncertainty has been used in relation to bias, 

accuracy and precision.   

  

In 1972 Gale introduced the term "fuzzy" and discussed its geographical applications. 

Robinson and Strahler (1984) provided in-depth interpretation of the term in a GIS 

context (Fisher, 2000). Robinson (2003) mentioned that the role of fuzzy sets in solving 

various problems in spatial analysis is increasing due to increased complexity and 

sophistication of GIS tools. In their study of the impact of uncertainty on decision 

making, Abbspour et al. (2003) make a clear distinction between uncertainty and error. 

Uncertainty means lack of knowledge and perfect information about spatial 

phenomenon which causes doubt, sureness and suspicion of the results. Meanwhile 

positional error reflects variations between the measurement of the observation and the 

phenomenon in the real world. Crosetto et al. (2000) pointed out that positional error of 

vector data often leads to a low degree of accuracy and high level of uncertainty. 

However, it is important to consider data type. Some spatial phenomena such as 

roads, houses and land parcel are well defined. On the other hand, soil classes and 
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vegetation boundaries are less accurate being more reliant on the data collecter and 

sources. The spatial error that occurs in GIS data input leads to further error 

propagation problems; consequently uncertainty is associated with the findings 

(Heuvelink 1998). 

 

A relationship exists between accuracy and precision concepts and positional errors in 

GIS. Dutton (1989) differentiated between accuracy and precision, defining accuracy 

as the degree of congruence and agreement with external realities, while precision 

refers to the level of detail recorded of the spatial phenomenon. Maceachren (1985) 

considered the input of database characteristics to illustrate great impact on the 

accuracy of spatial units. He identified four factors which may produce spatial error in 

thematic maps: error in the mapping process, error in collecting and recording data, 

error in data classification and errors in data representation. Kennedy (1989) considers 

the accuracy issue in demographic research to be a matter especially associated with 

the problem of small numbers and the outputs of percentages and ratios. Aggregation 

of spatial units, as a solution of this problem, is subject to the modifiable areal unit 

problem (MAUP) (Green & Flowerdew, 1996) and aggregation over time conceals 

temporal trends. A considerable and growing amount of literature has investigated 

point-in-polygon problems in GIS and spatial analysis research. Zalik & Kolingerous 

(2001) have described an algorithm mainly consisting of a polygon laid on a grid of 

equally sized cells. Points are tested to whether each one falls inside or outside the 

cell, and the local position of any point can be determined when the cell contains a 

polygon border. Li et al. (2007) have mentioned point-in-polygon query as an important 

measurement process in computational geometry applications generally and in GIS 

particularly. Testing a query point inclusion in a polygon is a popular problem in 

computer science, computational geometry, and spatial analysis and GIS (Schirra, 

2008). This issue is of particular relevance when considering the aggregation of DHS 

GPS clusters to administrative boundaries. 

   

2.5.2 Linkage of DHS clusters and administrative boundaries  

Linkage of two datasets such as census and household surveys is one of the most 

significant and effective methods in GIS and spatial analysis research. In this context, 

spatial analysis linkage means the combination of attribute data from two different map 

layers into a single integrated file. Sester et al. (1998) discussed in more detail aspects 

of the linkage and matching together of datasets of similar or different scales using GIS 

and spatial analysis tools. They argued that the tremendous variety of data sets, which 

come from many sources, allow researchers to build effective analysis processes. A 
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study by Chen et al. (2003) used a conflation technique to automatically integrate 

satellite imagery data with vector data which were in different geographic projections. 

Nonetheless, implementing linkage processes in general requires an accuracy 

assessment of the matching operation and its outputs. The DHS data structure offers 

opportunities for building useful comparisons for different socioeconomic and 

geodemographic variables. In his explanation of the role of spatial analysis in 

demography research, Weeks (2004) has pointed out that the DHS is an important 

source of georeferenced data, since it uses GPS to record the geographic coordinates 

for every household included in the survey. These coordinates are then averaged for 

each cluster of households. Moreover, researchers in the spatial sciences can use 

these datasets and link them to census boundaries, locating each cluster within each 

administrative zone. There has not been much coverage in the literature of linkage 

between DHS household clusters and administrative boundary data. Only one such 

study was identified (Pande et al. 2008) who linked DHS cluster points to other spatial 

datasets and investigated diarrhoea prevalence in Benin. A logit regression method 

was applied to assess geographical and socioeconomic variables that affect the 

prevalence of diarrhoeal disease. They linked DHS household clusters to various 

spatial datasets, including diarrhoeal prevalence estimates linked to county boundaries 

to identify factors that might be responsible for diarrhoea prevalence, particularly 

drinking water sources and water quality. One of the limitations with this study is that 

neither explains in detail how they linked the DHS and other data sets to administrative 

boundaries, nor whether there was a problem in making the spatial link. One question 

that needs to be asked, is whether there was actually a problem with their point-in-

polygon linkage which has either not been identified or has not been completely 

correctly performed. These questions cannot be answered as there is no explanation of 

the methodology used. It seems that data attached to administrative areas have 

seldom been used with the DHS, and where they have been used, the spatial linkage 

processes have not been investigated. 

 

2.6 Drinking water and health in Egypt 

Egypt lies in the northeast part of Africa and covers an area of about one million km² 

and it is over populated country with high fertility, rapid population growth and high 

density of residential areas. The current population of the country is around 75,821,700 

(CAPMAS, 2008). Population growth in Egypt represents challenges for sustainable 

development and is seen as a barrier, particularly in socioeconomic planning, because 

of the nature of Egypt as a dry and desert country. Population is concentrated in a 

narrow area around the Nile River and its Delta. The Egyptian population lives in just 
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7% of the total land area while the remaining areas (93%) are desert and mountain 

regions. It is the most populous country in the Arab world and basically a desert state. 

More than 90% of the population lives within the Nile Valley and Delta which make up 

less than 4 percent of Egypt´s total area (1,001,449 km²).The demographic situation in 

Egypt is causing many socioeconomic problems especially in rural areas and 

overcrowded urban districts in Greater Cairo and other big cities which are suffering 

from low income, deprivation, low standard of living and the absence of public services. 

 

2.6.1 Water resources 

The climate is generally hot and dry with insufficient rains on the northern coasts and 

Delta governorates during the winter season. Therefore, the climatic situation does not 

generate sufficient water resources. The Nile River is the main source of water from 

which Egypt receives 55.5 billion cubic meters (BCM) per annum based on the 

agreement signed between Egypt and the Sudan  in 1959 (ESIS, 2008 ).  Other 

sources that contribute to the total water resources are underground, rain, and 

drainage water. Concerning the underground water aquifer, Egypt is divided into 6 

regions: the Western Desert, the Eastern Desert, the Nile valley and its Delta, the Sinai 

Peninsula, the northern coastal zone, and Wadi EI-Natrun (Idris & Nour, 1990). Except 

the Nile and Delta region aquifer, all underground water aquifers are important sources 

of fresh and potable drinking water as they are located far away from domestic, 

agricultural, and industrial pollutants. In terms of developing Egyptian water resources, 

the Egyptian government is carrying out a plan to finish by 2017 which aims to provide 

5.9 billion cubic meters (BCM) of underground water (ESIS, 2008). Rainfall in Egypt is 

rare and mainly on the northwest coasts between 20mm to 150mm annually. 

Therefore, rains remain a limited and unreliable source of water while their valuable 

benefits are related to pasture cultivation in desert regions on the north coasts. The 

drainage water system in Egypt can be divided geographically in to sections; Upper 

Egypt (between Aswan and Cairo) and Lower Egypt (Delta region). Drainage water in 

Upper Egypt is considered a pollution source for the Nile whereby water goes from the 

canals to the river and increases water salinity which in turn affects water quality. The 

length of drainage system in the Delta is about 1,600 km and serves a wide area of 

agricultural land of about 1.9 million hectare (Willardson et al. 1997). 

   

A key problem with Egyptian water sources is the pollution that has a significant impact 

on drinking water quality. Firstly, the River Nile is being polluted in different ways 

particularly by industrial and agricultural activities which lead to deep changes in 

physical and chemical water components. Secondly, the underground water aquifer in 
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the Nile valley and Delta has been much polluted by domestic activities and private 

sanitation. The quality of the Western desert aquifer does not impact on the drinking 

water system because of its location outside the settled area and it is mainly being 

used by the private sector as a source of bottled drinking water. Thirdly, despite the 

reuse of drainage water in irrigation where drainage water is mixed with fresh water 

from the Nile, the drainage system impacts underground water negatively through 

raising the salinity level, especially in the northern governorates. These environmental 

circumstances, in addition to rapid population growth, confront Egypt with great 

challenges of drinking water supply.  

              

2.6.2 Population growth and water demand  

The availability of safe drinking water is a critical requirement for densely populated 

countries, particularly for those located in dry climate with fresh water limitations. The 

total population of Egypt increased from 22 million in 1950 to 75,821,700 in January 

2009 (CAPMAS, 2009a). Population is likely to increase to above 120 million by 2050. 

This means that population size increased fivefold since 1950 while the potable water 

supply has been fixed. Khalifa et al. (2000) demonstrated that there have been two 

reasons for the continued population growth: firstly, the fertility rate is still higher in 

many deprived rural areas with increased health problems, child mortality and morbidity 

and scarce clean water per capita. Secondly, population momentum means that after 

the country reaches replacement-level fertility (two children per woman) a large 

proportion of women will still be of childbearing age. Egypt is facing a challenge in 

water resources where it is has been below the international standard of water scarcity 

since 1997 and this decline will probably continue in the coming decades (Goujon et al. 

2007). A high consumption rate of potable drinking water has been continuing with 

rapidly population growth in Egypt. This leads to an intensive withdrawal of water 

resources and reduces the per capita supply of freshwater which was 880 m³ in 2000, 

lower than the international level of potable water per capita by about 38% (Yang & 

Zehnder, 2002). It is expected that the proportion of rural population will decrease from 

57% in 1997 to 52% in 2017 as a consequence of the establishment of new cities in 

some desert regions and the growth of some villages into towns (MWRI, 2005).The 

continued increase of urbanization may cause problems in terms of reallocation of 

water services and public networks. 

 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the population growth problem related to 

drinking water supplies in Egypt. Population distribution and density in the past decade 

has been seen as the main challenge to sustainable development. Furthermore, 
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residential areas are growing out of control horizontally on agricultural land because of 

the limitation of desert flat land in each governorate, particularly in Upper Egypt. It is 

assumed that the public water network should serve all Egyptian communities, villages 

and household clusters. Moreover, people tend to build houses and dwellings outside 

the geographical coverage of water services which makes it difficult to connect isolated 

clusters with public networks and infrastructures. As a result, households who have no 

access to the public network use pumps and wells as a main source of drinking water. 

 

The problem of population growth significantly affects the water supply system in both 

urban and rural areas. Increasing water demand with fixed water resources and supply 

reduces water quality and increases the proportion of households who have no access 

to the public network and potable drinking water. Population growth increases water 

demand in all industrial, agricultural and domestic sectors. For instance, agricultural 

sector consumes around 60% of the Egyptian water allocation from the Nile River 

(Hamza & Mason, 2004).  Furthermore, water services suffer from pressure of 

consumers and interruption particularly in districts with high density and slum areas in 

the Greater Cairo region. Thus, the water supply and drainage system might not work 

sufficiently. In addition, a problem of pollution of underground water is apparent at both 

old and new industrial communities in Cairo such as Shobra, Mostrod and Helwan (El 

Arabi, 1999).  

 

2.6.3 Informal settlement growth  

Establishing new urban communities has been targeted through formal strategies of 

the Egyptian government during the last two decades. The importance of new city 

policies comes from the demographic and housing crisis in Egypt. There have been 

many obvious reasons for establishing new cities within desert areas and outside the 

narrow populated communities. First, moving out the Nile valley and Delta where the 

community is suffering from many demographic, spatial and environmental problems 

such as high density, pollution, deprived districts and random housing. Second, there is 

a high proportion of population with low income looking for affordable accommodation, 

so creating new suitable housing units within the uninhabited desert areas is an 

effective solution to unwanted housing growth on valuable agricultural land. Third, new 

cities are being established with full utilities and infrastructure which guarantees 

connection to all the necessary public network services such as transport, electricity 

and drinking water (ESIS, 2007).  
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Over the past three decades there has been a dramatic increase in the number of 

housing units required for the increasing population in Egypt, with a huge concentration 

in urban areas with high density and poor environmental conditions, particularly in the 

Greater Cairo region. Demographic estimation of future need for housing units confirms 

that 7,532,919 new units will be required by 2022 across all Egyptian governorates. 

1,799,446 units are required for the Greater Cairo region only (CAPMAS, 2009b). In 

1996, Stewart classified the new urban communities in to four categories based on 

Egyptian government terminology. Firstly satellite cities which are big planned 

community constructed within the desert but close to Greater Cairo such as Al Abour 

and 6th of October Cities, each city targets between 250,000 to 500,000 people. 

Secondly, new towns constructed mainly based on industrial and tourist activities such 

as Al Amraya within Alexandria region and Sadat city located in the mid-way between 

Cairo and Alexandria and very close to the Delta governorates. Thirdly, new 

settlements located outside and far away from Greater Cairo region such as New Beni 

Soueif, New El Menia in the north of Upper Egypt. Finally, special natural communities 

which are new communities developed and constructed close to the existing urban 

centres such as Al Salhya and Al Nobarya where scientific agricultural activities for 

industrial purposes are found. The expansion of unplanned urban clusters is a critical 

problem in Egypt and causes a reduction in cultivated land in all rural regions and leads 

to slum housing in urban areas (El-Raey et al. 2000). As a consequence of unplanned 

housing, it appears that a high number of slum areas is found in Egypt.  

The official figures indicate that there have been 909 slum areas, expanding over 

326,335 km². The population living in these areas was 3,086,078 (4.3%) in 2005 

(CAPMAS, 2009c). Dakahlya Governorate has the largest number of slum areas (121) 

while Giza has the greatest population living in slums (769,055) (Figure 2.3). 

Constructing new cities is an effective policy for the eradication of urban slums and 

solving the problem of housing growth over agricultural land. However, finding suitable 

places for establishing housing units is a problem because Egyptian people always 

prefer to live close to the Nile Valley and its Delta known as the Nile settlements where 

there is no place for communities to expanding. Therefore, reclamation areas which are 

located in the marginal area between the desert and the Nile Valley and its Delta are 

successful places for constructing new communities.  
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poverty, particularly low income, unemployment and high crime rates. As Cairo is 

considered an attractive area for migrants from all Egyptian regions, rural migration 

increases the number of people living in the cemetery. Several attempts have been 

made to explore the problem of migration flows to Greater Cairo; Zohry (2002) has 

showed that socioeconomic conditions such as agricultural landlessness, low pay rates 

and low standards of living are the major contributing factors for the high proportion of 

migrants from rural areas, mainly Upper Egypt, to Cairo. Migrants come to Cairo to live 

and find work. However, they face challenges to find job opportunities or even any work 

in the informal economic sector. Nedoroscik (1997) has researched the anthropological 

and social dimensions of living in the cemetery. He found that the ancient necropolises 

in Cairo appear to be constructed in a particular way where every tomb includes a wide 

area and one or two rooms. The size and the number of rooms depend on the wealth 

of each family. The old tombs were built from stones while the newer are designed 

from bricks covered with plaster. It can be seen that the construction of these 

cemeteries leads to illegal housing where deprived households live in these empty 

rooms as temporary solution. They usually cannot find affordable accommodation in 

Cairo and over time they become a part of this cemetery community and live 

permanently. 

 

The cemetery community is the most deprived area in the capital and a considerable 

proportion of the population lives without public infrastructure and service networks. As 

these households live in illegal dwellings no public services can be connected to their 

properties, except some houses that were constructed by households themselves on 

the marginal areas of the cemeteries and close to the modern districts. Over the past 

few decades, a strong relationship has been reported in the literature between lack of 

public services and informal housing in Egypt (Soliman, 1992) . The main problem is 

that the public service of drinking water is not found in the cemetery yards. As a 

consequence, households living in the centre of the ancient cemetery not only do not 

have access to the public drinking water network but also they cannot construct any 

private sources of drinking water such as pumps or wells. So they are more likely to 

fetch their drinking water from the neighboring areas, particularly from public 

establishments such as mosques and schools which are open all day. This water may 

be stored for days (Figure 2.4). Fetching drinking water and storing it without any 

disinfection probably exposes water to contamination and causes many infectious 

diseases. Wright et al. (2004) investigated the differential impact of fetching water from 

outside the dwelling on the quality of drinking water in developing countries. They 

found that many studies confirmed strong evidence regarding microbiological 
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contamination of drinking water between source and point of use. As a future scenario, 

finding a means to shift all Cairene households living in the cemetery yards and 

accommodating them in new public settlements, probably in one of the new towns in El 

Salam Kism, could be an effective solution for the cemetery yard housing. Moreover, 

the scenario could be a part of the “Historical Cairo” housing program which aims to 

preserve the unique architectural and cultural of the historical places in Cairo (Figure 

2.5). This program has been conducted by Cairo governorate and has accommodated 

794 households who had been living the archaeological areas in the time 1997-2008 

(Cairo Governorate, 2009).   

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Housing crisis and the problem of cemetery yard households in Cairo 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.5 The number of housing units that have been constructed by Cairo Governorate to 

accommodate Cairenes in the historical places during the 2002-2008 
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2.6.5 New city policies 

Rapid informal urbanization growth impacts environmental resources badly, imposing 

pressures and creating deprived communities lacking public services and 

infrastructure. These circumstances confront sustainable development and increase 

socioeconomic problems such as unemployment, pollution, illness and low quality of 

life (Zetter & Hassan, 2002). El Hefnawi (2005) argued that solving the problem of 

conflict between informal settlements and losing agricultural land requires a focus on 

desert urbanization and establishing new industrial, service economic communities. 

These communities would target all population groups who are not working on farming 

activities. Moreover, he discussed how the Egyptian Government would accommodate 

the increased population until 2020 where just 20 % of Egyptian villages have desert 

land as expansion areas of housing growth. Hence, the remaining (80%) of rural 

villages are still suffering from informal housing growth over agricultural land. New 

communities in those desert areas behind the villages would absorb approximately 3 

million people until 2020 while there will be an additional 10 million people needing to 

obtain accommodation outside the Nile valley and its Delta otherwise they will construct 

their dwelling over arable land.   

 

The Egyptian government had started implementing a new plan for establishing new 

cities in the desert in 1976 when they constructed the10th of Ramadan city, located 

about 48 km east of Cairo, followed by Sadat city in 1986. During the past two 

decades, formal housing plans have constructed 22 new cities in all Egyptian regions. 

These cities are classified in to three generations (Scott, 2009; Ministry of Housing, 

2009) :- 

 The first generation (1974-1975)  

Three big cities had been constructed near to Greater Cairo, 6th of October, 10th of 

Ramadan and 15th of May and these are targeting people looking for accommodation in 

the capital and the region around it. Sadat and New Borg Elarab are located on the 

Western Delta aiming to accommodate population live in Alexandria and governorates 

of Western Delta. New Salhyia and New Damietta are located in the Eastern Delta for 

housing units required for Damietta and El Sharkia Governorates. 

 The second generation (the mid-1980s) 

This generation includes Badr, Obour and Shiekh Zaied cities within Greater Cairo 

region and Al Nobariya in the middle way between Alexandria and Cairo. New Bani 

Souif, New El Menya are located in the north of Upper Egypt.  
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 The third generation (1997-2000) 

 

In this generation, many cities have been constructed in Southern Egypt alongside the 

Nile valley such as New Assuit, New Sohag, New Qena, New Akhmeim and New 

Asswan and New Fayoum city within Fayoum Governorate. 

Ali (2003) argued that randomly selected locations of new cities in desert land areas 

cause a lack of independence of these new communities. Moreover, they suffer from 

inappropriate environmental characteristics such as site topography, soil, water 

sources and economic variation. For instance, cities are located close to flood spillways 

which affect new communities and expose them to environmental hazards.  Therefore, 

establishing new urban communities in the Egyptian desert land areas requires 

consideration of the desert environment and its spatial relationships with the 

socioeconomic mechanisms of the existing communities. Although it is always thought 

that constructing new cities will be an effective solution for reducing the growing rate of 

slum areas and random housing, the location of any new community in important. The 

attractiveness of a new city or town increases when the distance from the existing 

community is small and vice versa. This spatial relationship occurs because Egyptian 

households prefer to live in the Nile valley and its Delta and connect with their relatives 

and probably their work in the original community. Despite these considerations, the 

new cities policy is sufficiently successful at producing the requirements of housing 

units located in alternative places outside the existing overcrowded areas. 

Furthermore, they are constructed with all services and utilities that are needed for the 

community especially drinking water networks. 

 

2.7 Egyptian Demographic and Health Survey (EGYPTIAN DHS)  

Egyptian policy makers have been making efforts to redistribute population, 

establishing new communities with complete infrastructure and solving socioeconomic 

problems in existing residential areas. In April 2008 a decision was made to change the 

Egyptian administrative boundaries where two places (Helwan and 6th October City 

with some other wards and districts) had been cut from the Greater Cairo region to be 

independent governorates. Therefore, Egypt administratively has become 28 

governorates in addition to Luxor City. Figure (2.6) shows the hierarchy of the Egyptian 

geographies based on DHS classification and Egyptian regions and administrative 

boundaries. 

 

The Egyptian DHS is a comprehensive survey covering various socioeconomic and 

demographic issues. The most important aspects of this survey are household 
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characteristics, women’s health, family planning, maternal healthcare, child health, 

HIV/AIDS and infectious diseases (El Zanaty & way, 2006). Concerning the application 

of Egyptian DHS in spatial analysis and GIS fields, table (2.4) illustrates the studies 

that have been published in academic journals. It can be seen that there are fewer 

applications of spatial analysis than other approaches such as family planning and 

women’s health. Two studies made use of GIS and spatial analysis: Bachieri (2007) 

explored the relationships between socioeconomic modernization and desired fertility in 

the Egyptian community using GIS and mapping techniques. GPS data from 

EGYPTIAN DHS were used to assess the effect of many spatial factors, particularly 

land use, transport networks, land cover, population density and urbanization on 

modernizations and the fertility behaviour. Wright & Gundry (2009) interpreted the 

association between Egyptian household characteristics and home water treatments 

according to the responses to the new question related on drinking water treatment. 

They found that 5.9% of households used home water treatment in different ways. 

Letting water stand to settle is a common method in rural and deprived areas. On the 

other hand, using filters constructed in the water tap or constructed separately and 

filled with water is less common, and found in urban areas where rich and highly 

educated households usually do not drink tap water.  

 

This review of the number of studies using data from Egyptian DHS suggests that 

many subjects related to household characteristics and other socioeconomic and 

demographic variables are yet to be researched from a spatial perspective. This 

research could clarify the spatial dimensions the relationships between health 

outcomes and geographic variations of drinking water in Egypt. The Egyptian DHS 

includes various housing characteristics concerning access to improved drinking water 

which makes possible research and analysis of the spatial patterns and 

geodemographic factors of drinking water and household health.  
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Study Title 

GIS 
Applications 

Spatial 
Analysis 

Drinking 
Water 

Youth Gender 
and 
Women 

Family 
Planning 

Malaria 
and HIV 

Weinreb (2008) Characteristics of Women 
in consanguineous marriages in Egypt, 
1988-2000  

    ✓ ✓  

Tiziana et al. (2008) Community factors 
affecting rising caesarean section rates in 
developing countries: An analysis of six 
countries 

    ✓ ✓  

Khawaja et al. (2004) Determinants of 
caesarean section in Egypt: Evidence 
from the Demographic and Health Survey 

✓ ✓ 

Guisti and Vignoli (2006) Determinants of 
contraceptive use in Egypt: A multilevel 
approach 

    ✓ ✓  

Marston and Cleland (2003) Do 
unintended pregnancies carried to term 
lead to adverse outcomes for mother and 
child? An assessment in five developing 
countries 

    ✓ ✓  

Baschieri (2007) Effects of modernisation 
on desired fertility in Egypt 

✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  

Hong et al.(2006) Family planning 
services quality as a determinant of use of 
IUD in Egypt 

    ✓ ✓  

Vignoli (2006) Fertility Change in Egypt: 
From Second to Third Birth 

    ✓ ✓  

Zaky (2004) Fertility transition and female 
rational choices in Egypt 

    ✓ ✓  

Khella et al. (2004) Lactational 
amennorhea as a method of family 
planning in Egypt 

    ✓ ✓  

Afi (2007) Lactational amenorrhoea 
method for family planning and women 
empowerment in Egypt 

    ✓ ✓  

Khawaja et al. (2004) Rising trends in 
cesarean section rates in Egypt 

 ✓ 

Langsten and Salem (2008) Two 
approaches to measuring women’s work 
in developing countries: A comparison of 
survey data from Egypt 

     ✓  

Casterline et al. (2003) Unmet need and 
unintended fertility: Longitudinal evidence 
from Upper Egypt 

       

Wright and Gundry (2009) Household 
characteristics associated with home 
water treatment: an analysis of the 
Egyptian Demographic and Health Survey 

 ✓ ✓     

 

Table 2.4 The characteristics of studies that published in academic journals using data from the 

Egyptian DHS 
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2.7.1 Sampling strategy in the 2005 Egyptian DHS 

The sampling strategy of the 2005 Egyptian DHS aims to meet the survey goals in 

terms of obtaining accurate estimation of health outcomes and demographic factors of 

the entire Egyptian population. The spatial division of the country was mainly based on 

six major subdivisions, each of which is classified as both urban and rural except urban 

governorates where there is no rural area (see section 2.8 and figure 2.6). With the 

exception of the1995 and 2000 Egyptian DHS all other surveys before 2005 had not 

included the Frontier Governorates as a part of the geographic domain. Nonetheless, 

the samples that were taken from the Frontier Governorates did not include a sufficient 

number of household compared with other governorates. This is because of the 

demographic characteristic of these governorates whose population sizes are small. A 

clear explanation of the sample design and implementation has been provided in 

Appendix B of the 2005 Egyptian DHS report (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006,):  

 

Calculating sampling error estimates for any survey is an essential procedure if we are 

to make any statistical comparison between population groups within the survey. 

Additionally, it is important for assessing the reliability and accuracy of the survey 

results (Turner et al.  2001). the major issue at the sampling design stage is to plan a 

strategy that offers an adequate number of cases with acceptable precision and low 

level of sampling error. However, two types of sampling error may be encountered at 

the stage of selecting Primary Sampling Units (PSUs). The first error comes from the 

variation between PSUs that are selected, while the second error appears as a result to 

the variation within each PSU. The greatest impact comes from the first error. 

Therefore, the total number of PSUs is an important factor in controlling the size of 

sampling error and a small number of PSUs may lead to great variation and 

consequently large errors. CAPMAS was the main source of lists of villages and 

shyakhas* that provided the sampling frames for both urban and rural areas. The list of 

names of spatial units reflected the geographic situation at the time of survey which 

had been updated after their use for the 1996 Egyptian Census. Geographic 

stratification was applied to the list of shyakhas, towns and villages in each 

governorate, listing their locations in meandering order from north to south (Figure 2.7). 

In the first stage, 682 PSUs were selected from three spatial units shyakhas, villages 

and towns. In the second stage, many steps were undertaken.  

 

(*) Shyakha comes originally from Shiakh who used to be the governor manager of a small community in both rural and 

urban areas. It is the smallest unit in the Egyptian Census and it is also used as a geographic unit for grouping people 

who have the right to vote in an election. 
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Firstly, each PSU was divided into number of equally size parts(5000 people for each 

size of 20,000 and more) while smaller towns, village and shyakhas one part was 

chosen. Secondly, each part was divided into number of equal size. Thirdly, two 

segments were selected from each part in small towns, village and shyakhas while in 

the large one where there were two segment one part from each segment was 

selected. 

 

A sample of 22,807 households was chosen for the 2005 Egyptian DHS.  All married 

women aged 15-45 were eligible for the survey. One-third of all households were 

selected, as a subsample, for anemia-testing. The results of sampling implementation 

showed that 10,565 eligible women were successfully interviewed with a high response 

rate (99.5%) and response rate of 98.9% for all households involved in the survey 

which means an overall response rate of 98.5% was achieved. 

 

 

Figure2.7Method of selecting the DHS samples in the 2005 Egyptian DHS 
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The 1,298 clusters are distributed across 259 kisms and markazes, meaning that there 

is on average approximately 5 GPS clusters per kism or markaz. Thus, whilst the 

survey is not designed to provide district-level estimates, the risk of a highly biased 

estimate that might result from a single cluster falling within an unrepresentative 

neighbourhood within a district is reduced. For smaller geographic units such as 

shyakhas, which would likely contain only a single GPS cluster, the potential for bias 

would be much greater. 

 

2.8 Summary 

This chapter started by introducing drinking water and health issues by acknowledging 

international efforts to address access to safe drinking water through the MDG seventh 

goal this concerns the problem of household accessibility to drinking water in 

developing countries and defines what improved and unimproved sources. 

Furthermore, it focuses on how access to safe drinking water is measured 

internationally by highlighting programs such as “WaterAid” and sustainability of water 

supplies in rural and urban areas. Data sources and measurement issues for drinking 

water accessibility, particularly the DHS as a source of attribute and spatial data 

covering many developing countries worldwide, were also discussed. Specifically 

questions about drinking water in this survey were addressed. As many published 

studies have used DHS data, this chapter examined specifically GIS and spatial 

analyses that have used DHS as a source to examine spatial relationships. The 

importance of georeferenced data in the DHS was reviewed by discussing the 

sampling strategy and GPS clusters in the DHS survey. Linkage of DHS GPS clusters 

and census administrative boundaries was examined and it was clear that there has 

not been much coverage in the literature about this process, particularly regarding 

spatial uncertainty. Lastly, access to drinking water in Egypt and related issues were 

highlighted, especially water resources, population growth and water demand, slums 

and informal settlement growth, and Egyptian new city policies. The 2005 Egyptian 

DHS was introduced as one of the main data sources of this particular research. 

Sampling design, selection and implementation of the Egyptian DHS were described 

and case studies using Egyptian DHS in general were identified and reviewed. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology [an evaluation of 

geospatial data linkage for measuring safe water 

access in Egypt] 

 

3.1 Overview 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the issues involved in linking the Egyptian DHS 

with census data using spatial overlay. It begins with a brief overview of census and 

survey geography, highlighting spatial characteristics of Egyptian administrative 

boundaries. Moreover, it discusses the field work particularly its objectives to obtains 

deep understanding about topology of drinking water supplies in different Egyptian 

regions and the local factors may influences drinking water accessibility. In section two, 

GIS analysis tools were used to measure and analyse the spatial error of Egyptian 

DHS  GPS clusters, detected by examining the province codes for each GPS cluster, 

as coded in the Egyptian DHS and according to cluster location. Finally, in section 

three, the spatial error was modelled using logistic regression and spatial statistical 

techniques to obtain the probability of each GPS cluster falling within its incorrect sub-

national boundary unit, kism/markaz. Thus, the chapter examines whether there is a 

significant pattern to this spatial error before undertaking any linkage of the DHS 

clusters to sub-national boundaries. The method described here and subsequent 

results form the basis of a paper by the author accepted for publication in Computers, 

Environment and Urban Systems, which is reproduced as appendix.1 to this thesis. 

 

3.2 Administrative Geographies                                             

3.2.1 Census geography                               

Egypt is divided into four main regions based on demographic and spatial 

characteristics: Upper or Valley Governorates, Lower or Delta Governorates, Urban 

Governorates, and Frontier or Desert Governorates. Each region has distinctive spatial 

features. For instance, Lower Governorates are characterised by high population 

density and plain lands where there is no major relief such as plateaus, mountains, or 

hilly areas. Frontier Governorates are located on desert land with very low densities of 

population and settlement. Most of those governorates’ areas are inappropriate land for 

construction of new settlements and communities because of their geographical 

features that are completely different from the old communities that are located around 

the Nile River and its delta. Therefore, those areas do not attract population, not even 

the new formal cities and towns that have been established by government near to the 
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CAPMAS is the official organization responsible for censuses, surveys, public statistics 

and formal data and information. This formal source provides researchers, universities, 

organizations, and institutions with statistical data that can help in terms of studying 

and researching Egyptian society. Furthermore, it is the main source of digital 

administrative boundaries. Before August 2008, the number of Egyptian Governorates 

was 26 in addition to Luxor Supreme Council (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). However, changes 

took place on the 1st August 2009 at governorate level by establishing new two 

governorates; Helwan and 6th of October (Ministry of Local Development, 2009). This 

change was made to modify administrative boundaries of the Greater Cairo region by 

separating some new cities from Cairo such as New Cairo First, Second, and Third, 

Badr, 15th May, and El Shorok and adding them to Helwan and separating rural areas 

from Giza such as El Ayat, El Badrasheen, El Hawamdia, El Wahat, and Imbaba 

Markaz and adding them to the new 6th of October Governorate (Figures 3.4 and 3.5; 

3.6 and 3.7 and 3.8). The main target of creating those new governorates was to 

reallocate public services and population distribution and reduce the pressures 

concentrated on the capital region. The total number of Level 2 (district) census units is 

360 kisms/markas. Five Urban Governorates, Cairo, Alexandria, Giza, Port Said, and 

Suez, are comprised of 86 Kisms (an urban division) while all other governorates and 

Luxor Supreme Council contain markaz (both an urban and rural division) within their 

census boundaries   (Figure 3.3).  
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The Egyptian Government is targeting modification of administrative boundaries by 

adding some reclaimed desert land to each governorate to be alternative areas for new 

communities and stopping loss of the productive agricultural land to urbanisation in the 

Nile Valley and Delta governorates.  However, Egyptian settlements and population are 

still growing and expanding, following the existing pattern of the flood plain settlements 

which are concentrated between and around the Nile Branches and canals. Southern 

Egypt represents the lowest part of the communities of the Nile flood plain which is a 

line from south to north following the Nile River direction, with population concentrated 

around it. However, the delta settlements spread out between and around the Damietta 

branch of the Nile in the east and the Rosetta branch in the west. Therefore, the Delta 

Governorates’ shapes reflect the wide spaces around and between the two Nile 

branches compared with the linear Valley Governorates. This spatial characteristic of 

administrative boundaries reflects the Upper and Lower Governorates’ respective 

locations in the Nile valley and Delta.  

 

The Urban Governorates are Cairo, the capital of Egypt, Alexandria, Port Said and 

Suez.  With the new modification of Egyptian boundaries, Giza Governorate has 

become an urban governorate because all rural areas that were parts of it had been 

added to the new governorate 6th of October. As a result, five Egyptian Governorates 

are urban and they do not contain any markaz census units. The two urban Nile flood 

plain settlements, Cairo and Giza are located at the base of the Nile River Delta. While 

Cairo is located on the east bank of the Nile River, Giza is located on the west bank. 

Both governorates are the major destinations of Egyptian migrants from the north and 

south of Egypt. Alexandria, the second largest city, is located along the coast of the 

Mediterranean Sea in the west of the Rosetta branch of the Nile River Delta, and is 

considered the second capital of Egypt. Furthermore, it is considered the demographic 

and urban centre of the Western Delta region and the biggest port of the country. On 

the east of upper Damietta branch of the delta, Port Said is located along the coast of 

the Mediterranean Sea at the northern gateway of the Suez Canal. It is the smallest 

governorate with an area of about 72 km². On the other hand, Suez Governorate is the 

largest urban governorate (17,840 km²) and it is located on the Northern Suez Gulf. It is 

situated in the Eastern Delta and considered as the southern gateway of the Suez 

Canal (CAPMAS, 2009d).   

 

Frontier Governorates are located in desert regions. New Valley is located in the south 

west of Egypt and it is the largest governorate in Egypt and indeed in the whole of 

Africa (376,505 km²) with the lowest population (187,263 million in 2006) compared 
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with other governorates. It consists of four Markaz, each of which is an oasis. Despite 

the New Valley project started in 1997 by the Egyptian government to redevelop 

Southern Egypt and partly address the rapidly growing population, it has the lowest 

population density. Matrouh Governorate is located in the north west of Egypt along 

450 km of the Mediterranean Sea coast and along the Libyan border and south 400 km 

to the New Valley Governorate border, with a total area of 166,563 km² and a 

population of 334,246 people in 2006. It is the second largest Governorate in terms of 

area (CAPMAS, 2009e). Red Sea Governorate lies in the Egyptian Eastern Desert and 

has the longest borders. It is located in the south east of Egypt between the Nile River 

on the west and Red Sea on the east. The total land area is 203,685 km² and it has a 

small population of 288,233. Hurghada city is the capital and it is a famous place of 

recreational, underwater and aquatic sports tourist activities. The Sinai Peninsula is 

divided into two frontier governorates. North Sinai covers an area of 28,992 km² and its 

population is 339,800. The governorate is described by two environments; coastal and 

marine areas along the Mediterranean Sea and El Bardaweel Lake in the north and 

desert, mountain, and valleys in the south. South Sinai Governorate is located between 

the Suez Gulf in the west and Aqaba Gulf in the east and covers an area of 31,272 km² 

with a population of 149,300 in 2006. It contains the most famous places in Egypt in 

terms of international tourism in particular Sham El Sheikh, Dahab, and Nuweiba. In 

addition it produces 30% of Egyptian petroleum and it does not have any slum areas 

(CAPMAS, 2009f).   

 

3.2.3 DHS Geography  

The geographical referencing of the EGYPTIAN DHS takes two forms, the inclusion of 

a governorate identifier and a DHS GPS point.  The GPS points represent clusters of 

DHS household survey locations and are therefore an important basis for geographical 

analysis of the DHS data.  They represent a far higher spatial resolution than the 

governorate level. The 2005 EGYPTIAN DHS contains 1,298 GPS cluster points that 

are distributed across 26 Egyptian Governorates and Luxor City Council. According to 

the sampling design of Egyptian DHS (Figure3.10), the survey strata are based on an 

urban/rural classification of the four major Egyptian regions; the Urban Governorates, 

urban Lower Egypt, rural Lower Egypt, urban Upper Egypt, rural Upper Egypt, and the 

Frontier Governorates (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006) 
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about problems of drinking water supply in rural areas. Field observations were made 

about drinking water issues particularly interruption, storage, treatment and private 

supply patterns. Observations were recorded using photographs and field notes were 

made after each visit recording drinking water patterns and whether any distinctive 

water infra-structure and facilities had been constructing to support the accessibility of 

safe drinking water. The theoretical framework of this field study is based on Rapid 

Rural Appraisal (RRA) as a convenient approach to be followed. The Rapid Rural 

Appraisal (RRA) is a range of investigation procedures using more informal methods, in 

particular applied to rural environments and communities. The method includes 

informal meetings, household interviews, and collecting information via direct 

observations at field study sites. It has been used as an effective method in 

socioeconomic research to avoid disadvantages of traditional research methods such 

as challenges of formal interviews, non-sampling errors, protracted fieldwork 

campaigns and high costs (Crawford 1997).    

 

Visited sites were chosen so as to provide contrasting case study areas from Upper 

and Lower Egypt, with site selection further restricted to safe and accessible sites. 

Therefore, a plan to visit a cemetery site in ancient Cairo was cancelled because of 

safety issues. The hierarchy of Egyptian geographies and settlements outlined in 

section (4.4) was used as a basis for selecting contrasting case study areas.  In Lower 

Egypt sites were chosen based on their locations near the Mediterranean Sea and 

Northern Lakes where Egyptian households suffer from water supply interruptions as a 

significant problem.  On the other hand, isolated household clusters suffered from 

problems related to hand pump usage in the sites visited in Upper Egypt.  

In this field work the observations were made in different areas of Egypt because of the 

great variations in water network supplies between regions and rural and urban 

communities. For instance, the Desert Governorates present specific water supply 

problems as they are located far from Nile River, the main source of drinking water in 

Egypt. Therefore, in addition to salty underground water, hand-pumps and wells are the 

main source of drinking water and present a problem for households living in those 

areas. Simultaneously, in the northern areas of the Delta Governorates where many 

villages located close to the Mediterranean Sea suffer from drinking water problems, 

particularly lack of capacity in public networks and interrupted supplies and 

contaminated water following the long journey of water from the Nile and other canals 

and drains. In these areas, agricultural pollutants and solid wastewater disposal are 

potential hazards impacting drinking water and human health.  
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In Upper Egypt as a zone of excessive population pressure, most cities, towns, villages 

and communities are much closer to the Nile, the main surface water source, 

compared with some Delta communities.  This is because of the geographical fact that 

the alluvial plain of the Nile valley is very narrow and is surrounded by two plateaus 

from the east and the west. However, drinking water problems still arise where new 

settlements are on productive land with rapid conversion of critical agricultural land 

resources. These new isolated household clusters are usually not covered by any 

public utilities such as electricity and water networks. As a result, households 

traditionally dig wells and pumps to have access to water. Initially they use 

groundwater to produce mud bricks with clay soils and after finishing constructing the 

house the pump or well continues as a source of drinking water. Moreover, 

groundwater in Upper Egypt can potentially be contaminated with sewage disposal 

since there is no public sanitation network in many communities. Private sewage is a 

common pattern in the southern governorates and it represents a potential hazard for 

groundwater contamination.  

 

 Field trips to Upper Egypt 

Field observation in Upper Egypt took place in Assuit Governorate which is located in 

the middle of Valley Governorates. El Ghanaem Markaz, where the field work 

observations were taken, is located on the west bank of the Nile River and close to the 

western plateau (Figure 3.11). Specifically, fieldwork concentrated on hand pumps as a 

private pattern of access to drinking water especially in the new isolated homestead 

clusters which have been growing rapidly on agricultural land.   
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 As a water supply used in making bricks which were used in building the house. 

Water supply is the most important thing in brick-making where other materials 

are available free or at minimal cost such as appropriate types of soil. This 

process saves much money compared with buying bricks from the market.  

 As a water supply for household members when they live in the new house, 

which continues to be used until the village council connects the area to the 

public water network and other infrastructures.  

 

Households who use a hand pump to obtain drinking water are not aware of the risks 

posed by nitrate, arsenic, fluoride, and other toxic pollutants. Tests are not routinely 

performed before drinking from hand pumps. The interviewed household member 

confirmed that sometimes charity associations collect samples from pumps and send 

them to environmental and physical labs in the main capital of the governorate. The 

results are often positive but households who have pumps do not take any action 

regarding metals removals or disinfection treatment processes. It is believed that 

pumped water quality is better than tap water, “water comes clean, fresh and cooler 

than tap water. However, dozens of pumps have been abandoned after a change in 

water color and taste” the interviewed man added. Moreover, a great advantage of 

pumped water supply is that there is no interruption in water supply, so it plays an 

effective role when the public supply is interrupted. Members of households, usually 

young girls and women, fetch drinking water from the nearest pump. Although they 

walk a long distance and spend much time collecting water as no pumps are found on 

the village margins, they collect pumped water for free as a kind of community act for 

the village.   

   

Historically, water was abstracted using bucket wells instead of constructing pumps but 

that was a long time ago when tools used for constructing hand pumps were not 

available. There were many bucket wells that had been constructed far away from the 

case study area but they are abandoned now either because the area is fully covered 

by the public water network or hand pumps have been constructed. Motorized pumps 

are rare in rural areas in Upper Egypt except for irrigation purposes in desert areas and 

new reclamation land. In fact, in most rural areas households do not need to construct 

motorized wells or pumps as tall houses with many floors also are rare. However, this 

kind of pump is sometimes constructed in some urban areas particularly slum 

settlements around city margins. Water quantity is not restricted in any of the sites 

visited, since private water supplies are widely used when the public network is 

interrupted. Regarding drinking water contamination, some households believed that 
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Markaz where households struggle with interrupted water supplies and use the same 

storage methods to solve the problem, rather like El Homol markaz. Another site is 

Banyoos village in Zagazig Markas El Sharkya governorate where motorised pumps 

were observed as a private source of drinking water. In certain parts of Delta 

governorates, especially across northern parts near Brols Lake and Mediterranean 

Sea, most villages and rural isolated households suffer from daily interrupted tap water. 

According to some households living in these sites, water is not available for 

approximately 15 to 20 hours every day. They explained that throughout the last three 

months tap water was completely unavailable for more than two days every week. 

Sometimes, the Markaz council provided drinking water using truck tanks which came 

every day and stopped in every street to provide drinking water for households.  

 

In certain northern parts of Kafr El Shekh and El Dakahlaya governorates, water 

storage water tanks can be easily recognised, constructed on house roofs. Primarily, 

households purchase water tanks when they build a new house, since they know that 

the water interruption problem will be ongoing and they cannot access drinking water 

without having these tanks. There are two main kinds of tanks either plastic or metal 

and they come in different size and shapes. A big plastic tank is preferred and used by 

rich households while a metal one is considered as a public tank and widely used. 

Some households prefer tanks with a black colour as they absorb solar radiation and 

make the water warm or even hot particularly in the summer. There are various 

benefits of this kind of water storage facility. Firstly, water tanks provide a household 

with their required daily water for both drinking and cooking. Secondly, these tanks 

guarantee tap water supply and make it available at all times during the day. Thirdly, 

piped water is stored in these tanks daily and reduces the need to fetch drinking water 

from outside the home or construct private sources and consequently use of untreated 

water. The problem of water interruption even affects public facilities which are 

constructed in the street to introduce drinking water for people such as the Coldair, a 

form of electric water cooler. It is usual that a household is in charge of a Coldair and 

the cooled water is available for public consumption. Typically, the responsible 

household constructs a tank over it to store water and to guarantee continuous supply 

(Figure 3.13). 
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Access to drinking water and public water supplies in rural areas of the northern Delta 

governorates seems to be affected by various spatial and environmental factors 

compared with Upper Egypt: 

 Most household communities in Delta governorates are located far way from 

either Rosetta or Damietta Nile branches or other drainage canals. 

 River Nile water in the main Nile branches and canals is contaminated because 

of industrial wastewater from many factories, domestic pollutants and runoff or 

subsurface flow from irrigated agriculture. 

 In many villages and towns, the sanitation system and sewage networks rely on 

open drainage and there are no safe underground sewage infrastructures. This 

contaminates underground water, the main source for many water plants and 

private supplies. 

 Increasingly, rice cultivation requires large amounts of water and is completely 

concentrated in the Delta regions, which leads to water shortages and impacts 

on water delivery. 

 Groundwater quality is low in all towns and villages located close to the 

Mediterranean Sea and the shores of Egyptian Northern Lakes. 

 Saline intrusion produces a variable water taste and most households use piped 

water just for washing. Moreover, water interruptions happen on a daily basis 

because of the lack of capacity in drinking water plants.   

 The public supply network in these rural areas has not always met global and 

national standards for providing households with access to safe drinking water 

supply. In addition, home drinking water treatment such as filtration is rare and 

this may affect human health and increase the rate of morbidity and mortality.  

 

Conclusion 

This field study has drawn clear evidence that although access to safe drinking water is 

a significant challenge in many Egyptian communities, particularly in rural areas, there 

are great variations among Egyptian regions in terms of water supply patterns and 

potable drinking water delivery. In most of the rural areas of Upper Egypt private 

supplies such as pumps and wells are the most common pattern, related to housing 

growth on agricultural land and brick industries. In contrast, field observation suggests 

that northern rural areas of Delta governorates are suffering from water shortage and 

interruptions, which has created a specific water storage strategy that can be 

recognised easily as a part of any community structure. Urban households in all 

Egyptian regions have better access to piped water than those who live in rural areas. 
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However, motorized pumps were identified as the preferred solution in some marginal 

settlements and slums areas to the unreliability of piped water supplies. 

Groundbreaking work on drinking water supplies in developing countries entitled 

“Drawers of water” was undertaken by White et al. (1972) based on field work and 

observations from 34 rural and urban communities in three countries of East Africa: 

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. The study discussed the use of drinking water in the 

domestic life of households. In addition to this, the impact of supply patterns on 

household health was highlighted. After almost 30 years Thompson et al. (2001) 

published ‘’Drawers of Water II’’ which involved field observations on both health and 

water in the same study sites as the original White et al. study. Such long-term studies 

have drawn clear results about problems of access to drinking water in developing 

countries; they are limited for communities of East Africa and it would have been more 

useful if these studied had considered the spatial variations and focused on different 

countries inside Africa or even outside. Drawers of Water raised many questions about 

households who were spending much time fetching drinking water and how they coped 

with difficulties in accessing drinking water sources. Moreover, it showed how 

households in East Africa were regularly using traditional vessels to store water. After 

three decades and after new water infra-structure had been installed, improvements in 

water supplies were expected to happen. However, Drawers of Water II showed that 

households are still suffering from poor water delivery and spend much time in 

collecting water as a result of breakdowns and deficiencies in water services. 

Consequently, people still collect and store water but in plastic containers rather than 

traditional ones. This field study suggests that in spite of the majority of Egyptian 

households having access to public piped water, they have developed unique 

strategies such as water tanks and motorised pumps to cope with interrupted supplies 

and poor water delivery.  

 

In conclusion, water supply problems in Egyptian governorates vary geographically and 

may impact on human health as a result of lack of access to safe water. In most cases, 

consuming untreated water from private supplies or storage of water for a long time as 

a solution to interruptions and the former in particular may cause serious infectious 

diseases and illness. One of the most important findings to emerge from this study is 

also that rapid appraisal techniques such as field observations and household 

interviews can support secondary data analysis by providing the researcher with 

additional context and understanding.  
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3.2.5 Linkage of DHS and census datasets 

Diagram 3.14 shows the GIS linkage process of the Egyptian DHS and census 

datasets. The process involves linking two kinds of attribute data via the associated 

spatial features. Firstly, the DHS attribute data has been processed using the SPSS 

package to obtain the percentage for each variable. This process starts with the 

recoding function to manage, rename, and select the variables needed for the analysis. 

An aggregation command has then been conducted for each variable where cluster 

number was the break variable. These two steps are followed by computing the 

percentage of each variable, representing either households or persons. The result is 

an SPSS file that includes the percentage of each variable in each cluster and this can 

simply be linked with the GPS coordinates for mapping and other GIS analysis. 

 

The second stage involved maintaining and reorganizing the demographic and 

socioeconomic variables of the 2006 Egyptian census to be aggregated with sub 

provincial administrative boundaries (kism/markaz level). This was followed by 

computing the percentage of each variable. Thirdly, the most important process is 

spatial joining to link the GPS coordinates, as a target feature, with Egyptian sub 

provincial boundaries, as a join feature, through an overlay function in ArcGIS. This 

process aims to create one database file containing each cluster number within each 

administrative unit (kism or markaz). Therefore, SPSS was used to link this file which 

contains cluster numbers and areas names with DHS variables through the merge and 

add variables functions and selecting administrative names to be added. In addition, 

the aggregation function was used, choosing admin names (kism/markaz) as the break 

variable. The resultant file contains household clusters in each administrative area for 

comparison purposes and GIS analysis.   
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Figure 3.14 GIS linkage process of DHS and census datasets 

 

3.3 Spatial error and modelling 

3.3.1 Spatial data validation 

The utility of the DHS can be considerably enhanced by linkage to available census 

data, which provides coverage of the entire population, albeit with less detailed 

information on some key health and lifestyle topics. However, these datasets cannot be 

directly linked using standard published lookup tables, as might be possible in a 

developed world setting (Simpson & Yu, 2003) and it is therefore necessary to develop 

appropriate GIS approaches for spatial linkage between the two sources. However, an 

assessment of the positional accuracy of the DHS and its implications for GIS-based 

linkage to census data is essential (figure 3.15). The focus here is on the assessment 
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and accommodation of spatial uncertainty in the DHS to census linkage, so as to 

facilitate an important enhancement to the data available for analysis. 

 

There is an extensive literature on spatial uncertainty, its impacts on subsequent 

analysis and data linkage operations, and its communication to spatial data users 

(Heuvelink & Burrough, 2002). Within the over-arching concept of uncertainty, Fisher 

(1999) distinguishes between error affecting well-defined spatial objects, and 

vagueness and ambiguity which affect poorly-defined spatial objects. Since the spatial 

entities in this study (census units and GPS clusters) are well defined, the primarily 

concern is with error, namely the difference between locations or attributes held 

digitally and their true values. Fisher (1999) also distinguishes a further sub-category of 

uncertainty in spatial databases that he terms controlled uncertainty, in which 

uncertainty is deliberately introduced into a socio-economic data set. Given the 

deliberate perturbation of locational data in the DHS, this concept is also relevant to 

this case study.  

 

More specifically, in this case study the concern will be with a specific form of spatial 

data manipulation. The process entailed a point-in-polygon operation, with the points 

being DHS GPS clusters and the polygons being census boundaries. Several authors 

have developed procedures for handling uncertainty in point-in-polygon operations, for 

example using probability density functions or fuzzy set theory (Leung & Yan, 1997; 

Cheung et al. 2004) or by reducing the problem to a point-in-triangle problem (Leung, 

et al. 2004).  As an alternative approach, Hunter (1999) systematically perturbed the 

co-ordinates of points and polygon boundaries according to known probability density 

functions. He then used Monte Carlo simulation to assess the influence of positional 

uncertainty on point-in-polygon results. However, these methods require that the 

characteristics of any positional uncertainty are known from the outset. Ratcliffe (2001) 

characterised uncertainty in point-in-polygon operations involving address locations 

and census tracts without any prior knowledge of the uncertainty characteristics of the 

two data sets used.  His approach involved a comparison of two different methods 

(geocoding and cadastral) of generating address locations.  However, in this study, no 

information was available concerning the positional accuracy of point and polygon data.  

This is not uncommon in developing world contexts.  Furthermore, generating locations 

for point or polygon data via different methods was not possible.  Therefore, rather than 

following the methodology of these previous studies, the approach was to identify 

attribute labels that were inconsistent with the locational data for points and polygons.  
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One objective of this study is to make a comparison between specific census and DHS 

variables that might help in a clearer understanding of the spatial context of drinking 

water and health in Egypt. For this purpose, overlaying the two datasets, GPS point 

and census polygon, in ArcGIS was initially undertaken to examine the extent to which 

each variable in the DHS data agreed with the same variable in the census data. Such 

overlay analysis can play an important role in GIS applications in terms of explaining, 

assessing and identifying spatial error in data sources (Leung et al.  2004).   

 

When overlaying polygons of Egyptian census boundaries with GPS cluster points, it is 

necessary to look at the distribution of DHS cluster points and it is to be expected that 

each cluster point will fall within the correct governorate. However, spatial error has 

been detected where there are 10 cluster points which fall entirely outside Egyptian 

boundaries. Figure 3.16 illustrates how some of these misallocated points were 

detected. Five points coded to be within Alexandria Governorate are located in the 

Mediterranean Sea. This implies that there may also be some GPS points not in their 

true positions inside Egyptian boundaries. Undertaking a spatial join operation between 

the two data layers in ArcGIS could capture this error. The outputs illustrate that there 

are 63 points whose spatial locations and governorate codes do not agree (Figure 

3.17).Obviously, those points are distributed closer to governorate boundaries, in 

particular Greater Cairo region, Valley, Delta, and Costal Governorates (Figure 3.18). 

However, no spatial error in cluster points was found in the Frontier Governorates such 

as New Valley, North and South Sinai Governorates where no communities are found 

close to borders. In spite of Matrouh being considered as a Frontier Governorate with a 

large area, it has one cluster point with spatial error falling in the Mediterranean Sea. 

Furthermore, two cluster points in Red Sea Governorate fall within the sea. It is 

generally observed that except for North and south Sinai Governorates all other coastal 

governorates have spatial error of at least some GPS points. However, just four 

governorates have GPS points which are located in the sea; Alexandria, Matrouh, Port 

Said, and Red Sea, while other governorates such as El Behera, Kafr El Shekh, 

Dakahlyia and Damietta show spatial error inside their boundaries.  
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3.3.3 Measuring spatial error 

Previous studies have reported that spatial error has been given attention and 

identified as a major problem that might arise from different sources (Shi et al. 2003). 

These sources could be related to the spatial data themselves or arising from GIS and 

spatial analysis processes. In addition, measuring positional error appears to be 

increasingly as a necessary operation in spatial analysis and GIS research, in addition 

to efforts to improve locational accuracy of any georeferenced data that are being 

used. This is an important process when spatial error may affect the findings of 

statistical or spatial analysis (Griffith et al. 2007). 

 

Three possible sources might cause this apparent positional error: incorrect 

coordinates, incorrect projection or incorrect labelling. Incorrect coordinates would refer 

to individual GPS clusters being recorded in the wrong locations: this seems possible 

and requires further investigation. Incorrect projection would refer to one or more entire 

data layers being wrongly georeferenced. Examination of both data layers here shows 

that they have the same projection and errors are widely distributed across the study 

area, therefore it does not seem to be the problem. Incorrect labelling can expected in 

survey data collection using GPS methods. However, this kind of error does not seem 

to be present because the majority of misallocated points are concentrated around 

governorate boundaries. In addition, 10 cluster points fall within the Mediterranean and 

Red seas. Therefore, it seems that the apparent spatial error must be mainly due to 

GPS coordinate error.  

    

 In this study, exploration of the positional error of the GPS clusters when overlaid on 

census boundaries is required, calculating distances between each polygon, 

governorate, and each GPS point. The main target of this process is to know the 

distance between each point with a positional error and its correct governorate. ArcGIS 

software did not offer a clear or direct way to apply the necessary point-in-polygon 

distance operation and capture the resulting distance distribution. After several 

experiments using ArcGIS and Idrisi software, the most successful and efficient method 

for calculating these distances was determined as follows, which is based on raster 

processing in Idrisi (Figure 3.19): 

 

Step 1 Importing shape files 

The two Shapefiles, governorate polygons and GPS cluster points were imported into 

the Idrisi software, based on the latitude and longitude referencing system and degrees 

reference unit.  
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Step 2 Converting shape files 

In this step, Shapefiles were converted to a reference system in metres which is, UTM 

N36, the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and zone 36 in the northern 

hemisphere where Egypt is located (N36). 

   

Step 3 planning the rasterization process 

This step is necessary in order to determine all values that are required in the raster 

initialization process in Idrisi. Firstly, the VDC data files from the previous step were 

opened and minimum X&Y and maximum X&Y values were read and recorded as in 

table 3.1. Secondly, 100m x 100m was chosen as a grid cell size that would cover the 

entire study area while allowing relatively small errors to be detected. Finally, the 

minimum and maximum coordinates were rounded to exact multiples of the grid cell 

size. The number of columns and rows of the grid based can be determined by 

subtracting minimum from maximum coordinates and dividing the result by the cell size 

(100m): 

Number of columns = 899000 + 326300 / 100 = 12253 

Number of rows = 3532300 – 2455400 / 100 = 10769   

 

 

 

 

                  

 

Table 3.1 X & Y coordinate system in the initial command of rasterising process 

 

Step 4 Creating raster grids 

From the last step, all spatial parameters needed to generate blank raster grids have 

been specified. Blank grids can therefore be initialised for census polygons and GPS 

points. 

Step 5 Rasterising vector files 

The governorate polygons and GPS points are rasterised using Idrisi’s “polygon to 

raster” and an empty target raster from Step 4 is selected as the target. With the “point 

to raster” command “Change cells to record the identifiers of points” is selected as the 

operation type. 

 

 

 

Coordinate Systems Original Rounded up 

Minimum X -326334 -326300 

Maximum X 898922 899000 

Minimum Y 2455449 2455400 

Maximum Y 3532299 3532300 
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Step 6 Reclass operation 

The purpose of this step is to reclassify the image file of polygon boundaries to pick up 

each governorate separately. So, 29 polygons (28 governorates plus Luxor City) have 

been classified with their names. 

Step 7 Calculation distance from each polygon 

Using the distance operator within the “GIS Analysis” commands, the Euclidean 

distance is measured between each cell and the nearest polygon feature. 

Step 8 Calculation distance from each polygon to each point 

 The last Idrisi step is to extract governorate identifiers and distance values for each 

GPS cluster point. The results for each governorate are sorted in a file named file.avl 

where “file” is the name of the governorate. Finally, file.avl can be opened by Microsoft 

Excel 

Looking at the result, each file.avl contains two columns, the first column contains the 

serial numbers of DHS Clusters and the second distance in metres from each point to 

the relevant governorate. Zero values indicate that the point falls inside the governorate 

border.  

 

3.3.4 Analyzing spatial error 

Spatial error of GPS points was measured in terms of distances from cluster points to 

governorate boundaries. Distance from each point to each governorate polygon was 

obtained and all misallocated points were identified by comparing their governorate 

code from the DHS with that in which the point is located.  Moreover, recognising 

cluster points falling outside Egyptian boundaries, mainly within seas, was represented 

by applying MIN formula in the spreadsheet for each record. Therefore, any record 

which does not show zero as a minimum value indicates that the cluster point falls 

outside all Egyptian Governorates and thus outside the boundary of Egypt. From the 

finding, it is apparent that 10 points are misallocated outside all polygons, eight of them 

in the Mediterranean Sea. One point belongs to Matrouh, five belong to Alexandria, 

and two points belong to Port Said Governorate. On the other hand, two points fall 

within the Red Sea belong to Red Sea Governorate (table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2 The number of the DHS GPS points falling outside governorate boundaries 

 

Overall, the total number of misallocated points is 63 of which the mean positional error 

is 1,410m. The minimum distance is 100m (one cell width) while the maximum distance 

is 6,122m. Thus, all points located further away from boundary lines than this distance 

are considered to be within their correct polygons. Figure 3.20 illustrates the 

distribution of positional error for misallocated points. It can be seen that the majority of 

misallocated points have a positional error of distance between 400 to 2,000m. In 

addition, roughly 20% of points show positional error less than 200m while 10% of the 

points show positional error between 200m to 400m. A low percentage (6%) of the 

cluster points have positional errors of more than 4,000m and less than 5,200m. This 

means that the frequency of mislabelled points at shorter distances is greater than that 

at longer distances.  

DHS Cluster ID Egyptian Governorate Distance in Metre Location Outside boundaries

510301 Alexandria  806.23 Mediterranean Sea 

590307 Alexandria 100.00 Mediterranean Sea 

740106 Alexandria 360.56 Mediterranean Sea 

800403 Alexandria 100.00 Mediterranean Sea 

810502 Alexandria 360.56 Mediterranean Sea 

6680101 Matrouh 707.11 Mediterranean Sea 

910302 Port Said 100.00 Mediterranean Sea 

970102 Port Said 1000.00 Mediterranean Sea 

6490506 Red Sea 223.61 Red Sea 

6540501 Red Sea 100.00 Red Sea 
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Figure 3.20 Histogram representing the distribution of distances for all misallocated points and 

frequency of positional error in metres 

 

3.3.5 Modelling the spatial error in DHS clusters 

In statistical and spatial analysis when the outcome variable consists of two possible 

values, logistic regression is an appropriate approach for modelling the relationship 

between two variables. Therefore, it has become a standard method for describing the 

relationship between a dependent variable, the outcome or response, and one or more 

independent variable(s), the predictor(s).The difference between linear and logistic 

regression is that the dependent variable in the logistic regression is always binary or 

dichotomous having values of zero or one (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2004). Several 

studies have investigated the popularity of logistic regression model (Kleinbaum & 

Klein,1992; Hosmer et al. 1991; Allison 2001).  They observe that dichotomous 

variables are common in the social sciences, so the researchers in these disciplines 

apply logistic functions to estimate the relationship when the outcome variable is 

dichotomous. Furthermore, logistic regression models are widely available using 

standard software.  

 

Is there spatial clustering?  

Detecting unusually high aggregations of data units from those expected is a common 

process in spatial data analysis. A cluster is a high density of points in space where the 

distance between any two points in the cluster is shorter than the distance between any 
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point in the cluster and any outside it. Where clustering is present, there are usually 

geographic factors behind clustering phenomena (Laswon & Dension 2002; Jain and 

Dubes 1988). Cluster analysis is a technique which aims to detect the grouping 

patterns found in a dataset and it is widely used. Nonetheless, every research 

discipline may have different techniques and algorithms for cluster analysis and 

exploring spatial data structure (Kogan, 2007).  

 

A test for global clustering is used for investigating whether clustering can be detected 

in the entire study area or not. A global clustering test is common in the epidemiology 

and public health domains where researchers are looking for clustering patterns that 

may occur because of infectious diseases (Kulldorff et al. 2006).  Haining (1998) has 

shown three types of clustering related to epidemiology and public health research: 

higher risk around a prior identified point, global clustering and local clustering. The first 

kind requires a focused test where the hypothesis tests whether the pre-specified local 

cluster displays unusually elevated values. The second type is known as a global 

clustering which examines whether there is any clustering pattern present throughout 

the study area. This pattern is found when there is a disease case near another case 

and high global clustering means all cases are close to each other.  The third type 

determines locally whether specific cluster locations are significant or not.  

 

In order to test whether the 63 DHS GPS clusters are clustered or not, the ClusterSeer 

Software was chosen because it offers a wide range of methods for testing the pattern 

of spatial clustering. A global spatial test was applied to answer the question whether 

there are any unusual spatial patterns. The null hypothesis is simply that there is no 

clustered pattern (ClusterSeer, 2009).  Columns containing the ‘cases’, the GPS 

clusters with spatial errors, and the ‘controls’, the GPS clusters in their correct places, 

were joined to the whole GPS cluster shapefile to be processed in ClusterSeer. Cuzick 

and Edwards’ test is an appropriate test which detects global clustering in individual 

level case-control data when the cases are coded as (1) and the controls are coded (0) 

(Cuzick and Edward 1990). Therefore, it was the appropriate test to be performed on 

the data.  The output of Cuzick-Edwards k-nearest neighbour test (table 3.3) shows 

evidence of clustering patterns. In the output of the test k indicates the number of 

neighbours while T/k refers to how many cases neighbour other cases. The upper tail 

P-value (0.000) and P-value via Monte Carlo simulation (0.001) are both significant. 

This means that the null hypothesis is strongly rejected.  The significance of the cluster 

statistic can be evaluated by looking at upper-tail P-values and P-values via Monte 

Carlo simulation that are both provided by ClusterSeer. The first value represents the 
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probability of the null hypothesis and a small value indicates that the result is significant 

(and vice versa).The second value is generated by ClusterSeer for each k by 

scrambling all the data, cases and controls, randomly for each of the geographic 

locations. Monte Carlo randomization is obtained in three steps: randomizing the 

observations in the original dataset, recalculating the statistics for the randomized data 

and repeating the previous two steps many times. The output from each simulation run 

is used to produce the P-value for the observed statistic by comparing the observed 

statistic with the reference distribution. Combined P-value for Monte Carlo 

randomization provides two values: Bonferroni P-value and Simes P-value. The Cuzick 

and Edward method does a multiple test which calculates a statistic at each value 

when k>1. In this calculation a combined P-value will be created for all tests that were 

performed at one initial alpha level (0.05). The two values can be compared with the 

alpha level to check whether the tests provide a significant result or not. 

 

 

     k     T[k]      E[T]       Var[T]      z            Upper-tail-

P value      

Monte Carlo 

P-value 

1 24 3.011     4.627 9.758 0.000 0.001 

2 42 6.023 9.361 11.758 0.000 0.001 

3 56 9.034 14.29 12.42 0.000 0.001 

4 62 12.04 19.21 11.39 0.000 0.111 

5 74 15.05 24.27 11.96 0.000 0.001 

6 83 19.06 29.23 12.00 0.000 0.009 

7 90 21.08 34.29 11.76 0.000 0.035 

8 97 24.09 39.40 11.61 0.000 0.035 

9 104 27.10 44.58 11.51 0.000 0.028 

10 112 30.11     44.71 11.61 0.000 0.022 

 

Combined P-value for Normal Approximation                                      

Bonferroni P-value: 0.000;   Simes P-value: 0.000 

 Monte Carlo randomization summary      

 Number of Monte Carlo simulations = 999 

Combined P-value for Monte Carlo Randomization: 

  Bonferroni P-value: 0.010                                                                     

Statistical Distance Test statistic = 18.44 

  Simes P-value: 0.006                                                                          

 P-value from Monte Carlo simulation = 0.001 

 

Table 3.3 The output of Cuzick and Edwards' cluster test for the GPS points with spatial error 
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The first model 

This section aims to model the spatial error of the GIS linkage process between GPS 

clusters and subnational census boundaries, kism and markaz level, and to measure 

the probability of each cluster point being in its incorrect spatial location.  This may be 

quite useful to inform the confidence with which we can make any comparison between 

the two datasets in terms of the socioeconomic variables being addressed.  Exploring 

the geographic positions of the GPS clusters that were identified with a spatial error 

and that fall outside their correct governorates ( see figure 3.18 ), it can be seen that 

most of the points with spatial errors are located very close to administrative 

boundaries and therefore distance from these boundaries is likely to affect the spatial 

error pattern. Thus, measured distance to governorate boundaries was chosen to be 

an independent variable in the regression model.  

 

Using GIS analysis in Idrisi software was an appropriate method to convert kism and 

markaz polygons into lines and calculate distances from them. Logistic regression was 

applied to fit an equation for these distances and obtain the probability of each DHS 

cluster being assigned to an incorrect polygon. Data analysis was performed using the 

Stata software to fit the logistic regression relationship. The distance from each DHS 

cluster to the nearest governorate boundary was the independent variable in the 

regression equation while the dependent variable was dichotomous (0, 1) where each 

cluster point in the correct governorate polygon has been coded zero as there is no 

spatial error. On the other hand, a value of one has been assigned to the 63 clusters 

points that had been identified as being in their incorrect polygons. Logistic regression 

was then applied to Kism and Markaz distances using the two coefficients of the 

previous equation. The descriptive statistics and outputs of first regression model are 

shown on table 3.4. The value of the Prob>chi² reveals that the model is statistically 

significant and although the coefficient value of the independent variable, governorate 

distance, is very small (-0.0007), it is statistically significant since P>Z value = (0.000) 

which is less than alpha.  The P value is very close to zero and the Z value (6.15) is 

less than -2. The independent variable in this model consists of very large distances 

and for this reason the coefficient is so small. To modify the large distances and 

minimize their impact during model fitting, a square-root transformation was applied to 

governorate distances. This step was considered in the second model to improve the 

performance of the model in predicating the relationship between the spatial error (the 

dependent) and distances from governorate boundaries (independent variable).  
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Log likelihood = 183.17576                      Prob > chi² = 0.000  

Pseudo R² = 0.2733                                   LR chi² (1) = 137.75 

Linktest hat (P>|z|) 0.000                             Linktest hatsq (P>|z|) 0.002       

  

Table 3.4  The output of the first regression model 

The second model 

Assessing the logit of the model outcome involves checking whether all relevant 

predictors have been included or not. In other words, it is important to consider the 

linear combination of the predictors and whether the relationship between the logit 

outcome and the predictors is linear or not. In either case there may be a specification 

error in the model and refitting it is strongly recommended. Stata offers a useful 

command named Linktest which can be applied to test the model output and 

consequently detect this kind of error. Preliminary work on examining the adequacy of 

the linear model and its link function through linktest was undertaken by Pregibon 

(1980). The main idea of Linktest is that after constructing the model properly, finding 

any additional predictor that is statistically significant and needs to be added, should 

not be found except by chance Pregibon ,1980. The output of the Linktest command 

consists of two components: linear predicted value (hat) and the same linear value 

squared (hatsq). The value of hat should be significant as it is the predicted value in 

the model otherwise the whole model is misspecified. By contrast, hatsq value should 

not be powerfully predictive except by chance. Therefore, the interpretation of the 

linktest command outputs depends on the hatsq value and when this is significant 

refitting the model is necessary, because either the link function is not accurately 

specified or other variable(s) need to be included (Chen et al. 2009). 

 

By applying the Linktest command to the first model (table 3.4) it can be seen that the 

P-value of hatsq is (0.002) which is significant despite the hat value (0.000) confirming 

that the independent variable is a meaningful predictor. Therefore, the model needs to 

be refitted either by including a new variable or changing the included predictor 

variable. Thus, a square root formula was applied to the governorate distance and the 

output was used as a new predictor in the second model. After experiment with many 

Variables Coef. Std.Err Z value 95% conf. P> Z 

Governorate distance -0.0007 .0001 -6.15 -0.0009 0.000 

Constant -0.93 .20 -4.57 -1.3 0.000 
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functions such as opposite, reciprocal and slope, the square root of distance was 

chosen which is a widely used as a function of distance.  

The outputs of the second regression model (table 3.5) show an improved fit to the 

data. There were many advantages to using the squared root of distance:  

 The calculation output intuitively makes sense for clusters that lie exactly on a 

boundary. When any distance equals zero the probability of being in their 

correct place is approximately 0.5.  

 Squared root is a common transformation method in spatial analysis research. 

In particular Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), when used in interpolation, gives 

larger weights to the cluster points nearer to the predicted position than those 

further away (Naoum and Tsanis, 2004).    

 Similarly, the square root model fits the available data slightly better as the 

Pseudo R² value is slightly greater (0.29) than in the first model (0.27). 

Therefore, the model presents a better fit and it is slightly more powerful at 

predicting the probability of the error in the spatial location of DHS clusters. 

 The regression model based on the square root of distance passed the Linktest 

where the linktest was not significant and hatsq was larger than 0.05. 

 

Log likelihood = -179.67576                      Prob > chi² = 0.000  

Pseudo R² = 0.2871                                    LR chi² (1) = 144.75 

 Linktest hat (P>|z|) 0.002                            Linktest hatsq (P>|z|) 0.981     

Table 3.5 The outputs of the second regression model with squared roots of distances 

 

The probability of each cluster point being in the incorrect kism/markaz was calculated 

by applying the logistic regression coefficients of the Stata model for all kism/markaz 

distances using an Excel sheet. The logistic regression equation is the following: 

 

P =1/ (1+2.718^ (-1*(-0.0586306*(SQRT (K/Mdist+0.0481082))))) 

 

Where P is the probability of being in an incorrect Kism/markaz and K/Mdist is the 

distance for each cluster point from the nearest kism or markaz sub-administrative 

Variables Coef. Std.Err Z value 95% conf. P> Z 

√(Governorate 

distance) 

-.0587 .0073 -8.08 -.073 0.000 

Constant .048 .28 0.17 -.499 0.863 
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boundary. The next step is calculating the probability of being in the correct position as 

q= 1-P. The results obtained from applying the previous equation are presented in 

figure 3.20. The majority of cluster points which are located close to boundaries by less 

than 1000 metres show a high probability of being in incorrect places. Nonetheless, the 

values vary between 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.  Moreover, a value of 0.5 indicates that a cluster 

point is lying exactly on a boundary line and demonstrates an equal chance of being 

within the correct or incorrect kism/markaz. On the other hand, as the distances from 

the boundaries increase, the probability of each cluster point falling within the correct 

kism/markaz increases.  It is apparent from the data in figures 3.21 and 3.22 that the 

majority of DHS cluster points show higher probabilities of being in their correct spatial 

positions. These values ranges between 0.7 and 0.9 and a few clusters present a value 

of one which means they are certainly within their correct kism/markaz polygons. The 

most frequent values were between 0.60 and 0.80 while almost 50 clusters had 

probability values less than 0.50 indicating they are either lying on boundary lines or 

located very near to them.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.21 The probability of GPS clusters lying in the correct kism/markaz polygon 

according to the second logistic regression model 
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Figure 3.22 The frequency of cluster probabilities of being in the correct ksim/markaz according 

the second model 

 

Mapping probability values 

Visualising the calculated probabilities from the logistic regression equation is an 

important process to present the spatial differences that impact on chances of cluster 

points falling within incorrect positions due to their locations. The Idrisi software was 

used to create a map of the probability values based on the previous logistic regression 

equation using the following steps: 

 

 Multiply distance map by the coefficient 
Having been prepared for obtaining distances from sub-governorate boundaries, the 

distance map was used as an input layer in all steps of this process. The first step 

involved using the transform operation to obtain the square root of distances to match 

the regression equation. This was followed by the Scalar operation to multiply squared 

distance to kisms/markaz by the coefficient for distance from the regression (-

0.0586306*SQRD distance). 

 

 Adding the constant term from the regression analysis 
The constant value from the regression model (0.0481082) was added to the previous 

output using the Scalar operation (-0.0586306*SQRD distance+0.0481082).  
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 Multiply the output by -1   
The output from the previous step was multiplied by -1, so this part of regression 

equation was applied (-1*(a*SQRD distance +b). 

 

 Finding the natural antilog 
In this step, the transform operation was used to find the natural antilog for the output 

from the last step. The natural antilogarithm of any distance value is found by raising e 

(2.718) to the exponential of that distance (e^ (-1*(a*SQRD distance +b). 

 

 Adding one to the resultant value 
The Scalar operation was used to add one value to the resultant value. So the equation 

parts that have been applied so far are (1+e^ (-1*(a*SQRD distance +b). 

 

 Obtaining the final probability 
In this final step the reciprocal option was selected from the transform options with the 

previous result as the input map layer, thereby completing the regression equation and 

producing the probability map 1/ (1+e^ (-1*(a*SQRD distance +b). 

Figure 3.23 shows a map of the distribution of probability values in Egyptian sub-

governorate boundaries. It can be seen that higher values of being in incorrect places 

are mainly concentrated in the Delta and Nile valley. Here the areas of kisms or 

markazs in all governorates of agricultural land are smaller than in the desert regions. 

However, the areas of kisms in Urban Governorates and Greater Cairo are smaller 

than both Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt. Therefore, DHS clusters located in these 

regions are more likely to be very close to boundary lines and, thus, are associated 

with high probabilities of spatial error. In contrast, DHS clusters located within Frontier 

Governorates tend to show the highest probabilities of being in their correct kisms or 

markazes. Consequently, all probability values of one are located in kisms or markazs 

in these governorates with large areas and low population density. 

 

The third model 

According to the allocation of the clusters and GPS coordinates in the DHS survey, it is 

expected that the geographic distribution of the GPS clusters will follow the spatial 

distribution of Egyptian population and settlements. As a result, the majority of GPS 

clusters are concentrated alongside the Nile River and its Delta while a few clusters 

represent desert communities in the Frontier Governorates in Western, Eastern, and 

Sinai Peninsula Deserts.  Despite the fact that the Greater Cairo region shows the 

highest population density in Egypt, governorates which are located in the north of 

Upper Egypt in particular Bani Sueif, El Fayoum and El Menia show the highest 
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Although applying Linktest to the second model is not significant and a slight 

improvement in the result was found, fitting another model would be worthwhile since 

the Pseudo R² value is still low (0.287).  Therefore, including a new independent 

variable is strongly recommended.  In this case, increasing the capability of the 

predictive model requires adding new predictors. Thus, another variable “GPS-AVE”  

was created according to whether each cluster has been assigned as GPS or AVE in 

the main shapefile. I contacted MEASURE DHS to understand the differences between 

GPS and AVE as a survey method code for the GPS clusters. In the main shape file 

where there is a column titled “source” GPS means that just one GPS point was taken 

for that cluster while AVE means many GPS points were taken for one cluster. For 

instance, a cluster might be fairly large and consequently many points were surveyed 

and then averaged to obtain the approximate centre of that cluster (Burgert, 2009). 

Table 3.6 illustrates the number of GPS clusters in correct and incorrect locations 

broken down by the GPS or AVE codes in all Egyptian Governorates. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.6 The percentage of GPS clusters by the survey methodology codes GPS or AVE  

 

In order to protect the confidentiality of the participant households in the DHS survey, 

scrambling is a method undertaken by MEASURE DHS to anonymise the GPS cluster 

codes. Although scrambling is undertaken initially for the HIV test survey, it is applied 

to the DHS survey as a precaution for individual records of households. Therefore, a 

geographic error in any direction is randomly added to the cluster locations of up to 2 

km for urban areas and 5 km for rural areas. As a result it is impossible to associate an 

individual record with a particular geographic location.  Based on the assumption that 

the location of GPS clusters being in rural or urban areas might impact on the 

distribution of the identified spatial errors, all the GPS cluster were classified into two 

groups urban and rural according to the column included in the GPS shapefile entitled 

“ARUBAN-RURAL”. Therefore, a new variable was constructed to be included in the 

new model. This was followed by calculating the percentage of GIS clusters lying in 

correct and incorrect positions in both groups in all Egyptian governorates. Table 3.7 

 GPS AVE  

 Count Percentage Count Percentage Total 

Correct 1097 95 138 95.8 1235 

Incorrect 57 5 6 4.2 63 

Total  1154 100 144 100 1298 
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illustrates the distribution of the identified spatial errors of GPS clusters when they were 

linked to administrative boundaries. It can be seen that 716 out of 764 GPS clusters 

(93.7%) that are located in rural areas in the correct positions. By contrast 15 GPS 

clusters out of 63 with incorrect positions appeared in urban areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.7 GPS cluster error in urban or rural areas  

 

The third regression model was implemented by creating a new dichotomous variable, 

urban or rural location, and adding it to the previous model as an independent variable.  

The GPS clusters were categorised into two groups, urban and rural, and each cluster 

located in an urban area was coded (1) while those in rural area were coded (0). The 

model is made up of four variables: a binary response variable, two dichotomous 

variables, urban-rural and GPS-AVE, and the distance variable to nearest governorate 

boundary. The main purpose of this model is to increase the strength of prediction. The 

GPS_AVE variable was not statistically significant (P value = 0.271) and was dropped. 

 

The findings of the third model clearly show a small improvement in the explanation of 

the observed data through this regression model compared with the previous model; 

this is in response to the new variable that was added. Table 3.8 shows the outputs of 

this model. The interpretation of the model as a whole is statistically significant since 

the value of P> Chi² is 0.000 which means the null hypothesis must be rejected and the 

independent variables together have impacted the dependent variable. The values of 

P>Z suggest that all variables included in this model were statistically significant since 

they have P-values less than alpha (0.05).Therefore, the coefficient values of the 

independent variables are valid to estimate the amount of increase in the predicted log 

odds of spatial error (the dependent variable). The value of the Pseudo R² (0.36) 

indicates an improvement in the strength of the relationship between the variables and 

it expresses a better fit of the probability of spatial error of GPS clusters compared with 

the previous model (0.29).  

 

 

 Urban Rural  

 Count  Percentage Count Percentage Total 

Correct 519 97.2 716 93.7 1235 

Incorrect 15 2.8 48 6.3 63 

Total  534 100 764 100 1298 
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Log likelihood = -161.60                                              Prob > Chi² = 0.000 

 Pseudo R² = 0.36                                                          LR chi2 (1) = 180.89 

Urban: yes = 1    No = 0                                             Linktest hat (P>|z|) 0.595      

 Linktest hatsq (P>|z|) 0.005      

 

Table 3.8 The coefficients of the third regression model 

 

The fourth model 

In spite of the new predictor added in the previous model being meaningful, the finding 

from applying Linktest illustrates that hatsq is significant (0.005). This means that there 

may be a specification error in the third model and refitting a new one is required. An 

initial step has already been taken towards improving the logistic regression model by 

identifying the variables that best explain the observed pattern of errors. Hence, all the 

relevant independent variables, predictors, appear to be included in the model. 

Interaction between the two independent variables previously introduced can be a 

potential source of error in the model. Therefore, a new interaction variable (urban-dist) 

has been created and used instead of the dummy urban variable in the previous model. 

This was created by multiplying the value of the urban variable (1, 0) by the squared 

distances variable (the distance for each GPS cluster to the nearest boundary). It 

seems intuitive that this model is the best one and its summary statistics suggest a 

stronger relationship between the response variable and the explanatory variables. 

Table 3.9 shows the findings of applying the new logistic regression model. The value 

of P> chi² is 0.000 and comparison of the four models shows that this model has the 

best Pseudo R² value (0.39). The model shows better predictive abilities than the 

others. Therefore, the coefficients of the independent variables are more useful in 

estimating the probability of the spatial error of GPS clusters and, thus, they were used 

in the regression equation to predict the probability of spatial error based on distance of 

GPS clusters from kism/markaz administrative boundaries. 

 

Variables Coef. Std.Err Z value 95% conf. P>|z|      

√(Governorate distance) -0.064 .008 -8.61 -.078 0.000 

Urban -1.825 .331 -5.51 -2.48 0.000 

Constant 1.026 .330 3.10 .377 0.002 
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Log likelihood = -154.438                   Prob > chi2 = 0.000  

Pseudo R2 = 0.39                                   LR chi2 (1) =  195.22 

Linktest hat (P>|z|) 0.157                       linktest hatsq (P>|z|) 0.050      

Table 3.9 The coefficients of the fourth regression model 

 

 

Figure 3.24 The probability of being in correct kism/markaz predicted by the fourth regression 

model 

 

The following equation was applied to kism/markaz distances within an Excel 

spreadsheet to produce the probabilities of spatial error of GPS clusters: 

P =1/ (1+2.718^ (-1*(-0.0558526*SQRT (K/M distances)-0.0778706*SQRT 

(Urban*distances) +0.7402697))) 

Likewise q= 1-P was applied to produce the probabilities of GPS clusters being in their 

correct positions. The result of the previous logistic regression equation applied to 

kism/markaz distances is presented in figure 3.24 which fits the relationship between 

Variables Coef. Std.Err Z value 95% conf. P> Z 

√(Governorate distance) -0.056 -8.37 -8.37 -0.069 0.000 

Urban*squared distances -0.078 0.015 -5.08 -0.108 0.000 

Constant 0.740 0.299 2.48 0.154 0.013 
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distances and the probability of GPS clusters being in correct positions. It can be seen 

that the pattern of predictions of this model is different from the previous ones as there 

are two curve lines plotted instead of one. This originally comes from the interaction 

variable that was included in the model, produced by multiplying the distance squared 

by the dummy variable urban (1)-rural (0).Therefore, the line to the right side 

represents clusters located in rural areas that have distances of zero while clusters 

present in the left side close to the Y-axis are located in urban areas with the actual 

value of squared distance (as it was multiplied by one, and, thus, the curve was pushed 

to the left side).  The graph follows the hypothesis that scrambling the GPS clusters in 

rural areas is greater than urban (MEASURE DHS, 2008f) and therefore the two curves 

indicate the difference in distance, about three kilometres, that has been added as a 

spatial error between clusters located in rural and urban areas.  

 

It is apparent that a few clusters show low probabilities of being within the correct 

boundary, 0.32 to 0.45, and these either lie on boundary lines and have a distance of 

zero or they are very near boundary lines with distances less than 200m. On the other 

hand, the majority of clusters are concentrated around higher values, greater than 0.5, 

of the probability of being within the correct administrative boundary. Thus, there is a 

low likelihood that the spatial error of the GPS cluster occurs even if they are located 

within a small distance (500m) of the kism/markaz administrative boundaries). 

Furthermore, the curve of the model shows that the clusters which are located near 

kism/markaz boundaries provide high values, 0.7 to 0.9, of probability of being in the 

correct administrative unit. The model predicts that a GPS cluster located 2060 metres 

and above away from an administrative boundary will definitely be in the correct 

kism/markaz polygon. Figure 3.25 illustrates the fourth model’s histogram. It is clearly 

seen that the most frequent probability value were between 0.99 and 1.00 (118 

clusters) and probability values between 0.87 and 0.99 were quite frequent (165 

clusters). However clusters with low probability values of being in the correct 

administrative unit, less than 0.5, were less frequent (101).  It is concluded that the new 

variable, urban squared distance, has improved the predictive ability of the model and it 

is more useful than the three previous models. 
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Figure 3.25 The frequency of cluster probabilities of being in the correct kism/markaz according 

to the fourth regression model 

 

Residuals and Moran’s I test  

Residuals in regression model are known as the portion of errors for an individual 

measurement or the differences between the observed values and the predicted values 

of the dependent variable (Hosmer et al. 1991). Computing the residuals in the 

regression model is an important step in evaluating the assumptions of the fitted model 

(Cook and Weisberg 1982). The residuals of the model were computed using the Stata 

commands: Postestimation and standardised Pearson residuals. Moran’s I is a 

common way of measuring and assessing the absence or the presence of spatial 

autocorrelation in areal datasets (Rogerson 2006). The output of the Moran’s I test 

includes the Moran’s I index value which measures two kinds of correlation, either 

positive or negative. A positive value  close to one means clustering of high or low 

values while close to minus one means no clustering is found and the spatial pattern is 

dispersed. In addition, the Z score indicates the significance of the index value 

(Haining, 2006; Zhand and Lin 2006).  The global spatial autocorrelation metric, the 

Moran’s I method was applied to the residuals of the regression model. The test 

statistic shows that there is spatial autocorrelation between the residual values and 

clustering does exist, but with a low index value (Moran I index = 0.01, Z score = 2.41). 

However, it was greater than zero and therefore, the null hypothesis should be rejected 

and although it is a weak pattern, it could not have occurred by chance. 
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3.4 Analysing spatial errors when linking GPS clusters with shyakha 

geography 

Egyptian census geography consists of three levels; firstly, the governorate level which 

is used by MEASURE DHS administratively as the names of the DHS samples and 

cluster codes. According to the overlay process which was applied earlier using this 

census geography level and the DHS clusters, the spatial error was identified, 

measured, analysed and modeled. Secondly, the kism/markaz level is comprised of 

sub-administrative boundaries which are lower than governorate and higher than 

shyakha. The parameters produced from the modeling process were applied to this 

geography level to predict the probability of spatial error for each GPS cluster being in 

its correct kism/markaz. Finally, the shyakha level is the smallest census geography 

and it is important to examine the magnitude of spatial error expected to be found when 

the GPS clusters layer of the DHS is linked to this level. To prepare spatial linkage at 

the shyakha level, the following steps were undertaken:- 

 

3.4.1 Creating a list of shyakhas sampled in the DHS 

To create a new list of sampled shyakhas for the DHS, the shyakhas/towns that were 

used by MEASURE DHS in the 2005 survey (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006) were 

manipulated and a database table was created to match the Egyptian Census shyakha 

layer to be ready for geocoding. 

 

3.4.2 Geocoding of sampled shyakhas names 

Before undertaking the geocoding process it was essential to modify the attribute table 

of the Egyptian Census shyakha as it contains 28 governorates.  It includes the two 

new governorate codes, Helwan and October, which do not match the DHS shykha 

table that contains only 26 governorates. Therefore, a new column called “Old 

governorates” was created and added to the census shyakha attribute table.  

1) The standard geocoding function in ArcGIS 9.3 was used to create an address 

locator by selecting “world cities with country” as an address locator style and 

locating the modified census shyakha layer as a “reference data” used by the 

address locator. shyakha name was determined to be “City” in the input field name 

while Old governorate was the “country”. 

2) Starting geocoding addresses command by selecting the created address locator 

and choosing the DHS sampled shyakha table as an address table. In the input 

field “shyakha” was chosen as “City” and “Governorate” as “Country”. Geocoding 
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options including spelling sensitivity, minimum candidate score and minimum match 

score were left at default values in the first step. 

3) This process produced a high proportion of unmatched shyakha names (457) while 

188 shyakhas were matched and one shyakha was “Tied “. Thus, a rematching 

process was needed to improve and increase the number of matched shyakhas. 

4) The geocoding addresses command was rerun, but using low spelling sensitivity, 

minimum candidate and minimum match parameters since shyakha names had 

been transcribed from Arabic into English. The output of this process produced a 

high percentage of matched shyakhas (58%) while the percentage of unmatched 

shyakhas decreased to 42%. 

5) Using the “interactive rematch” facility the number of matched shyakhas was 

increased to be more than 500 out of 647 shyakhas.  

6) Because of local name variations and issues in transcribing Arabic shyakha names 

in English letters, the remaining unmatched shyakhas had to be manipulated and 

rematched manually. By rematching all unmatched candidate shyakhas, a new 

layer was created for the DHS sampled shyakhas/towns containing 636 polygons. 

However, a few shyakhas listed as sampled in the DHS documentation were 

missed because either their names do not exist in the census layer or their names 

probably have been changed. 

 

3.4.3 Overlaying the layer of shyakhas sampled for the DHS with the 

GPS cluster layer 

Looking at the distribution of the GPS cluster points overlaid with the DHS sampled 

shyakha, it can be seen that although the household clusters are concentrated around 

the sampled shyakhas, a spatial error is widely apparent across the whole of the 

census boundaries (figures 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28). Thus, a proximity analysis using the 

near function was undertaken to determine distance from each GPS cluster to the 

nearest shyakha boundary.  
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boundaries, more than six km, in particular in the desert governorates. Moreover, there 

is a GPS cluster group reflected in some outlier values, with distance more than seven 

kilometers, and this is located in the desert governorates especially New Valley. Using 

the ESRI ArcGIS online services "world imagery” resource, figure 3.30 illustrates how 

the El Kasr shyakha census polygon is located further away from the settlement pattern 

on the imagery, while the GPS clusters seem to be in their correct location. This 

suggests a positional error in the shyakha polygons where some of these, particularly 

in desert governorates, do not match their true locations.     

 

Figure 3.29 showing the distribution of distances of misallocated GPS clusters from shyakhas 

sampled for the DHS 

 

In conclusion, the shyakha linkage process did not produce reliable matching between 

the sampled DHS shyakhas and the GPS clusters and there was a considerably higher 

percentage of the GPS clusters falling outside their correct shyakhas, compared with 

the earlier governorate level analysis. As a result, the misallocated clusters are either 

located outside all of the available administrative boundaries or located in the wrong 

Shyakha polygons. Thus, this suggests there is much uncertainty in assigning these 

clusters to shyakhas. Since governorates are too large to show much geographic 

variation, the kism/markaz census geography thus appears to be the best geographic 

level for undertaking spatial linkage and establishing a standard comparable method to 

be applied for linkage between an international dataset, the DHS, and a national 

census dataset.     
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusions  

These results suggest it may be problematic to link data on DHS GPS clusters to 

census small areas (such as shyakhas). Similarly, there is little to be gained from 

undertaking spatial linkage at the governorate level, since governorate labels are 

already provided for each GPS cluster for this purpose. Consequently, given the spatial 

uncertainties apparent in the data set, the evidence here suggests that the district 

(kism or markaz) level is the most appropriate for conducting spatial linkage. 

Examination of both the DHS GPS point and census map layers shows that they have 

the same projection and errors are widely distributed across the study area. Therefore, 

there is no evidence in this analysis to suggest a systematic error in either of the map 

layers analysed, such as a discrepancy in map datums used or some region-specific 

mislabeling of governorates. Since the majority of misallocated points are concentrated 

around governorate boundaries, it seems likely that the observed inconsistencies arise 

because of a positional error rather than mislabeling of GPS cluster points. 

 

In addition to the spatial error that was found at governorate level, there are some 

additional sources of error that will have influenced the shyakha level analysis:  

 It was not possible to geocode some shyakhas sampled through the Egyptian 

DHS, whilst other shyakhas may have been incorrectly geocoded because of 

local place name variations and issues in translating Arabic shyakha names into 

English. This may explain why some GPS cluster points are apparently located 

far from sampled shyakhas, as shown in the histogram in Figure 3.29 

 At the shyakha level, a GPS cluster was only identified as erroneous and a 

misallocated point if it lay in an unsampled shyakha. However, this process 

does not identify all GPS clusters that lie outside their equivalent shyakha 

boundary, since some GPS clusters may be displaced to a neighboring 

sampled shyakha. This will result in an under-estimate of the extent of spatial 

linkage problems at the shyakha level. 

 

Thus, care should be taken in interpreting the error rate in linking GPS cluster points to 

shyakhas relative to those for kism/markaz and governorate level.  

 

The addition of GPS clusters to the DHS offers increased analytical potential in GIS 

and global health research. However, this analysis suggests administrative labels and 

spatial locations of GPS clusters cannot be used uncritically and error may affect 

spatial analysis of DHS datasets. This is most likely due to deliberate modification of 

cluster locations noted earlier, intended to protect the confidentiality of participant 
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households in the DHS. A strong recommendation to the MEASURE DHS organization 

would be to adapt the data modification algorithm to avoid gross misallocation between 

administrative areas. In combining DHS data from GPS clusters with census data for 

kizms/markazes or other administrative units, any linkage process will need to take 

account of the likely impact of positional uncertainty. At the shyakha scale there would 

be unacceptable levels of uncertainty in matching shyakha boundaries to GPS clusters. 

Thus, the kism/markaz census geography appears to be the best geographic level for 

undertaking spatial linkage. 

 

In summary, there is a growing literature that enriches DHS data by using GPS cluster 

locations to link to other spatial data sets, including census data. However, none of 

these studies has examined the effect of locational uncertainty on these linkage 

operations. I propose that the issues raised here are of broad significance when 

attempting GIS use for analytical data linkage in developing country settings, 

particularly in the increasingly common situation where hand-held GPS are used to 

georeference social survey data which must then be linked with existing national 

sources. Furthermore, in using attribute labels inconsistent with location to model 

spatial error, it adds to the existing literature on uncertainty and the point-in-polygon 

problem. 

 

3.6 Summary  

Throughout this investigation, the aim was to assess, model and understand the spatial 

error that was identified by linking the DHS clusters to Egyptian boundaries. The finding 

of applying cluster tests was significant, with the interpretation that GPS clusters with 

spatial errors were clustered together. Exploring the geographic pattern of the 

distribution of the GPS clusters with spatial errors, most of them are located near to the 

governorate boundaries. This indicates a relationship between the distance from the 

location of the GPS cluster and the probability of being in their incorrect governorates. 

Logistic regression was an appropriate technique to model this error where the 

dependent variable was dichotomous and the distance to boundaries was an 

independent variable. Despite the first regression model being significant, the Linktest 

method indicated a specific error in the linear combination and thus a square root 

transformation was applied to the distances to create a new independent variable to be 

included in the second model. However, model performance was further enhanced by 

adding new variables. Considering the DHS procedures and scrambling method that 

are applied to the GPS clusters, GPS-AVE and urban-rural variables were added as 
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independent variables in the model. The result of the third model has shown that GPS-

AVE was not significant and thus it was removed. 

  

Applying the Linktest function to the model to examine the linear combination of the 

predictors, the results suggested refitting a new model would be valuable since a 

specification error could be found in the linear relationship and a relevant variable 

might be included to the model. In the fourth model, an interaction variable, the 

squared root of distance multiplied by urban-rural, was added instead of just urban-

rural and therefore, the linktest was not significant and Pseudo R² value was greater 

than in the previous models. This means that it is the best model in terms of its 

structure and as a predictor of the probability of spatial error. The most obvious finding 

to be drawn is that a clustering pattern of spatial error of GPS clusters appeared to be 

related to the nature of the spatial data. Nonetheless, this clustering pattern is not very 

strong. Moving forward and applying the coefficients of the best regression model to 

the lower level boundaries, kism/markaz, the results clearly show that there is a 

reasonable chance of obtaining about one third of the GPS clusters falling in their 

incorrect geographic locations. Furthermore, the distance of the DHS clusters from 

administrative boundaries and rural or urban locations both contribute to understanding 

of the spatial error when linking DHS clusters to census boundaries. Using the list of 

shyakhas published by MEASURE DHS, positional uncertainty was analysed and 

evaluated. However, undertaking geocoding of sampled shyakha names was 

problematic because of issues in translating Arabic shyakha names into English and 

thus matching sampled shyakhas to DHS GPS clusters would produce unacceptable 

level of uncertainties.  
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Chapter 4: Composite indicators for Safe Drinking 

Water Index (SDWI) – a review of the conceptual 

framework and background 

 

4.1 Overview  

The principal aim of this chapter is to review the literature on area classification 

systems and index construction. This is in order to explore the concepts behind two 

methods that have been widely used in investigating the socio-spatial structure of small 

geographic areas in developed and developing countries. In the broadest sense, 

reviewing the most relevant and common water and non-water (especially deprivation) 

indices is necessary to obtain deeper insights regarding the problem of household 

water accessibility and its impacts on public health in developing countries. This 

section begins by discussing concepts of area classification and index construction and 

their applications in developed and developing countries. In addition, it considers 

lessons learnt from previous water applications of these methods, particularly 

highlighting previous methods used in index construction. It identifies some limitations 

in existing research on measuring drinking water access and identifies a gap which 

needs to be investigated. Furthermore, the review is used to identify the most 

appropriate method for developing a spatial measurement of safe drinking water 

access in Egypt. Selection criteria for the inputs to a new safe drinking water index will 

be explained.  Finally, a comparison between census and survey is presented to 

highlight the differences between the two major data sources used in this research. 

 

4.2 Concept of area classification and indices  

The main reason for reviewing area classification and index methods here is to assess 

their suitability for analysing the interrelationships between drinking water and 

population health in Egyptian communities. For this thesis, a measure of access to safe 

drinking water in developing countries is needed. Developing an area classification 

system or index of safe drinking water access is crucial for many reasons. Firstly, there 

is a diversity of georeferenced datasets about drinking water which are collected 

nationally and internationally (the DHS and local censuses) which could be used to 

describe spatial patterns of access to safe drinking water across the entire country at 

the subprovincial scale. Secondly, there are likely to be many benefits from generating 

such a spatial measurement, particularly integrating different datasets about drinking 

water into a single summary measure. Thirdly, this tool would allow direct comparison 
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of progress in improving safe drinking water access, both subnationally and 

internationally among many developing countries. Finally, spatial measurement 

construction has been initiated because of the desire to create an integrated and 

comprehensive tool to help policy planners and decision makers to track drinking water 

problems and their health impacts on households. Considering this interest, the 

question is how to develop an integrated spatial measurement of safe drinking water 

accessibility in the study area at a detailed scale. Either area classification or an index 

could be an effective tool to achieve the desired objectives relating to problems of 

drinking water supplies in developing countries. Geodemographics and multivariate 

indices play an important role as targeting tools for small communities, capturing the 

spatial homogeneity or heterogeneity of geographic units. The application of the two 

methods depends on combining appropriate socioeconomic variables and components 

for different areas, derived either from census or noncensus databases. 

   

4.2.1 Overview of area classification 

During the last three decades, area classification and geodemographics in particular 

have been applied in a variety of successful applications (Singleton & Longley 2009). 

Parker et al. (2007) argued that the development of place classifications is strongly 

related to the progress achieved in geodemographic technologies, and therefore, this 

method is fundamentally related to class analysis undertaken by new geographic 

software. Following a review of previous work on geodemographic classification for 

demographic phenomena generally and water supply issues particularly, a decision 

could be made whether a classification system would be valuable in developing a new 

measurement for safe drinking water and health in Egypt.  The main purpose in 

undertaking an area classification is to assign every geographic area into one of a 

number of classes according to its socioeconomic and demographic characteristics 

(Beaumont, 1991; Mitchell, 1997). There are a variety of techniques that are used to 

build area classifications with applications in private companies and the public sector. 

However, there are specific processes that are commonly undertaken in every 

classification system. Harris et al. (2005) pointed to the most frequently used 

approaches in building area classifications. Firstly, data are gathered from different 

sources and data reduction is applied to these data. Secondly, the most appropriate 

variables are selected, which should be reliable, robust and not repeated. Thirdly, input 

variables are processed, including evaluation and standardisation. Fourthly, the 

appropriate weighting method is determined and applied. Finally, cluster analysis 

techniques are applied to produce classes.   
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4.2.2 Overview of indices and their construction 

The second candidate method is index construction, which consists of comprehensive 

domains, indicators, components and subcomponents representing demographic and 

socioeconomic characteristics derived from both census and noncensus datasets. The 

main objective here is to score areas according to access to safe drinking water and 

consequently capture the spatial variations of water supply patterns for Egyptian 

households at a sub-provincial spatial scale.  

 An index is a statistical tool comprising different indicators and components. It 

can be used to measure quantity and changes in the represented phenomenon 

and it is target as scores in which index factors can be ranked. Each index may 

consist of domains, indicators, components and, in some cases, 

subcomponents (see figure 4.1).  

 The index domain can be defined as a main area or field such as health or 

education that provides components from which the index can be built.  

 In many indices, domains effectively comprise only a single component and so 

the terms indicator, domain and component are synonymous. However, an 

index component is considered as part of a larger domain or indicator such as 

tap or pumped water as a part of water supply while water supply is an indicator 

for the water quality domain.  

 A subcomponent of an index is a lower level of data as part of a component, for 

instance boiling water is a subcomponent of home water treatment (component) 

which is a part of larger indicator (water quality). Figure 4.1 illustrates an index 

domain and its relationships with other indicators, components and 

subcomponents. Matern et al. (2009) used the term deprivation index to mean a 

list of indicators, components and subcomponents that have to be seen as 

necessary utilities or services for households within a community to have a 

given standard of living. 

Creating an index involves many steps:-  

 Exploring the available datasets which are assumed to cover the phenomenon 

being measured. In this step the work initially focuses on identifying the key 

indicators and components to be selected as the best parameters relevant to 

the scope of the index.  

 Determining an appropriate calculation method. Although there are many 

methods used to construct indices in different scientific disciplines, the most 

frequently used is composite index construction where normalisation or 

standardisation of the index components is applied. This method minimises 
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time, in the USA and the UK. A geodemographic classification system based on 

computer software was created originally by Jonathan Robbin in the USA in the 1960s 

(Goss, 1995; Harries et al.2005; Uprichard et al. 2009).  In the 1970s he created the 

Potential Rating Index for ZIP Markets (PRIZM) which was considered to be the most 

effective system in the commercial sector and urban policy planning at that time. This 

system was based on a cluster analysis algorithm using consumer survey data and 

USA census datasets. For all 36000 USA ZIP codes the system produced 40 exclusive 

lifestyle clusters. In the UK, Webber studied the spatial pattern of urban deprivation in 

the city of Liverpool and developed software to identify spatial clusters of 

neighbourhoods. Webber’s work in this field led to the first UK-based geodemographic 

classification known as ‘A Classification of Residential Neighbourhoods’ (ACORN) 

(Burrows & Gane 2006; Harries et al.2005; Weiss 2000). In 1985 Webber developed 

another classification system called MOSAIC, which included non-census data such as 

credit card activity and county court judgements. Webber developed these systems for 

neighbourhood classification and they have been extensively used in business and 

marketing, in both the public and private domains (Webber, 2004). 

 

Mitchell & McGoldrick (2004) discussed the importance of geodemographic 

classification.  They consider the strength and benefits of the ACORN classification 

system to be a part of the wide range of methods and techniques introduced to 

marketing and decision makers, particularly customer profiling, segmentation, demand 

forecasting, branch location analysis and media selection. These methods often involve 

the linkage of different spatial datasets. Because of this, geodemographic classification 

has become an important resource for public services management in developed 

nations. It has potential as a policing tool to assess public safety and crime occurrence 

at different spatial scales such as households, postcode or police beat (Ashby & 

Longley 2005). Batey & Brown (2007) used a geodemographic classification system to 

generate a socioeconomic profile for area targeting initiatives in relatively poor 

communities in eight provincial English cities. The main target was to identify 

population groups who share the same deprivation circumstances and demographic 

features. They concluded that geodemographic classification offers an appropriate 

method to address and evaluate the success of spatially targeted urban policy 

initiatives.   

    

Longley et al. (2006) developed a geodemographic classification in which they 

investigated the spatial variations of access to Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) across Great Britain. Many details were produced at household level to express 
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quality of life and socioeconomic characteristics of population according to the level of 

use of ICT. This classification system could be of value for planning policies that target 

improving the quality of life in developed nations. Walford (2007) studied migrant flows 

between rural and urban areas. Using geodeomgraphic classification he addressed the 

interrelationships between the origins and destinations of migrants who moved into Mid 

Wales in the last decades of the 20th Century. The main objective was to investigate 

whether there were area types more likely to supply the most migrants. Voas & 

Willamson (2001) analysed data from the 1991 census for England and Wales at 

district, ward and census enumeration district levels. They argued that 

geodemographic classification is one of the most popular methods of spatial 

discrimination and description of geographic characteristic of neighbourhoods. 

However, they criticised small area classification systems as in most cases, a specific 

classification is required a variety of datasets to produce comprehensive 

characterisation.  

 

It seems that geodemographic classification is a popular method used in variety of 

spatial applications concerning services, business and socioeconomic policies in the 

developed world. This is due to the wide range of available datasets from different 

sources either census (national census) or non-census such as register statistics and 

local surveys (Harries et al. 2005).  Abbas et al. (2009) discussed the potential 

application of geodemographics in the health domain. They pointed out that 

classification mechanisms offer better opportunities to explore health inequalities 

among population groups. In addition, developing spatial analysis for small 

geographical units is useful in terms of measuring the socioeconomic variations 

associated with public health inequalities. In spite of the widespread use of 

geodemographic classification in many public and private domains in the developed 

world, few attempts have been made yet to use this method of analysis in studying and 

investigating water supply issues (Khatri & Vairavamoorthy, 2009). An implication of 

this is possibly that households in most developed countries, where geodemographic 

methods were developed, have access to safe drinking water and water supply 

infrastructures are improved and adequate.   

  

4.3.2 Applications of area classification in developing countries 

It seems that geodemographic classification methods have rarely been used or applied 

in developing countries. To date, only two papers have been identified (Ingwa et al 

2008, Allo 2010) and both about Nigeria. Ingwa et al (2008) conducted 

geodemographic analysis to address the ICT provided by the Nigerian Federal 
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Government for secondary education organisations under deprived circumstances. 

Using data from the 2006 Nigerian census and another dataset from 1991 Population 

Commission reports, they analysed the geographic distribution of internet services for 

schools and identified spatial inequalities across the country, particularly noting that 

web services provided to schools were concentrated in the capital region (Abuja).  Allo 

(2010) introduced a framework of geodemographic method to disaggregate the 

Nigerian postcode to create postcode structures and reducing the spatial resolution 

from local provincial area to a unit level.       

  

More broadly, geodemographics is a powerful tool for investigating socioeconomic 

patterns and specifically for describing sociodemographic characteristics of small 

spatial units. However, the availability of socioeconomic datasets plays the main role in 

building and developing any classification. Thus, small area statistics are not widely 

used in spatial analysis applications in the developing countries either in public or 

private sectors.   

 

4.4 Deprivation indices  

4.4.1 Deprivation indices in developed countries  

The term deprivation generally refers to lack of basic human needs such as potable 

water, education, health and other public utilities. There are two types of deprivation: 

absolute and relative. Gough el al. (2009) defined absolute deprivation as insufficient 

resources, particularly in healthcare, living environment, food and nutrition. This kind of 

deprivation is associated with developing countries where deprived circumstances 

often influence population health where consequently the mortality rate increases and 

life expectancy decreases. On the other hand, relative deprivation means some 

individuals or groups of people are less able to meet their basic needs compared with 

the national average and this concept of deprivation is applicable to both developed 

and developing countries.  In broad spatial terms, deprivation tends to be measured at 

neighbourhood level comparing households which suffer from some socioeconomic 

exclusion in urban or rural environments. Deprivation indices have been developed to 

identify patterns of deprived areas, and often for small geographic areas. Nevertheless, 

not all households who live in the identified deprived areas experience deprivation, for 

instance in England on average less than a third of the population who live in deprived 

areas experience a low income (Syrett & North, 2008). 
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Deprivation indices are one major tool for identifying poor communities in small spatial 

units. Senior (2002) reviewed the most popular deprivation indices in the UK. He 

pointed out that constructing deprivation indices used to depend on census data as the 

only rich datasets covering the entire country. However, in developed countries non-

census data are increasingly being used for constructing small area classifications and 

indices. The majority of deprivation indices were commissioned for purposes such as 

analysing spatial variations or basic research description as in Townsend et al. (1988) 

which led to further work on health inequalities, particularly morbidity and mortality. In 

the policy planning domain, census data were used effectively to assess local 

resources in the Index of Local Conditions and the Index of Multiple Deprivation in 

England, Scotland and Wales (Niggebrugge et al.2005; Noble et al. 2000). In England 

the 2000 Index of Multiple Deprivation was developed at the ward level to identify 

populations experiencing relative deprivation and with poor accessibility to local 

services (Niggebrugge et al.2005; Harris & Longley 2002). The 2004 Indices of 

Deprivation used multiple domains of deprivation to measure variations in poverty 

across the UK based on the lower super output area scale to identify deprivation. In 

this context, a deprived area is considered to contain a large percentage of deprived 

people and its population suffers from a lack of access to services and other 

environmental factors (Noble et al. 2006). The Index of Deprivation (ID) (2004) was 

intended to update the IMD 2000. Seven domains were used to create the index; 

Income, health, employment, education skills and training, living environment, barriers 

to housing services and crime domain (Noble et al. 2004). Using the same previous 

domains, the Index of Deprivation 2007 (2007) was a first update to the ID 2004 using 

the same spatial units (Noble et al. 2008). The Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010 

tended to focus on deprivation based on national and sub-national scale. Most of the 

statistical indicators used to construct this index were from 2008 (IMD, 2010).      

 

A case study of 175 wards in the city of Bristol in England was developed by Harris & 

Longley (2002) to measure deprivation. The study had two aims: firstly, 1991 census 

data were used to predict deprivation by analysing socioeconomic circumstances at 

different spatial levels. Secondly, the Breadline Britain index* used lifestyle survey 

data, which are a source of income data at small scale, to identify deprived areas. The 

findings demonstrated heterogeneity in census enumeration districts (EDs). 

 

*The Breadline Britain index is a poverty score was developed based on a survey undertaken in London TV programme 

in 1990 to investigate the relative poverty of British people using six variables; unemployment, lack of owner occupied 

accommodation and lack of car ownership, limiting long term illness, lone parent households, and low social class 

(Frayman et al. 1991) 
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Point patterns and aggregation analysis were used to identify the central locations of 

household clusters classified as having low income levels. They argued that developing 

effective measures of deprivation in the UK should consider the impact of census 

boundaries that may lead to artificial segregation of deprived clusters. However, the 

study was useful in terms of measuring the correlation between the Breadline Britain 

index and a measure of univariate income taken from lifestyle survey data. 

 

4.4.2 Deprivation indices in developing countries 

Similar to the infrequent use of geodemographic methods in developing countries, 

deprivation indices are also rare. To date, the only major deprivation index at 

subnational scale (province) in developing countries was conducted by Noble et al. 

(2006a) for South Africa. The Provincial Index of Multiple Deprivation (PIMD) was 

constructed using socioeconomic datasets derived from the 2001 South African 

Census. A variety of components and domains were developed to calculate the index. 

The five domains and 13 components are summarised as follows:- 

i. Income domain 
Three components were developed and used to create this domain: 

 Number of individuals living in a household with income below 40% of the 

average income of all households. 

 Number of individuals living without a refrigerator. 

 Number of individuals living without TV or Radio. 

All these numbers were used as numerators while the denominator was the total 

population 

ii. Employment domain 
Two components were developed and used to create this domain: 

 Number of individuals aged 15-65 who are unemployed. 

 Number of individuals aged 15-65 who are unemployed due to illness or 

disabilities. 

These numbers were used as numerators while the denominators were calculated 

based on adding the total numbers who are economically active to the total number of 

unemployed individuals due to illness or disabilities. 

iii. Health domain 
One component was developed (premature deaths) using directly standardised age 

and sex to measure the health domain. 

iv. Education domain 
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One component was used to in this domain; the number of individuals aged 18-65 who 

did not attend school at secondary level or above. This number was used as the 

numerator while the denominator was the total population aged 18-65. 

v. Living circumstance domain 
This domain includes six components mainly developed from census data that express 

population lifestyle and household accessibility to public utilities and services; 

 Number of individuals living in households that have no access to a landline or 

telephone. 

 Number of individuals living in households that have no access to piped drinking 

water inside their dwelling, yard or plot. 

 Number of individuals living in households that have no access to public 

electricity network. 

 Number of individuals living in households where the dwelling is a shack. 

 Number of individuals living in households that have no access to adequate 

sanitation system particularly a pit latrine or flush toilet. 

  Number of individuals living in households that have two or more people living 

in one room. 

The total population was used as denominator while the above numbers were used as 

numerators to calculate each component as percentage. 

 

Noble et al. (2010) discussed the Provincial Index of Multiple Deprivation (PIMD) and 

the census datasets used to construct the deprivation index from different discrete 

dimensions. The Eastern Cape province was used as a case study area. Three main 

methods (standardisation, transformation and weighting) were used to combine each 

domain into the index which provided useful clues about the spatial distribution of 

socioeconomic circumstances of population at small area level, and subsequently 

identifying deprived areas within each province. Details about the chosen 

methodologies are found elsewhere (Noble et al. 2006b). The PIMD is a useful tool for 

national and international companies, organizations and charities interested in 

deprivation. The authors concluded that many fields could benefit from the PIMD 

including policy planning for resource allocation and academic research. 

  

Using datasets from the same 2001 South African census, Barnes et al. (2007) 

constructed the South African Index of Multiple Deprivation for Children (SAIMDC). The 

‘adequate care deprivation’ domain was developed and added as a new domain in 

addition to four similar domains to those used in the PIMD. The index reflects the 

effects of poverty on child development in terms of health, education and basic living 
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needs rights. This index is the first attempt to analyse and visualise the spatial 

distribution of child deprivation in South Africa.  

 

4.5 Water index review 

This study aims to develop an integrated index which measures access to safe drinking 

water at sub-national scale taking into account that the index should ideally be 

applicable internationally, particularly in the developing world. However, compiling an 

index to measure and assess water related problems is a difficult task. Because of the 

variety in water programmes, applications and techniques used to address water 

issues, there have been a number of water indices created from different disciplines 

and perspectives. However, indices which focus on water quality, scarcity, resources 

and accessibility are the most widely used to analyse water shortage and measure 

household access to potable drinking water. Developing an integrated water index at 

sub-national scale which could be used globally is still a major challenge.  One part of 

the problem is related to datasets but there is also variation in the methodologies and 

approached applied for index components. Summaries of the most popular water 

indices are given in table (3.1).  The following is a full review for each water index:- 

 

In her major study, Sullivan (2002) introduced the most popular water index (Water 

Poverty Index) as a new approach for analysis and assessment of water poverty. The 

index was developed mainly to examine how linking environmental and socioeconomic 

variables would be an effective approach to water related problems particularly water 

scarcity, availability, resources and supply accessibility. The index addressed the 

relationship between the water resource crisis and lack of access to adequate drinking 

water supplies and sanitation. In the spatial sciences determining the scale at which 

any index should be generated is an important challenge (Gibson et al. 2000; Cash et 

al. 2006), but in the Water Poverty Index various methods were suggested for 

development of any Water Poverty Index, summarised as follows:-  

 A conventional composite index where each component in the index is given a 

weighted value using a national or local scale.  

 The gap method in which the target is to assess by how much water 

components (such as supply, use, resources, access) deviate from a 

predetermined standard. The standard could be a quantitative or qualitative 

assessment of groups within society focusing on ecosystems, health system 

and economic welfare.           
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 A matrix approach where the index components could be represented in a two 

dimensional matrix and the individual components identified in each spatial unit 

(country or region).   

 A simple time analysis method in which WPI is determined based on time being 

spent to access drinking water. A simple equation is applied where WPI = 

T/1000 m³ and T refers to the time required for any household to obtain access 

to a particular quantity of drinking water.  

Sullivan pointed out that although there are many approaches that could be followed to 

produce WPI, geo-referencing of datasets that are collected internationally is needed to 

make any linkage between macro (hydrological and other environmental factors) and 

micro (household) spatial data levels. 

 

Building on the earlier work by Sullivan (2002), Lawrence et al. (2002) created an index 

(The Water Poverty Index) in which five water components, water resources, access, 

capacity, use and environment were used to measure access to reliable and sufficient 

water supplies. Consequently, the index highlights communities that are in water stress 

and suffering water poverty. These indices were linked to different socioeconomic 

factors such as income level and water affordability, the impact of educational level on 

managing water supply, consumption of fresh water and health issues. Moreover, the 

index focused on water resources for each country where water availability for irrigation 

and agricultural use was examined. Normalisation, standardisation and weighting the 

components were applied and an analysis of correlation between components was 

undertaken. A range of aggregated data covering world resources was used to assess 

water poverty globally. 

 

Application of this index showed that countries gaining higher scores are developed or 

rich developing countries while a few developing countries scored high scores in one 

indicator and low in others. A large body of literature has investigated water resources 

and environment based on this WPI using environmental and socioeconomic variables. 

This integrated approach has been used to assess water scarcity globally and poor 

households locally (Sullivan & Might 2003; Sullivan et al. 2003; Sullivan & Might 2007, 

Molle & Mollinga 2003; Heidecke 2006; Komnenic et al. 2009).  

 

An attempt was made by Sullivan et al. (2006) to develop an application of the WPI 

THATwould be applicable at different spatial scales. They showed some examples of 

how the WPI could be applied locally to assess water related problems such as water 

resources, quality, access, and water environmental issues. Some sites in Tanzania, 
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Sri Lanka and South Africa were demonstrated as case studies at community level. 

However, the datasets used in the index were collected specifically to cover just 1500 

households. However, the index would have been more useful if data from international 

or national surveys were used, especially as these countries have conducted some of 

them, such as the DHS. Mlote et al. (2002) found that hydrological and environmental 

modelling could provide valuable estimates of water quantity and availability. Moreover, 

improved water supplies and capable infrastructures are important factors in terms of 

gaining accessibility to clean drinking water. Thus, most communities suffering from 

water-related problems are likely to be classified as deprived areas.   

 

Sullivan et al. (2009) developed The Rural Water Livelihood Index (RWLI) based on 

rural factors that affect drinking water accessibility particularly appropriate supplies, 

adequate water facilities, water allowance for growing crops, environmental pollutant 

risks which impact water sources and the corruption rank of each country. The index 

included components, such as clean water environment, and sub components such as 

pressure on water resources and water pollutants. Weighted averaging was applied to 

the four components to produce standardized score values ranging from 0 to 100. 

However, water supply and accessibility issues are always associated with the local 

circumstances of communities and addressing them according to large geographic 

scales may omit site-specific variation in drinking water problems (Schouten & Moriarty, 

2003). Thus, a WPI to measure water accessibility in rural places should be generated 

at a sub-national scale. In addition to this, measuring water poverty in rural areas at 

national scale may fail accurately to represent the variations of water access 

challenges between different communities. The physical and socioeconomic 

characteristics of any rural community vary from region to region. Furthermore, the 

corruption component is not clearly defined, nor is its relation to water poverty in rural 

communities. Consequently, it does not produce a meaningful contribution to the index, 

which therefore suffers some limitations in scale, data sources and component section. 
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Kallidaikurichi & Roa (2009) developed The Index of Drinking Water Adequacy (IDWA) 

in which they investigate drinking water adequacy applied to 23 Asian countries which 

are members of the Asian Development Bank. The index aims to investigate water 

quality, availability and accessibility for each country based on the available water 

resources and consequently water provision coverage and reliable quantity.  The index 

components were the same as the WPI (resources, access, capacity, use, and 

environment) but data from JMP were used to examine households connected to public 

drinking water facilities according to an urban or rural classification. However, the index 

is limited in terms of data quality and spatial scale since the household water sector 

needs data at sub-national level to strengthen measurement of spatial distribution and 

spatial relationships. This may help in obtaining significant socioeconomic and 

environmental parameters for estimation of household accessibility to potable drinking 

water.  

 

The WHO Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality support developing effective strategies 

to improve water supply systems and safe drinking water accessibility. Thus, the 

guidelines cover managing, measuring and analysing water quality for protecting public 

health from water related disease risks (WHO, 2008). Rickwood and Carr (2007) 

developed the Global Water Quality Index (GWQI), supervised by the Global 

Environment Monitoring System (GEMS)/Water Programme. Data from this 

programme were used in the index as well as selected parameters from the WHO 

Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality to represent different water quality aspects. 

Classification of the parameters was undertaken according to the WHO guidelines, and 

three indices were developed to address water quality, its human effects and 

associated accessibility issues: a Drinking Water Quality Index (DWQI) focusing on 

chemical parameters, a Health Water Quality Index (HWQI) and an Accessibility Water 

Quality Index (AWQI). However, due to lack of available monitoring data the indices do 

not provide any indication of water source safety and the applications were essentially 

concerned with analysing physical water components in the sources and environments 

at the monitoring stations that measure water quality parameters, such as pH, 

temperature, dissolved oxygen, on an annual basis.  

 

There have been some international programmes such as UN-HABITAT that monitor 

the progress of water and sanitation coverage according to the MDGs (MDG Target 

7C). This project focuses upon using local spatial data collected from household 

surveys (Urban Inquiry Survey) and high resolution remote sensing images to create 

databases about water infrastructure and public utilisation in many towns and urban 
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centres at the East African countries (UN-HABITAT, 2010). These spatial databases at 

sub-national scales are useful to investigate geographic variations and problems of 

water supply and sanitation systems. Despite the substantial benefits which have been 

found from applications such as these, most existing water indices focus on the 

interrelationships between water quality and scarcity of water resources. Furthermore, 

water domains which were used in the actual measurements lack the spatial detail that 

enable sub-national patterns to be investigated. Clearly, spatial measurements of water 

access and supply issues have not been taken into account and therefore spatial 

analysis of geographic patterns of household water accessibility at sub-national scale 

has still not been addressed. 

 

This review of the literature on water indices has demonstrated that water resource and 

quality issues have been addressed widely in physical and environmental contexts and, 

in many cases, water accessibility was highlighted as a part of the index components. 

This review has also shown a variety of methods used to calculate the water indices. 

These include comparison and assessment of water parameters, composite index and 

matrix approaches. Standardisation and combination of scores was used widely.  

Although there is a considerable and growing literature on developing water indices, 

spatial measurements and analysis of access to adequate water supplies and public 

health at the sub-national level have not been clearly addressed. This is either because 

of index generation at national or regional scale used or the absence of datasets that 

cover a whole country for small geographic units. Thus, a few applications investigated 

drinking water challenges at local community levels but this was based on collection of 

datasets from small household surveys, national departments or international projects 

that cover only a few sites and locations. As a result, no water index has yet been 

developed to show an integrated view that covers one nation and provides detailed 

knowledge and better understanding of spatial variations in drinking water problems.  

 

4.6 Classification or index? 

Regardless of whether a classification or index should be constructed to reflect drinking 

water accessibility, the fact remains that both methods have not yet been used to 

develop any spatial measure of access to safe drinking water sub-nationally and 

covering the whole country. Nevertheless, there are many potential benefits that both 

methods share as follows:- 

 

 Developing either of the two methods would provide a tool for measuring spatial 

patterns of drinking water in urban and rural communities. 
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 Using international data in both methods to develop a spatial measure of safe 

drinking water access, which is transferable to many developing countries, 

could contribute to the field of drinking water and health. 

 It is expected that the newly developed classification or index would be capable 

of filling an existing gap by measuring the drinking water access patterns across 

one country in both rural and urban communities. 

 Either method could draw on the DHS international surveys that include a rich 

dataset about drinking water and other relevant socioeconomic and 

demographic factors. These data could be linked to other local data such the 

census and then used to construct a geodemographic classification or a safe 

drinking water index which explores drinking water issues nationally and 

subnationally. 

 Constructing an integrated and comprehensive methodology at sub-national 

spatial scale across a whole country is an effective tool that could be used 

internationally to explore water problems and their socioeconomic impacts in 

developing countries where the DHS survey is undertaken. 

 

Although the two methods can be implemented at a sub-provincial spatial scale and 

are appropriate for analysing drinking water problems, there are many advantages to 

constructing a Safe Drinking Water Index (SDWI) rather than a geodemographic 

classification:- 

 An index has not yet been developed to cover lack of safe drinking water and its 

impacts on human health in line with the MDGs for small spatial units. Thus, it 

could be used initially to track progress towards the MDG relating to drinking 

water in many developing countries.   

 An area classification system is a descriptive and categorical method and it 

tends to be used usually in the market, business, retail planning and private 

sectors while an index is an appropriate statistical tool for ranking areas relative 

to one another. Therefore, constructing an index is better than building an area 

classification system in producing spatial measurement which could be used to 

assess access to safe drinking water.   

 An index develops numeric values which facilitates area ranking and thus could 

be used to identify trends over time using the same datasets. In contrast, an 

area classification often uses different data over time and may also produce 

different output classes for different periods.  Thus, monitoring based on the 

classes is not possible. 
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 Creating an integrated index and possibly updating it over time would be 

valuable for decision makers and policy planners in developing countries to gain 

better understanding of spatial variation in trends in drinking water problems. As 

a result, they could solve drinking water problems in a way sensitive to local 

variation in safe water access patterns.  

 Ranking spatial areas over space and time is very important and considered 

one of the advantages of developing an index.  

 

4.7 Criteria for component selection 

Exploring the available datasets from the international DHS survey and local censuses, 

five domains (water, environmental, socioeconomic, demographic and education) were 

identified as appropriate comprehensive indicators and components. They were 

selected to include all possible valuable parameters related to safe water accessibility. 

Each domain contains different components that are capable of providing useful 

information about the relationships between access to safe drinking water and public 

health. Furthermore, each index component is expected to contribute a significant 

value to safe drinking water measurement and should not correlate with other 

components. Criteria of indicator selection include relevance, validity, availability and 

longitudinal were used to develop indices (Noble et al. 2001; Noble et al. 2004,). Based 

on the literature, table 4.2 shows an original summary of the selection criteria to be 

used for SDWI components on the basis of the attributes and spatial data sources for 

drinking water which could be used to construct the index. They are explained as the 

following:  

 

 The first criterion is “water relevance” where each indicator should provide 

useful information about drinking water and thus the component is excluded if it 

does not have relevance to the SDWI aim and objectives. 

 The second criterion is that the component has to be “valid and specific”. This 

criterion means the component should be valid for measuring safe drinking 

water. Also it should describe and measure a specific part of the entire domain 

and thus be not confounded or overlapping with other components.    

 Each component should be “available and achievable” which means that 

datasets for generating the component are available. This is a crucial criterion 

as a component may be can effective in achieving the index objectives but the 

data are not accessible - for instance data related to water quality or water 

borne-disease are not available.  
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 Each component should be “plausible and complementary”. This means that 

each component is logically linked to other components in the same domain.  

 The ability to produce the same component and construct an equivalent 

measurement at different times using the same datasets is a very important 

consideration, so the component should be “longitudinal and repeatable” to 

ensure that the measurement could be repeated. 

 As the SDWI is to be a quantitative metric, each component should be 

“measurable and reliable”. The component should be quantifiable and in 

numeric values such as percentages to precisely address safe drinking water.    

 The SDWI will be implemented within a GIS framework and thus each 

component should be mappable at a sub-national geographic scale 

(kisms/markazes). 

 

4.8 Key differences between census and survey data 

The spatial linkage of the DHS and census was undertaken to investigate relationships 

between drinking water and health of the Egyptian population. The DHS and census 

seem to be similar in terms of question definition and demographic structure while they 

do not always present the same values. One of the main definitions of a census given 

by Rees et al. (2002) is ‘a device for counting populations and recording their 

characteristics’’. A census is a statistical enumeration conducted essentially to collect 

demographic and socioeconomic datasets that cover the entire population and 

geographies of a country.  

 

“Census” is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as “(denoting a poll tax): from Latin, 

applied to the registration of citizens and property in ancient Rome, usually for taxation, 

from censere 'assess' (Oxford dictionary, 2011). In ancient civilizations governments 

had taken censuses to collect data for management and planning purposes (ONS, 

2010). Historically, the first census is believed to have been taken 6000 years ago by 

the Babylonians. Similarly, the Egyptian census in 2500 BC was related to general 

statistics of Pyramids builders and Roman people took the first complete census in 500 

B.C for military services and taxation purposes. Recently, censuses have been used in 

many fields such as agriculture, industry, trade labour, health (Australian Bureau 

statistics, 2010). Within Egypt a census has been conducted every 10 years and the 

last census took place in 2006, conducted by CAPMAS. It is considered the most 

important source of social, economic and demographic statistics.  
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The survey is another valuable method that has been designed for researching issues 

regarding populations and households. Surveys are taken in many subject domains, 

particularly in the social sciences. Surveys differ from traditional censuses in that they 

are not compulsory and no person has to take a part if they do not want to answer the 

questions (ONS, 2010). Surveys have many advantages such as determining social 

change outside census years. Furthermore, researchers can obtain different kinds of 

information related to many subjects that are not included in the census, for instance 

data and information on smoking and alcohol drinking and other socioeconomic 

variables. 

 
4.8.1 Aims and targets 

Census and survey aims and targets are different. The Egyptian census aims to collect 

data from the entire Egyptian population in all governorates according to geographic 

census divisions (provinces, kisms/markazes, and shyakhas). On the other hand, the 

DHS survey is a sample survey aiming to collect statistical data and the main target is 

Egyptian households with women and children. Despite the DHS samples being taken 

from all Egyptian governorates, they covered only a few clusters of households in each 

governorate.  

 

4.8.2 Time differences 

While censuses are usually held every decade, sample surveys are undertaken more 

frequently, depending on organizational decisions and the need for specific 

socioeconomic estimates and measurements.  The Egyptian census from which data 

are used here was held in 2006 by government's statistics agency (CAPMAS). By 

contrast, the Egyptian DHS was conducted by the Ministry of Health and Population 

(MOHP) and National Population Council (NPC) and implemented by El-Zanaty & 

Associates with technical support provided by ORC Macro in 2005. 

 

4.8.3 Geographic levels and spatial linkage 

A major difference between the EGYPTIAN DHS and the Egyptian census is the 

geographic level of collected data which impacts on any spatial or statistical analysis. 

In the Egyptian census the attribute data could be aggregated to the smallest 

geographic unit (shyakha), the middle unit (kism/markaz) or the biggest unit 

(governorate). Although GPS units have been used in the majority of the DHS surveys, 

and therefore households clusters are georeferenced, there is little spatial linkage for 

the GPS DHS to administrative boundaries. This is because spatial error is deliberately 
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applied to the GPS cluster locations. Moreover, the DHS samples are always drawn 

from higher spatial units: province (governorate) and regional (rural and urban).  

 

4.9 Summary 

In this chapter, the construction of area classifications and indices, both water and non-

water, have been reviewed. Differences between geodemographic area classification 

and index methods have been considered. For instance, the main purpose of using 

area classification is to assign each small geographic unit to one class, while indices 

are statistical tools resulting in numeric measures built from various domains and 

indicators.  Although there is a rich range of applications of geodemographic 

classifications and indices in the developed world, in the developing nations these 

techniques have seldom been used and when found, it is at the governorate or regional 

scale. Most water indices focus on water quality and environmental factors and when 

an accessibility variable is included, the sub-national scale is absent. Thus, highlighting 

problems of access to safe drinking water at the local level requires construction of an 

index at an appropriate spatial scale.   

 

Based on the literature, criteria were presented for constructing an index to measure 

Egyptian household accessibility to safe drinking water at the sub-national scale. Such 

an index could be updated over time using the same data sources or adding others and 

this potentially gives a great opportunity to capture and highlight spatial variations and 

track identified problems.  Some major differences between the Egyptian census and 

surveys as sources of data were highlighted, especially in terms of their aims and 

objectives, time difference and spatial scale and coverage. These considerations are 

important because these are the key data sources for index construction.
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Chapter 5: Developing SDWI for Egypt at sub-national 

scale 

 

5.1 Overview  

This chapter discusses the key points concerning the process of constructing a SDWI 

for Egypt at sub-national scale. It starts by explaining the index scope and domains in 

more detail and underlines the criteria developed for evaluation of components in order 

to construct a multivariate index. It also considers indicators and components from the 

literature, particularly the importance of each domain in terms of investigating the 

spatial patterns of drinking water. The explanation highlights both the index 

components excluded as well as those included. The second half of this chapter 

outlines the methodological approach used to score the index components, specifically 

those concerning water, such as: water quantity and fetching, water interruption, water 

treatment and supply types. Similar consideration is given to a sanitation system 

indicator drawn from census data that cover the whole country.  An assessment of the 

distribution of scores has been undertaken and all the indicator scores graphed to 

identify their distributional characteristics. To ensure that each index component does 

not overlap with other, correlation coefficients between the indicators are examined. All 

indicators have been converted to standardized units. Finally, the spatial distribution of 

the SDWI in sampled kisms/markazes was investigated and analysed.     

 

5.2 Scope and domains of the SDWI 

The components of the SDWI were selected and included according to the selection 

criteria (see section 4.7 and table 4.2). Selecting domains and indicators of the SDWI 

initially requires addressing and evaluating all factors associated with household 

drinking water issues in Egypt. All domains were developed based on the available 

data sources at sub-national geographic scales.  Each index domain was constructed 

separately and then combined into a single measure of safe drinking water access. A 

set of candidate components (12 components) were generated from the available 

census and DHS datasets. These components were evaluated and assessed against 

the criteria. Scores were assigned against each criteria for each index component and 

then components with lower scores were excluded from the final index. In the final 

multivariate index, eight variables were identified as potential components, based on a 

set of seven criteria such as relevance, repeatability, and reliability of measurements 

(see table 5.1).  Two components were excluded from the index as they did not score 

highly enough (characteristics of person who fetches drinking water and water used for 
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cooking) while two components (Dwelling types and child diarrhoeal disease) were 

excluded as they demonstrated high correlation with other components. The index 

components were all range-standardised prior to application of a weighting scheme 

and combination. The selection criteria which were used to choose valid and valuable 

components for constructing the SDWI were represented in section 4.7. 
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Applying weights to the SDWI components  

In developing a multivariate index, eight variables were identified as potential index 

components, based on a set of seven criteria such as relevance, repeatability, and 

reliability of measurements (see table 5.1). The index components were all range-

standardised prior to combination. Numeric weights for each index component were 

developed through consultation with three independent experts (2 Egyptian, 1 

International) who rated the importance of each component in an Egyptian context.  

 

The two Egyptian experts are geographers and professors at Alexandria University. 

One is a human geographer, with particular interest in urban and rural Egyptian 

geographies, and has broad experience in terms of demographic and socioeconomic 

phenomena in Egyptian communities. His interests also include deprivation and water 

poverty. The second Egyptian expert is a physical geographer with experience in 

environment and spatial factors that impact Egyptian household living especially 

environmental hazards. They both offered spatial perspectives on drinking water 

problems in the Egyptian context. The third expert is an academic at the University of 

Surrey. He is a specialist in the development and application of microbiological 

indicators of water quality in piped water systems. He has wide experience on 

underground water and sanitation system problems in developing countries and has 

conducted many projects on drinking water quality in Sub-Saharan and Asian 

countries.   

 

Weighting of index components is intended to reflect the importance of the underlying 

concept being assessed, rather than the indicator’s suitability for measuring a given 

concept (Mlote et al.2002). The group of experts participated in evaluating the 

importance of each index component and its influence and relevance to measuring 

safe drinking water accessibility. Each expert was initially approached to obtain their 

consent for taking part in this exercise.  They then assigned a score between 0 and10 

where 0 means that the component is least important while 10 means it is most 

important. A letter was sent to each external expert inviting them to assign scores to all 

the selected index components (see appendix 2). The letter starts with an introduction 

which explains the general rationale behind constructing the SDWI. A brief explanation 

of each selected index component was presented in the letter. The letter asks the 

stakeholder to give a score as a weighting value for each component according to the 

importance of each component for the measurement of drinking water accessibility in 

an Egyptian context. Finally, the letter ends with three questions: (i) whether there are 

other components that should have been included in the index; (ii), whether there is 
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one or more indicators that should be excluded from the index and (iii) any general 

comments the respondent wants to add about the index creation.   

The main objective behind the weighting scheme process was to generate a weighting 

value for each of the eight components which will determine their contribution to the 

total combined index value. The group of experts replied with all index components 

assigned to weighted scores (table 5.1). A mean weight for each component was then 

calculated and this mean will be multiplied by the standardised value to produce the 

final index value for each component before integrating component values into a single 

index. The components were then combined through weighted linear combination. 

Index values were calculated at the district (kism or markaz) level. 

 

The responses of these experts were studied and compared to each other. They all 

agreed that the SDWI would be a useful contribution to measuring safe drinking water 

accessibility internationally. Furthermore, water and environmental components were 

given the highest rankings in terms of their importance and relevance for the index 

construction while disagreement between the respondents was mainly about the water 

treatment component. Egyptian experts indicated that water treatment is not widely 

recognized among Egyptian households while bottled water is more important, 

particularly in urban areas.  The international expert suggested for future consideration 

that the final assessment be incorporated into a piece of software which could then be 

used in a mobile phone questionnaire to generate large-scale spatially linked data.  

 

Table 5.2 The average of weighted score for each index component calculated from stakeholder 

weighting scheme  

 

The index consists of five domains: water, demography, socioeconomic, education and 

environment. Each domain contains one or more indicators (figure 5.1) with eight 

indicators overall. For instance, the water domain contains four indicators (supply 

  Water 

supply 

 

Water 

quantity 

Water 

interruption 

water 

treatment

Sanitation 

system 

Population

density 

Household 

education 

Wealth 

factor 

Stakeholder 1  7 6 4 3 7 8 9 7 

Stakeholder 2 9 5 4 3 7 7 8 7 

Stakeholder 3 9 4 8 6 7 5 7 7 

Average 8.33 5.00 5.33 4.00 7.00 6.67 8.00 7.00 
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types, time taken to fetch water, water interruption and water treatment) while the 

socioeconomic domain comprises just one indicator which is “wealth factor”: 

 

 Water domain 
This is the most important domain in terms of explaining spatial patterns for household 

access to safe drinking water across the entire country. It covers supply type, water 

interruption, water quantity and water treatment indicators. 

 Demographic domain  
This domain consists of a population density indicator i.e. number of people in each 

geographic unit (kism/markaz) from the census. It covers the interrelationship between 

population density and household access to safe water. It is expected that 

overcrowded and unplanned settlements suffer from poor and unreliable drinking water 

supplies. 

 Socioeconomic domain 
This domain is intended to represent the relationship between deprived households 

and poor water supplies. It consists of a wealth indicator which measures cumulative 

living standard of households in each geographic unit (kism/markaz) based on data 

from the DHS survey. Wealth is calculated from data collected about ownership of cars, 

televisions, housing, furniture and other household materials. The higher score is the 

richest while the low is the poorest.  

 Educational status domain 
This domain consists of one indicator which expresses the percentage of Egyptian 

people who are able to read and write in each kism/markaz based on the 2006 

Egyptian census. It is assumed that highly educated households are more likely to be 

concerned with potable drinking water delivery and supply. 

 Environmental domain 
The domain consists mainly of a sanitation system indicator. It expresses the 

percentage of Egyptian households in each kism/markaz based on their access to each 

type of sanitation using data from the 2006 Egyptian census. 

 

5.2.1 Water domain 

Populations living in the East Africa region suffer from big challenges in terms of water 

quantity and access to safe drinking water (Thompson, 2000). This was confirmed by 

Davi & Bostoen (2009) for all Eastern African countries included in their study (Uganda, 

Kenya, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Madagascar). However, no attempt was made to consider 

other factors that might affect water quantity. Despite time taken to collect water being 
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Time taken to collect water component  

Devi & Bostoen (2009) addressed the quantity of available water as an essential factor 

which influences access to safe drinking water and improved water sources. Different 

definitions of access to drinking water were addressed particularly WHO/UNICEF and 

JMP. The East African countries of Uganda, Kenya, Madagascar, Eritrea and Sudan 

were selected as a study area because of the low percentage of households who are 

connected to public water supply and the spread of infectious water diseases among 

populations. Datasets mainly from the DHS, MICS covering 1997-2003 were examined, 

including water quantity as well as quality in determining accessibility to potable water. 

Two models were created. The first JMP model does not consider water quantity while 

the authors’ model does. A comparison was made between the results produced from 

the two models and it was apparent from the findings that the percentage of 

households who had access to safe water decreases when the second model, 

considering time taken to collect water, is applied. There was an inverse relationship 

between water quantity and time taken to collect water and distance to water source. 

Much time spent in fetching drinking water from outside the dwelling equals a long 

distance to water source.  

 

This reflects challenges in the amount of potable water available to households. Thus, 

time taken to collect water is an effective proxy in measuring water quantity. 

Furthermore, it is considered an indicator for microbiological water quality and health 

problems that are likely to occur during the time between water collection and storage 

such as faecal contamination due to diarrhoeal symptoms (Clasen & Bastable, 2003; 

Maraj et al. 2009). 

 

Water interruption component  

Hunter et al. (2009) have shown strong evidence that there are associations between 

the reliability of the potable drinking water supply and the risk of water borne diseases. 

They have argued that failure of water provision systems and poor water delivery could 

lead to consumption of untreated water and as a consequence, increasing water-

related illness, particularly among children aged less than one year. The findings draw 

attention to the impact of water interruption on household health. Furthermore, a few 

days of interrupted and poor water supplies are likely to increase household exposure 

to consumption of raw and untreated water and consequently increased risk of 

infection. Hunter et al. (2005) found that diarrhoreal disease is strongly associated with 

water interruption and low water pressure. Surprisingly, the findings were found in a 

developed country setting using a case control study of sporadic cryptosporidiosis 
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conducted in Wales and the northwest of England.  Failure of the water infrastructure to 

deliver water affects both water quality and quantity if the interruption of piped 

connections occurs regularly. Thus, water interruption has significant impacts on 

increasing diarrhoreal infectious diseases, particularly in the rural areas of many 

developing countries where households do not treat drinking water, and usually 

consume raw water which is more likely to be contaminated. Hence, it could be 

hypothesised that improving public drinking water systems and maintaining water 

utilities would have the effect of reducing diarrhoeal diseases rate in developing 

countries. 

 

Drinking water source component 

Drinking water sources include groundwater via boreholes, wells, rivers, and water 

tankers. This component can reflect the safety level of water sources and whether they 

are improved or unimproved. The definitions and explanations of these terms have 

been discussed in detail in chapter two (section 2.2). Drinking water source is a 

significant factor in investigating household drinking water and water quality indicators. 

In the drinking water literature, many studies have been published on water source and 

its impacts on household accessibility to safe water and other water quality issues, 

particularly in developing countries (Xue et al. 2009; Ferguson et al. 2009). Zvidzai et 

al. (2007) considered traditional drinking water sources in rural communities as they 

might be microbially contaminated and consequently associated with water-borne 

diseases.  

 

As a part of the SDWI, a water source component can reflect water quality and 

highlight spatial variations of household water sources in rural and urban areas. The 

DHS and census provide data about water source types which are capable of 

development into a reliable component to identifying the spatial distribution of water 

source types at subprovincial scale across the country.  

 

Water supply type component 

Water supply types are related to water provision and utilities especially in deprived 

areas in rural and semi urban communities. Investigating water supply coverage gives 

a clear indication of water accessibility and quality. Thus, it is expected that drinking 

water from a tap is different from pumped underground water as the first type is 

assumed to be public and protected while the second is private and possibly 

unprotected. MacGillivary et al. (2006) discussed the water distribution system as it 

consists of various parts such as water source, pipes, pumps, tanks, plants and 
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catchments. These variables work together to successfully deliver drinking water to 

households in local communities. They argued that water network analysis which 

models water supply distribution could be used to assess household demands and 

measure water supply availability. Farooqui et al. (2007) claimed that poor villages and 

communities suffer from drinking water problems, particularly unreliable water supplies 

and inadequate sanitation facilities, and thus are vulnerable to illness and infectious 

diseases such as typhoid.    

 

This component could contribute to the SDWI as a parameter measuring the spatial 

distribution of household accessibility to public water networks across all subprovincial 

areas. Likewise, it would identify areas with poor access to piped supplies, where 

private water supplies such as pumps, unprotected springs, and unprotected wells are 

common. 

 

Water storage component 

Several studies have revealed that a significant relationship exists between home 

drinking water storage and health risk exposure, associated with collecting drinking 

water from surfaces and unimproved sources (Fosso-Kankeu et al. 2008; Jagals et al. 

2003; Chemuliti et al. 2002). A case study of drinking water storage in Northern Coastal 

Ecuador was published by Levy et al. (2008). They aimed to explore water quality and 

contamination due to home water storage and whether drinking water changes its 

nature over time. The findings of this study showed that uncovered containers of 

drinking water are likely to be responsible for increased microbial contamination 

factors. Consuming raw and surface water was related to significant health problems 

compared with tap water. However, reduction of contamination risk is likely to be 

associated with home water treatment especially using boiling and chlorination 

disinfection.  

 

Regarding water storage as a component of the SDWI, it indicates water quality and 

hygiene practices. The data used to develop this component are available from the 

DHS for the households who store their drinking water. This component is expected to 

be a reliable measure of household water storage over rural and urban communities. It 

might be correlated with the water interruption component since water storage 

containers and tankers are used in rural deprived villages with poor water supplies (see 

section 3.2.4). In addition, the impacts of contaminated water on household health, 

might be related to storage containers, are are considered another element which 

would be reflected in the water storage component.  
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Water treatment component  

In the literature, there has been a large and growing body of research highlighting the 

impact of drinking water sources and household treatment on population health in the 

developing countries (Clasen et al. 2006; Rosa & Clasen, 2010; Mausezahl et al. 2009, 

Hunter, 2009; Tiwaryi et al. 2009). However, no attempt has been made yet to include 

the effects of household water treatment on public health as an element of any water 

index. 

 

In this component, the main objective is to identify the most common and specific home 

water treatment approaches used by households to make drinking water safer and 

potable. This component consists of many subcomponents such as water boiling, 

adding chlorine, water straining using sand or ceramic filters, solar disinfection and 

letting water stand to settle.  

 

5.2.2 Environmental domain 

From the available datasets, two components could potentially represent the 

environmental domain: access to an adequate sanitation system. The component 

reflects the effects of household environment on drinking water. 

 

Sanitation system component 

Tsuzuki (2009) pointed out that vulnerability of the local water environment could be 

estimated based on pollutant discharge parameters. Improving water quality requires 

decreasing pollutant discharge, particularly from sanitation systems, in developing 

countries. In the MDGs, halving the percentage of population without access to 

improved sanitation systems is targeted as well as halving the percentage of 

households without access to safe drinking water (UNICEF/WHO, 2006). Lack of 

access to adequate sanitation systems certainly affects public health and the burden of 

microbiological diseases. Usually improved drinking water supplies are associated with 

improved sanitation systems and vice versa. Fewtrell et al. (2005) published a paper in 

which they implemented a systematic review to identify studies of reducing mortality, 

morbidity and illness rates, particularly diarrhoeal disease, through improving 

accessibility to safe drinking water and sanitation facilities. They suggested that giving 

more attention to increasing the proportion of households with access to potable 

drinking water and adequate sanitation are the most effective factors in reducing 

diarrhoeal disease in low income countries. Pruss et al. (2002) divided the world’s 

countries into 14 regions to analyse the relationships between waterborne diseases, 
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particularly diarrhoeal disease and sanitation. They found that 4% of death and 5% of 

morbidity cases are related to water-sanitation problems. 

Therefore, public health is affected by the improvement of water supply and sanitation 

systems. Checkley et al. (2004) argued that unimproved water sources and sanitation 

facilities influence children health and increase mortality and morbidity rates especially 

deprived rural and semi urban areas in the developing countries. Bartram et al. (2005) 

pointed out that water supply and sanitation coverage should be substantially 

expanded to all unserved poor areas. Policy planners and development programmes 

should also identify these communities and connect them to potable water supplies and 

adequate sewage systems. As result, improving environmental and socioeconomic 

circumstances in these communities leads to advances towards meeting the water and 

sanitation MDG goals (Hutton & Haller, 2004). 

5.2.3 Socioeconomic domain 

In this domain, components were developed to represent household wealth factor. 

Bezerra et al. (2007) used drinking water supply to assess the effects of socioeconomic 

conditions on population health in Ceara, Brazil. Low income, illiteracy, children 

working, healthcare, sanitation and water tap variables were used as indicators to 

estimate infant mortality rates. They concluded that urban and rural areas with better 

access to public utilities, particularly fresh drinking water and appropriate sanitation 

systems were associated with decreased infant mortality.  

 

Household wealth component 

In the water poverty index, Sullivan (2002) pointed out that household income is a 

strong factor in determining water affordability and availability. Dungumaro (2007) 

reported that in the developing countries that suffer from water shortage, drinking water 

availability and affordability are related to the socioeconomic characteristics of 

households. He used logistic regression methods to model the probability of household 

accessibility to safe water sources in South Africa. The finding was a significant 

relationship between socioeconomic conditions and obtaining water from an improved 

source. Moreover, households who were characterised by low income and deprived 

conditions lived in traditional dwellings that were not provided with clean water 

supplies. Consequently, these households suffered from waterborne diseases. In the 

DHS, data on household wealth could be used to develop a component that might be 

capable of reflecting socioeconomic status, as related to drinking water supply 

patterns. In this sense, the household wealth component in the SDWI would work as a 

socioeconomic indicator of drinking water affordability, where safe water is a cost 

option.  
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5.2.4 Education domain 

Household educational level is an important aspect of socioeconomic characteristics 

and can be used as a determinant of home drinking water quality. Wright & Gundry 

(2006) analysed Egyptian household characteristics based on home water treatment. 

One of the major findings was that filtering home drinking water was correlated with 

high educational levels. Therefore, educational level might be a useful parameter in the 

SDWI to estimate household attention to home water purifications. Household 

educational levels could be calculated from the DHS and census datasets as a specific 

socioeconomic indicator. 

 

5.2.5 Demographic domain 

In the demographic domain, the population density component was developed from 

census data to represent the spatial variations of density across urban and rural areas. 

The inhabited areas in the Nile Valley and Delta Governorates suffer from population 

pressure as there are many people and not enough space for horizontal settlement 

growth and thus public infrastructures, particularly water supply networks, may be 

influenced by population density.   

Population density 

Population density measures how closely populations live together. Because access to 

utilities and public infrastructure varies between urban, semi urban, desert and rural 

regions, particularly in Egypt, the percentage of households connected to adequate 

public water supplies is greater in urban than in rural and desert communities. 

Consequently, poor water supplies and unsafe drinking water may be expected to be 

associated with deprived rural areas and slum settlements often located at city margins 

with high population density and high room occupation (Angueletou-Marteau, 2008). In 

the SDWI, a population density component may be expressed as the number of people 

per squared kilometre in each kism/markaz. 

5.2.6 Components excluded from the final index 

Dwelling type component  

The main objective of developing this component was to investigate dwelling types. It is 

expected that water supply varies greatly from one area to another, based on dwelling 

types. For example, villas, flats, or urban houses are often provided with tap water and 

public supplies while tents, yards, rural houses, shacks and shanty dwellings could 

depend on private sources such as pumps, wells, unprotected springs or indeed lack 

access to any water supply. In addition, many households may live in one dwelling 

consisting of many floors but with one supply type. Therefore, developing this 
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who consumed water from public water supplies (where the chlorination scheme was 

applied) had a higher risk of diarrhoeal infection. Obi et al. (2009) evaluated the effects 

of poor water quality and supplies on diarrhoeal disease in a small community in 

Limpopo Province in South Africa. They identified diarrhoeal disease cases that were 

clustered and associated with inadequate microbial water quality. Data about 

diarrhoeal disease were only available in the DHS and could be used to construct this 

component to reflect illness based on lack of access to safe water.  

 

Despite there being several water poverty indices published, they are all limited to 

investigating and addressing the significant relationships between population health 

outcomes and access to improved water supplies. Although diarrhoeal disease was 

excluded from the final index components, a section in this research will examine the 

interrelationships between the health of Egyptian households and safe drinking water 

access. This section will focus on examining whether there is a correlation between the 

percentage of child diarrhoeal disease in each kism/markaz and the final index values.   

 

5.3 Method for scoring the index components 

The core purpose of developing the SDWI is to measure spatial variations in access to 

safe drinking water and their impact on people’s health in small Egyptian communities. 

Hence, water components from both the DHS and census are the basic inputs to the 

overall index. The main objective of this section is to develop a methodology by which 

all the potential components in each indicator can be assigned scores. Scores are 

necessary in order that the observed values or categories of indicators related to the 

safety of drinking water can be assigned numerical values and combined in a 

controlled way into a single overall index. The water and sanitation indicators are 

particularly important parts of the index. Except for the sanitation type indicator, for 

which scores were based on the JMP and MDG, a new scoring method has been 

devised for each of the other indicators. Each of the indicators is considered here in 

turn. 

 

5.3.1 Water supply type indicator  

The water supply type indicator was created using both DHS and census datasets. It 

was composed of the most common and essential water sources, tap water and 

underground water. The presence of tap water suggests that a household is connected 

to a public water supply, while underground water sources are water pumps, protected, 

unprotected and tube wells. In terms of household safe water accessibility, 

underground sources usually indicate that households consume untreated water and 
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suffer from a lack of access to potable public supplies. Therefore, these water sources 

are more likely to be unimproved and unsafe. This is in accordance with the 

assessment presented in the MDGs where water sources are classified into just two 

classes, “improved” and “unimproved” (see section 2.2.1). However, reviewing the 

literature on household water quality and safety it was apparent that significant 

microbiological and chemical variations exist between sources within the same 

category (improved or unimproved). Thus, it is appropriate to develop a more detailed 

scoring system which takes into consideration variation in drinking water quality by 

source type.   

 

To do this, a literature review was conducted to identify Egyptian studies of drinking 

water quality for different source types as defined by the census: 

 Tap water: Analyses of water sample contamination by E.coli bacteria and 

faecal streptococci were conducted as microbiological evaluations to assess tap 

water safety and quality in Egyptian drinking networks (Lasheen et al. 2008; 

Diab 2002; El-Taweel & Shaban 2001; El Abagy et al. 1988). 

 Groundwater: Underground water samples from different Egyptian sites were 

investigated as well as tap water to examine and count microbial contaminants 

and their influences on human health (Abo-Amer et al. 2008; El Abagy et al. 

1988). Chemical contaminates in drinking water samples from Egypt were 

presented in some studies and it was concluded that there were variations in 

chemical concentration in household drinking water supplies (Lasheen et al. 

2008; Soltan, 1999; Saleh et al. 2001).   

 Other source types: Except for microbial evaluation of bottled water in Egypt (El 

Abagy et al. 1988), no attempt has been made to evaluate other water supply 

types such as tanker trucks or carts with tanks. Therefore, a study from a 

developing country, Indonesia (Gupta et al. 2007) was used instead to evaluate 

tanker trucks as a water source component. This study was the only one to 

examine and measure quantitatively the water quality of tanker trucks as a 

source of drinking water in developing countries. 

 

In each study an overall percentage safety score was obtained and assigned to the 

relevant water supply type. A score of 100 indicates that the source type was 

consistently safe in terms of its water quality, whilst a score of 0 indicates that the 

source type was consistently unsafe in terms of its measured water quality. 

Intermediate values reflect the proportion of samples considered unsafe according the 

WHO Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality (WHO, 2006). A median was then 
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calculated from these in order to produce a score for each supply type (table 5.3). To 

obtain overall scores for each geographic unit (kism/markaz), this median score was 

multiplied by the percentage of households using each water supply type.  

 

5.3.2 Home water treatment indicator 

The home water treatment indicator was based on data available only in the DHS since 

no data are available in the Egyptian census relevant to water treatment. There are 

many lessons that can be learnt from studying household water treatment, particularly 

capturing the interrelationships between household treatment practices and public 

health. In addition, water treatment could be an effective indicator in measuring water 

quality and deliveries in small communities. There were two possible approaches that 

could be followed to develop a scoring method for each household water treatment 

type:- 

 Considering the large volume of published studies describing the influence of 

home water treatment on diarrhoeal disease (see section 2.2.5), one way 

would be to address the impact of each household water treatment type (e.g. 

filtration, boiling) on reducing diarrhoeal disease.  

 A second way would be to score household water treatment types according to 

their influence on water quality. This was considered to be the preferable 

approach because it is comparable with the scoring method applied to the 

water source indicator in relation to evaluation of supply types.  

 In light of this approach, it was necessary to review the literature relating to evaluation 

of household water treatment types according to microbiological parameters. However, 

no single research study has been identified which presents a suitable assessment of 

water quality in Egypt by addressing household water treatment. Instead, global studies 

were used to obtain relative risks for each treatment type. Relative risk is defined as 

“multiple of risk of the outcome in one group compared with another group and is 

expressed as the risk ratio in cohort studies and clinical trials” (Zhang &Yu, 1998, p 

690). It is a common statistical method used in epidemiological research, mainly in 

disease incidence estimation (Kelsall & Wakefeld, 2002). Four studies were identified 

which calculate a relative risk of stored water being uncontaminated with indicator 

bacteria (versus contaminated) for each household treatment type.  Thus, a relative 

risk of 1 indicates a treatment that does not improve stored drinking water quality, 

values greater than 1 indicate increasing effectiveness of the treatment types, and 

values less than 1 an adverse effect of the treatment on water quality 
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This score was multiplied by the percentage of households using each treatment type 

to obtain the overall score for each geographic unit. Table 5.4 shows relative risk 

scores for the main five water treatment methods:  

 Arnold & Colford (2007) undertook a meta-analysis of 10 studies for point-of-

use drinking water treatment by chlorination. E. coli contamination of stored 

drinking water and raw water was used to calculate the overall relative risk 

which was 0.71. The reciprocal of this number (1/0.71) gave the final relative 

risk score for the chlorination treatment method (1/0.71= 1.41).  

 A relative risk score for the use of ceramic filters was calculated from Du Preez 

et al. (2008). They calculated the number of stored water samples 

contaminated with E.Coli for control and intervention households in South Africa 

and Zimbabwe. The relative risk was 0.61 and then adjusted to be (1/0.61= 

1.64) for the risk of safe, rather than contaminated water. 

 Boiling water showed the highest relative risk (2.00). Calculation of this score 

was based on Clasen et al. (2008). They presented percentage faecal 

contamination levels in water from sources versus stored boiled water (18% 

boiled stored water and 59% water from sources). The relative risk of 

uncontaminated stored water is thus (100-18%)/ (100-59%) = 82%/41% = 2.00. 

 In the absence of quantitative evidence, a relative risk for letting water stand to 

settle (1.20) was approximated from a report by Skinner & Shaw (2003) who 

describe the effectiveness of different household water treatment methods 

versus consuming raw water in relative terms.  1.2 was chosen as the value for 

this treatment because Skinner & Shaw (2003) describe letting water stand to 

settle as being more effective than no treatment at all, but less effective than 

boiling, filtration or chlorination. 

 A relative risk value similar to use of a ceramic filter was given to solar 

disinfection treatment in the Skinner & Shaw (2003) study where both treatment 

types showed the same value in terms of effectiveness of treating pathogens. 
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Table 5.4 Methodology for scoring household water treatment 

 

Table 5.5 Methodology for scoring water quantity 

 

 

Table 5.6 Methodology for scoring water interruption 

 

 

 

 

Study Relative 

risk  

Evaluation 

parameters   

Components Indicator Aggregation

Skinner and Shaw 2003 1.2 Microbiological 

E.Coli. 

Let water 

stand to settle 

Home water 

treatment 
 

 

 

            

Sum 

Arlond and Colford 2007 1.41 Microbiological 

E.Coli. 

Chlorination Home water 

treatment 

Clasen et al.2008 2.00 Microbiological 

E.Coli. 

Boiling Home water 

treatment 

Du preez et al.2008 1.64 Microbiological 

E.Coli. 

Ceramic filter Home water 

treatment 

Skinner and Shaw 2003 1.64 Microbiological 

E.Coli. 

Solar 

disinfection 

Home water 

treatment 

Study Water 

quantity 

(LPCD*) 

Evaluation 

parameters 

Components Indicator Aggregation

 

 

Howard and Bartram 

2003 

30 1-5 minutes   

 

Time to get to 

water source 

 

 

Water 

fetching 

 

 

Sum 
12 6-30 minutes  

5 31-< minutes  

50 zero minutes 

 

Study 

 

Score Evaluation parameters   

(within the last 

fortnight) 

Components  

 

Indicator Aggregation 

Due to variable label 

and comparison 

between categories 

1 Water was unavailable 

daily 

 

 

Frequency of 

water 

unavailability 

 

 

Water 

interruption 

 

 

sum 2 Unavailable a few times 

7 Unavailable less 

frequently 

25 Water available  
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5.3.3 Household water fetching indicator  

This indicator was based on the only available data from the DHS. Fetching water and 

the time taken to the water source are considered an important indication of safe water 

accessibility. If much time is needed to reach the water source, this will influence water 

quantity. Howard & Bartram (2003) studied the relationship between household water 

availability, accessibility and quantity per capita per day. They reviewed many studies 

of water consumption and trip distance, measured in terms of the time taken to fetch 

water, and graphed trip travel time (in minutes) versus water quantity (litres per capita 

per day). This relationship was used to score the water fetching indicator for availability 

in cubic litres per capita per day (CLPCPD) based on time spent fetching water. Time 

taken to fetch water was recoded from the DHS into four categories and each category 

was assigned a water quantity score. For instance, for households spending from one 

up to five minutes fetching water it was estimated that 30 litres per capita per day 

would be used (see table 5.5) 

 

5.3.4 Household water interruption indicator 

Data about water supply interruptions are only available in the DHS. As noted 

previously, water supply interruptions cause several problems such as consuming less 

water quantity, fetching unsafe water from unimproved sources, decreasing piped 

supply pressure and storing water (see section 2.2.3). These impacts significantly 

affect public health.  The scoring of the water interruption indicator attempted to 

capture all these effects by translating the four DHS answer categories relating to 

frequency of interruption during the last two weeks (see table 5.6) into a measure of the 

frequency of interruption (measured as an approximate time interval in days between 

successive supply interruptions):- 

 Water unavailable daily. This category was scored 1 (i.e. 1 supply interruption 

every day). 

 Water unavailable a few times. This category was scored 2 which indicates that 

a water interruption event approximately once every 2 days. 

 Water unavailable less frequently. This category was scored 7 indicating an 

interruption once every week. 

 Water was available. It is hard to assign a numerical value to this category as 

the lack of interruption in the last fortnight does not mean that the supply was 

never interrupted in the longer term.  A score of 25 has been assigned in this 

case.  
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5.3.5 Sanitation type indicator 

Data about sanitation, like water, are available in both the DHS and census. Sanitation 

types from the census were chosen for inclusion in the SDWI because of the 

advantage that the census covers the entire country and provides representative 

estimates at the kism/markaz level. However, the questions in the DHS and census 

data sources are different and thus sanitation types are described differently. In 

addition, the JMP uses a third different classification system. The classification criteria 

in each type are different from one another:- 

 The DHS classifies sanitation according to both toilet facilities and drainage. 

The DHS toilet facility categories are modern flush toilet, traditional (tank flush), 

traditional (bucket flush), pit latrine/bucket toilet, other/missing, no facility. The 

DHS drainage categories are public sewer, vault (Bayara), septic system, pipe 

to canal, pipe to groundwater, emptied (no connection), other and no toilet 

facility. 

 The JMP classification system is a mixture of both drainage and toilet facilities 

(WHO/UNICEF, 2010). The JMP improved sanitation categories are flush toilet, 

piped sewer system, septic tank, flush/pour flush to pit latrine, ventilated 

improved pit latrine, pit latrine with slab, composting toilet and special case 

while the JMP unimproved sanitation categories are flush/pour flush to 

elsewhere, pit latrine without slab, bucket, hanging toilet or hanging latrine and 

no facilities or bush or field. The JMP classifies sanitation facilities into 

improved and unimproved based largely on the risk of faecal contamination 

from flies. However, this sort of classification takes little account of groundwater 

contamination. 

 The Egyptian census classifies sanitation categories based on whether 

household sanitation is connected to a public network or not. Difficulties arise, 

however, when an attempt is made to match census sanitation types to the 

DHS and JMP because the sanitation categories used only partially match. In 

particular, not all census sanitation types are documented and the census 

question form is not available, even for academic purposes (CAPMAS, 2010). 

Reviewing the literature, it was not possible to find any scoring system that 

matches this type of Egyptian sanitation. Thus, the best way for scoring these 

sanitation types is to compare the percentage of each type in the DHS and 

census. Following the 2005 EGYPTIAN DHS final report, It was concluded that 

91.3% of Egyptian households are connected to improved sources (sewer, 

Bayara or vault and septic system) while 8.7% are connected to unimproved 
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sanitation (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006). On the other hand, 3.7 (641,344) % of 

households are offline (Not connected) according to the 2006 Egyptian census. 

Since it proved impossible to match the census ‘tranch’ and ‘local network’ 

sanitation types to equivalent JMP or DHS sanitation categories, all census 

sanitation types except for ‘offline’ were considered improved (public network, 

tranch and local network).  This somewhat overestimates the percentage of 

households with improved sanitation, but proved the most pragmatic approach 

given the definitional mismatches between data sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Table 5.7 Methodology for scoring sanitation type  

 

The MDG criteria (improved and unimproved sources) were thus followed 

approximately to score each census sanitation type (see table 5.7). A value of one was 

given for each improved type and a value of zero for each unimproved type. Four types 

of sanitation from the census were classified and scored as the following: 

 Households connected to public network (1). 

 Households connected to tranch (1). 

 Households connected to local network (1). 

 Households offline (not connected) (0). 

 

5.4 Assessing the distribution of scores 

To investigate variations in the spatial distribution of the indicators, all scores were 

graphed, aggregated by district (kism or markaz). Producing a histogram for each 

indicator score can be used to assess the characteristics of the frequency distributions. 

Looking at all histograms of indicator scores, their distributions can be interpreted as 

follows: 

5.4.1 Normal distribution 

Figure 5.3 shows a symmetrical histogram of the educational indicator (population 

group who read and write). It can be seen that the histogram represents a normal 

distribution where most of the score values occur around the mean (highest bar) and 

Sanitation  

Types 

(Census) 

 

Parameters  Sanitation 

Score 

Indicator Aggregation 

Public sanitation Improved  1.00  

 

Sanitation system 

 

 

Sum 
Tranch sanitation improved 1.00 

Local sanitation Improved 1.00 

Offline Unimproved 0.00 
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Variables 

Variables

Populati

on 

density 

Read and 

write 

Wealth 

index 

Water 

quantity 

Score 

Water 

types 

(DHS) 

Water 

types 

(census) 

Water 

interru

ption 

Water 

treatment Sanitation 

Population 

density 

Pearson 1.00                

Sig. (2-                  

N                  

Read and 

write 

Pearson -0.05 1.00              

Sig. (2- 0.42                

N 259.00 259.00              

Wealth 

index  

Pearson -0.02 0.01 1.00            

Sig. (2- 0.81 0.83              

N 259.00 259.00 259.00            

Water 

quantity 

score 

Pearson -0.07 0.00 .422** 1.00          

Sig. (2- 0.29 1.00 0.00            

N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00          

Water types 

(DHS) 

Pearson -.167** 0.05 .273** .504** 1.00        

Sig. (2- 0.01 0.40 0.00 0.00          

N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00        

Water types 

(census) 

Pearson 0.11 0.07 0.03 -0.05 -0.10 1.00      

Sig. (2- 0.08 0.27 0.60 0.45 0.13        

N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00      

Water 

interruption 

Pearson 0.03 0.10 .256** .158* 0.00 -0.02 1.00    

Sig. (2- 0.70 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.97 0.70      

N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00    

Water 

treatment 

Pearson -0.08 0.04 .541** .210** 0.11 0.04 0.05 1.00  

Sig. (2- 0.22 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.48 0.40    

N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00  

Sanitation Pearson .201** -.292** -0.03 -0.08 -0.08 .318** -0.02 -0.06 1.00

Sig. (2- 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.19 0.18 0.00 0.72 0.37   
N 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00 259.00

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 5.8 Correlation matrix for the Safe Drinking Water Index component scores 

5.6 Standardisation 

An index contains many indicators and components that are relevant to the index topic 

and objectives. However, the indicators are usually measured in different units. Thus, 

standardisation is a common method used to convert a group of variables or indicators 

into common measurement units so they can be combined (Senior, 2006). 

5.6.1 Standardization methods 

There are many possible standardisation methods for indicator scores. However, the 

most common methods are Z score, ranking, chi squared and range standardisation:- 

Z score method 

This is a widely used method in data standardisation. A Z score compares each case 

X¡ to the mean (μ) and then divides by the standard deviation SD. However, it works 

best when the data are approximately normally distributed.  
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Ranking method 

This method was used in the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2000 (Joradn et al. 2004; 

Noble et al. 2000). It is the simplest standardisation method to apply. The method is 

based on giving a rank to each unit on each variable or indicator in the study. The main 

advantage of this technique is its resilience to outliers. The loss of information on the 

absolute levels is considered to be one of its disadvantages (Nardo et al. 2005).   

 

Signed chi-squared  

This method was used to standardise the 1991 Index of Local Conditions. This method 

solves the problem when the standardisation is based on a small denominator which 

often occurs for small spatial units. Signed chi-squared incorporates absolute values 

and references rates by local denominators (Senior, 2006).     

 

Range standardisation  

This method compares each value Xi to the Xmin value of the indicator and divides by 

the difference between the maximum Xmax and the minimum Xmin of the indicator. 

Range standardisation has its disadvantage: when the data contain outliers it is less 

effective. A decision was made to use range standardisation for the following reasons:- 

 

 Looking at the histograms of all components, it can be seen that, except for the 

educational status and water interruption components, all other components are 

not normally distributed. Therefore, the Z score method would not be valid to 

apply without initial transformation of the raw data. 

 The data distribution for some indicators (e.g. sanitation; water source) showed 

gaps and thus using the ranking method would lead to loss of information about 

absolute levels of water safety for such scores.  

 Range standardisation is quite useful in terms of maintaining the actual score 

distribution. Moreover, the technique is easy to interpret and implement.  

 Since the kism and markaz are relatively large units in population terms, the 

signed chi squared method also appeared inappropriate because it is designed 

for small areas. 

 In some cases, the distribution of indicator scores covered the entire 

theoretically possible range of values, such as the sanitation indicator (0.00 to 

100).  However, for some other indicators, only a small part of the theoretically 

possible range of scores was observed.  In particular, home water treatment is 

a rare behaviour in Egypt and a maximum score of 40 was observed compared 

to the theoretically possible maximum of 200. There is thus a danger of inflating 
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the importance of rare behaviours during standardisation of scores. Using a 

theoretically possible maximum and minimum value for range standardisation 

for some indicators, rather than the observed maximum and minimum, is useful 

to avoid this effect.  

 

5.6.2 Results of standardisation process 

All scored variables were range standardized. Figure 5.12 shows the variables in the 

SDWI standardised using the range of theoretically possible values. It can be seen that 

the distribution of the standardised variables varies from normal to skewed 

distributions, as did the unstandardised scores. Three variables (water interruption, 

wealth index and sanitation) have approximately symmetric distributions while the other 

variables have either left or right skewed distributions. The observed range of values of 

the water treatment, educational status (ability to read and write) and population 

density variables tend to be narrower relative to the theoretically possible limits, 

compared with other variables. Water treatment values are 0 to 0.15; educational 

status values are 0 to 0.20 while population density values are 0 to 0.80 with a long tail 

towards the right side. Therefore, these variables exhibit a left skewed distribution. On 

the other hand, three variables, water sources (DHS), water sources (census) and 

water quantity display more high values and thus they are right skewed distributed. 

Water source (DHS) shows the highest observed range of standardised scores 0.09 to 

1.00 while the range of standardised scores for water sources (census) is 0.20 to 1.00. 

Values of water quantity range from 0.55 to 1.00.   

Figure 5.12 Scores for the safe drinking water variables, standardised using the theoretical 

range for each variable 
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5.7 Spatial distribution of the SDWI in sampled districts 

Figure 5.13 shows a map of the SDWI values that are standardised, weighted, 

combined and then represented in those kisms/markazes sampled by the DHS. In 

general, it can be seen that the index of the SDWI for the sampled Egyptian 

kisms/markazes shows the following geographic patterns:  

 

Desert districts (both urban and rural) illustrate the lower and middle values of safe 

drinking water access. However, El Wahat El Kharga and El Wahat El Edakhla in New 

Valley governorate and Bear El Abd in North Sinai show higher values compared with 

other desert kisms/markazes. This is probably because the majority of households live 

in urban settlements and higher percentages of households have tap water inside 

houses or flats which are connected to public networks. Middle Egypt (as a part of 

Upper Egypt region), particularly the markazes of Helwan, El Fayoum, Bani Swef, El 

Menia, and Assuit governorates have lower index values. Although the drinking water 

uptakes in these governorates are closer to the Nile River (the main source of drinking 

water in Egypt), higher percentages of households construct pumps and use wells. In 

addition, there is a higher percentage of water interruption and households fetch water 

from long distances particularly in rural villages. Most of the public networks and 

purification plants are old and need replacement and renovation. In the south of Upper 

Egypt kisms and markazes of three governorates (Sohag, Qena and Asswan) 

especially kisms and markazes located on the west bank of the Nile River show lower 

values of SDWI compared to other Valley governorates.The areas located on the east 

bank of the Nile River appear in the middle classes of accessibility.   
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Figure 5.14 illustrates the index results at district level (kism or markaz), sorted firstly 

by governorate and secondly by index value. It can be seen that the urban centres of 

Cairo  and Alexandria  have the greatest values for the SDWI of any Egyptian 

governorate. The three other wholly urban governorates of Giza, Port Said and Suez 

have somewhat lower SDWI values more comparable with rural governorates. The 

lower values in Suez are likely to result from water supply difficulties in land reclaimed 

from desert.  It is also apparent that there are quite large variations in safe water 

access within each of these major urban centres. It can be seen that districts that are 

located in the eastern desert and Sinai have low values compared with other desert 

districts in the western desert (Matrouh and New valley) such as El Ksimaa (North 

Sinai governorate), Rass Gareb (Red Sea governorate), El Toor (South Sinai 

governorate) and Rafh (North Sinai governorate). Although districts in both regions 

(western and eastern deserts) are not accessible to Nile water, higher values in the 

western desert district can be investigated as better drinking water accessibility 

associated with richness in underground water aquifers, particularly Oasis wells in New 

Valley and Matrouh governorates. These aquifers are geologically parts of the Nubian 

Sandstone Aquifer System (NSAS) which is saturated with water originating from 

equatorial rainfall zone (Hefny et al. 1992). 

  

5.8 Summary 

This chapter has described the scope and domains of the SDWI. The final index 

consists of five domains: water, environmental, socioeconomic, demographic and 

household educational domains. Each domain contains one or more indicators that 

were reviewed for potential inclusion in the index. Seven specific criteria for selection 

were introduced (i.e. water related, valid and specific, available and achievable, 

plausible and complementary, longitudinal and repeatable, measurable and reliable, 

and demonstrable and mappable) and each indicator was given a score. For instance, 

in terms of valid and specific criteria, the water supply indicator scored higher while 

educational status of household scored lower. The chapter also has provided a detailed 

description of how each indicator was scored through developing a scoring system by 

which indicator contributions can be identified and distinguished from the others. Since 

water supply types are the most effective contributors to the overall index, focus was 

given to all Egyptian publications that analysed water sample contamination by E.coli 

bacteria and faecal streptococci. From each study an overall safety score was 

obtained. A score of 100 indicated that the water source was consistently safe while 0 

reflected that the source was inconsistently unsafe. Other indicators such as water 

treatment, water quantity and water interruption had different scoring systems. While 
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each water treatment method (i.e. boiling and using filter ceramic) was scored based 

on its influence on water quality, the water quantity indicator was scored according to 

time taken to fetch drinking water from the source. Another section in this chapter has 

covered assessment of the scoring methods and approaches involving consideration of 

spatial distribution.  Correlation matrix was used to examine overlap between indicators 

and showed no strong positive or negative relationships between the selected 

indicators.The standardisation method has been clearly explained and the justification 

for using range standardisation described. The last section of this chapter has 

presented the spatial distribution of the index values across sampled kisms and 

markazes and described geographic patterns and characteristics of this distribution.
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Chapter 6: Estimating SDWI values for all Egyptian 

districts 

6.1 Overview 

We now have SDWI values for kism/matkazes sampled by the DHS and for which all 

DHS and census indicator are available.This chapter initially discusses the conceptual 

methodology behind estimating the unknown values of the unsampled DHS districts to 

construct the SDWI for the whole of Egypt.  The first section of this chapter reviews the 

literature on small area estimation and commonly used methods to generate such 

estimates. It then reviews areal interpolation methods specifically and ends by 

describing the interpolation problem of this particular research. The second section 

focuses on the method used to interpolate the unknown values and develop the SDWI. 

The section also describes the sampling design of the DHS and the importance of 

taking it into account when the unknown values are estimated. This is followed by an 

explanation of Tobler and Kennedy’s (1985) interpolation method  and how it was 

applied within an overall GIS framework. Finally, the last section presents the results of 

the interpolation process and the map of the SDWI for the whole of Egypt at sub-

provincial level. It describes and explores the factors that contribute towards the 

geographic patterns of safe drinking water accessibility among Egyptian districts and 

regions in terms of the index values.   

    

6.2 Review of methods for estimating safe water access in unsampled 

districts 

6.2.1 Small area estimation review 

Much literature has been published on small area estimation describing, the role of this 

method in analysing spatial variations across socioeconomic domains. Ghosh and Rao 

(1994) defined a small area as a small local geographic unit or census division such as a 

county, district or municipality. A small area could also be a small domain, for instance a 

subpopulation group (e.g. the 15 to 25 year age group of population) within a geographic 

area. Sample surveys are considered an effective and useful means to derive 

information on different socioeconomic and demographic domains. Most sample surveys 

are used as estimators and provide reliable estimates for either the total population of 

interest or subgroups of the entire population community (Rao, 2003).  Pfefferman 

(2002) investigated the important role of small area estimation as a result of the growing 

demand for small area statistics which are usually obtained from the sample surveys 

conducted for these areas or domains.  
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Applications  

Saei & Chambers (2003) reviewed the literature on methods of small area estimation 

and described it as a technique used to produce direct and accurate estimate for small 

areas or sub-national domains of population.  Small area estimation has been used in a 

wide variety of applications. Singh et al. (2002) used small area estimation to estimate 

crop yield in India based on remote sensing and crop yield surveys datasets. To target 

and analyse the distribution of poor people by administrative area and produce a poverty 

map, Simler & Nhate (2005) studied the spatial distribution of poverty and inequalities in 

Mozambique using small area estimates. Two datasets, one from a 1996 national 

household survey and the other from a 1997 population census were combined. 

Household survey data were then used to estimate the relationship between a 

dependent variable (welfare status) and a group of independent variables in a regression 

equation. This was followed by applying the estimated regression coefficients to census 

data to estimate consumption values per capita for each household in the census. 

Simpson & Tranmer (2005) conducted small area estimation by combining sample and 

census datasets using the Iterative Proportion Fitting (IPF) technique. They estimated a 

two dimensional table of car ownership by tenure using data from the 1991 UK census 

assuming an independent relationship between the two variables.  

 

Methods of small area estimation 

Although there has been an increasing demand for small area estimation in planning and 

decision making, the main purpose of producing small area estimates is when there are 

no available data at the fine level that will serve the required objective. The principal 

methods of small area estimation were summarised by the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics as the following (ABS, 2006):-  

 Simple small area methods  
This method includes three simple methods: the direct estimator, broad area estimator 

and calibration estimator. They do not require a high level of statistical knowledge to be 

implemented and they are used widely by government agencies to produce rough small 

area estimates:- 

1. Direct  estimator 
This method produces direct estimators that are obtained after applying survey weights 

to the sample units in each small area. Most surveys are designed to provide estimates 

at national level or higher geographic unit such as province or state. Therefore, small 

area estimation with higher accuracy is produced using other kinds of techniques.  
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2. Broad area ratio estimator  
This kind of estimation is calculated by pro-rating a broad area direct estimate based on 

a small area to broad area population ratio. The method works by applying the reliable 

broad area estimate proportionately to all small areas that are included in the broad 

region. However, there are some requirements that need to be considered to produce 

successful estimates.  For instance it is important for the broad area to be large enough 

to afford a direct estimate but small enough that all small areas are homogenous. 

3. Calibration estimator 
As described by Chambers (2005) in this method the original survey weights are 

adapted into new values and calibrated on some available auxiliary variables. The small 

area estimate for this method should agree with the known population total. It is a simple 

and straightforward method but the auxiliary variable has to be chosen carefully and to 

be related to the variable being estimated. 

 Regression methods 
Regression methods are an effective means applied when a higher level of accuracy is 

needed for small area estimation. They differ from the previous methods since they 

require a higher level of statistical knowledge. In general these methods are divided into 

two models:   

 

       1.    Synthetic regression models 

The main idea behind this kind of regression is to use available auxiliary data to develop 

a particular relationship between the auxiliary variable and variable of interest (response) 

which needs to be predicted. Synthetic regression models are based on the assumption 

that the systematic spatial variability in the response variable is clearly explained by the 

variability of auxiliary variables. The difference between the predicted value for the 

response variable and the observed value of the data is called a residual or random 

error. This kind of model is useful and valuable when the auxiliary variables are accurate 

and available. 

2. Random effects regression models  
In synthetic regression models, residuals usually show considerable variation between 

areas which indicates that there is another systematic variation in the response variable 

and among different areas. This means that the synthetic model is missing some 

auxiliary variables. To solve this kind of problem, a random effect is added into the 

model. Consequently, the constant in the model is treated as fixed, plus the random 

effect component. The advantage of including this component is the production of more 

precise and robust estimates. However, random effect models are more complex than 

synthetic models because of their technical nature.  
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6.2.2 Review of areal interpolation methods 

Spatial interpolation is a term which refers to an estimation process to predict unknown 

values of some locations based on known values of surrounding locations in a study 

area, following a mathematical procedure.  There are some specific terms related to 

interpolation methods such as pycnophylactic, kriging, spatial, point and areal 

interpolation. In addition, there are different kind of deterministic techniques for 

interpolation (see table During the past three decades these terms were defined in the 

literature (e.g. Tobler, 1979; Goodchild & Lam 1980; Lam, 1983, Flowerdew et al. 

1991).  Pycnophylactic interpolation refers to an interpolation method which was 

introduced by Tobler (1979) mainly for volume preservation and isopleth mapping. 

Volume preservation means preserving the total value of a variable within each source 

zone and it is highly desirable for areal interpolation as the estimated values of the 

target zones are less subject to error as a consequence (Lam, 1983). Kriging is the 

earliest spatial interpolation method introduced by G. Krige in the late 1970s. It refers to 

the prediction of unknown values according to statistical models assuming that the 

spatial surface has stationarity and can be described statistically. Point interpolation is 

a method used to estimate unknown values of sample point locations based on known 

points within the study area. Areal interpolation is a mathematical procedure which 

interpolates values of one or more variables for a set of polygons (target zones) based 

on known values (source zones) for the same variable in the study area.   

 

Lam (2009) addressed spatial interpolation methods emphasizing that there is a 

continuous and increasing use of interpolated surfaces in many spatial and 

socioeconomic applications, particularly cartography, climatology, geology, population 

density and public health. Additionally, the development and growth of advanced GIS 

tools has produced many interpolation and estimation methods and made them more 

popular (Mitas & Mitasova, 1999). Interpolation methods were classified by Lam and 

Goodchild into point and areal interpolation according to their spatial nature (Goodchild 

& Lam, 1980; Lam, 1983):- 

 Point interpolation is used when the dataset is comprised of points, for instance 

socioeconomic survey points, and is divided methodologically into exact and 

approximate methods. In exact interpolation, the values of all known points are 

presented. Exact interpolation of point data is preferred when the original 

sample points are more accurate, while approximate methods are highly 

recommended when the collected sample points show some noise. Another 

classification for point interpolation is based on the nature of the spatial 

operation (global or local methods). In a global method, all sample points are 
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used to predict the unknown values while in a local one only the surrounding 

(neighbouring) points are used.    
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 Areal interpolation is used when the dataset is aggregated into areas or 

polygons. The polygons with known values are called source zones while 

polygons where values are needed to be predicted are called target zones. Two 

approaches are usually used in this kind of interpolation: a non-preserving 

approach which does not preserve the original source zone values and a more 

recent one which preserves the original values and is considered more 

accurate.    

There are many different situations when areal interpolation method is used. Mrozinski 

& Cromley (1999) identified four areal interpolation categories; missing data, alternative 

geography, overlay of a polygon layer and an area class layer, and overlay of two 

polygon data layers:- 

1. In the case of missing data, areal interpolation is used to estimate unknown 
values for one or a set of zones within one polygon layer. This problem does 
not require any intersection or data disaggregation as just one map layer is 
used.  

2. Alternative geography is a type of areal interpolation used to transfer data 
values from one specific geography of areal units to another.  

3. A third problem is the desire to estimate attribute values for a new polygon layer 
which is created as a result of overlaying a polygon layer and an area class 
layer. 

4. The last situation where areal interpolation can be used is to estimate unknown 
values of a new polygon layer which is found as a result of overlaying two 
choropelth (polygon) layers. 

The interpolation problem encountered in this research is the first type where there are 

many unknown attribute values of spatial zones (kism/ markazes) within the polygon 

layer (the whole Egyptian kism/ markazes) which lack survey data (DHS survey). 

Bennet et al. (1984) reviewed missing data on spatial surfaces and classified the 

problem into two types: missing information and missing data. Missing information is 

the situation in which data were collected and recorded but are not available. On the 

other hand, missing data refers to a correctly collected dataset for an area or region but 

where some points or zones are missing either because of the nature of data collection 

(sample surveys) or data availability. Therefore, solving this problem requires selecting 

suitable interpolation techniques to estimate the missing items. Tobler & Kennedy 

(1985) used spatial proximity to implement an interpolation method to solve this type of 

problem. The missing value of each targeted areal location is basically estimated by 

taking an average from its neighbours. They pointed out that assigning an average 

value to a location or locations in which data are missing is considered an effective 
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spatial interpolation method. Gregory (2002) examined the accuracy of areal 

interpolation methods for the purpose of comparing different population censuses and 

historical long term data. He concluded that areal interpolation enables researchers to 

analyse geographic changes at a satisfactory spatial resolution. Furthermore, areal 

interpolation is considered a useful method for maximising the benefits of the available 

data by interpolating values from multiple datasets and representing them as a single 

standardised spatial coverage. However, areal interpolation error has to be seen as a 

fact of life and thus examining the assumptions of the interpolation method used with 

regard to the variable of interest is important.     

 

6.3 Estimating safe water access for all Egyptian districts 

6.3.1 Accounting for DHS survey design in calculating kism level 

estimates 

Sample weighting is defined as a procedure which adjusts for differences in probability 

of selection among cases within a survey.  These differences might happen either 

because of the sampling design frame or happenstance. Sample weighting is a key 

procedure in the DHS to correct the imperfections and errors that might lead to 

incorrect inferences between samples and population (Measure DHS, 2010). The 

sample weight adjustment could be to account for selection of survey cases with 

unequal probability, non-coverage of population due to geographic barriers or isolation, 

or to compensate for non-response among selected households. The adjustment of 

sampling weights is explained further below following Yansaneh, (2003) & Mohadjer, 

(n.d):- 

 The adjustment of sample weights for unequal probabilities of selection 
In multiphase household surveys, the main purpose of applying the weighting process 

is to adjust for differences in probability of selection. When cases in the sample are 

selected with unequal probabilities, unbiased estimates can be produced by inflating 

the sample outputs by the reciprocal of the probability of selection.      

 The adjustment of sample weights for non-response 
Where some households do not answer the survey questionnaire in full or in part (non-

response), not all of the information targeted by the survey design is actually obtained. 

Thus, reducing the non-response rate is required to avoid the bias. Two factors are 

considered as a function which reflects the size of the non-response bias for a sample 

mean:- 

1. The proportion of non-response households.  

2. The size of the difference in population means between respondent and 

non-respondent households. 
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There are many techniques to solve the non-response problem such as drawing a 

larger sample than is needed or using a substitution technique where each non-

responding household is replaced by another which was in the sample. However, 

adjustment of sample weights is the most effective technique for handling this problem. 

The base weights of all eligible non-responding sampled households are transferred by 

the adjustment techniques to the responding households.  

 The adjustment of sample weights for non-coverage 
Non-coverage in the survey occurs when the sampling frame does not cover all of the 

target cases.  For example, there may be some geographic areas that are inaccessible 

because of civil war, natural disaster or other geographic barriers and therefore, some 

sampled cases have no probability of being selected in survey samples. Most 

developing country household surveys are multiphase surveys (such as the DHS). In 

this kind of survey the design involves multi-stage area probability. The first stage units 

are called primary sampling units (PSUs), which are geographic areas (for more details 

about sampling selection in the 2005 Egyptian DHS see section 2.5.2). The second 

stage involves creating a list of households or dwellings while the third stage is to 

create a list of household members from which the sample of people is drawn.  

Handling the non-coverage problem is usually addressed in two ways; the first is to 

enhance field procedures including producing accurate household lists, whilst the 

second is to construct a statistical adjustment for the weights. This is by adjusting the 

weighted sampling distribution for some variables to correspond to a known population 

distribution.   

 

Aside from affecting the probability of selection for households, the sampling design of 

the DHS survey influences estimation results in other ways. Although cluster sampling 

compared with other techniques is useful in different ways, particularly in reducing 

budget costs and drawing larger samples, there are many disadvantages such as 

producing larger errors than other techniques. Large samples are needed to avoid bias 

errors and cluster sampling is considered less precise than other forms of sampling. 

The clustered nature of the DHS sampling strategy introduces a ‘design effect’, which 

results in wider confidence limits than would be encountered with simple random 

sampling (National Audit Office, 1999; Stat Trek, 2011).    

 

It is clear that survey weights have to be included as an essential step in any 

household survey analysis. Thus, in this study, aggregate estimates at kism level were 

calculated for all the DHS variables related to household drinking water, taking into 

account the sample design and weighting scheme. Figure 6.1 depicts how this process 
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whose values are unknown (targets). ArcGIS does not offer a direct technique to obtain 

the length of these boundaries and thus a contiguity tool for ArcMap developed using 

Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and downloaded from 

http://forums.esri.com/Thread.asp?c=93&f=993&t=217068 and used to achieve this 

process and provide the length of shared borders for every adjacent combination of 

360 polygons.  However, some completely isolated polygons that are not contiguous 

with any other polygons (new cities in the desert or islands in the Nile River) are 

necessarily omitted from this calculation. Similarly, no values can be computed for 

polygons that are entirely bordered by other polygons which themselves have no DHS 

values. Consequently this process generated missing data as outputs for nine isolated 

polygons and three other polygons with neighbours lacking DHS values. It is important 

to note that the method as implemented here only takes account of the values of first-

order neighbours. 

 

To join the lengths of the shared boundaries (the outputs of the contiguity tool) to the 

known DHS values (a single column comprised of a composite of DHS variables) a 

multiple step sequence of data transfer back and forth between Microsoft Excel and 

Access was implemented (see figure 6.3) until a set of estimates had been produced 

for each polygon, based on the weighted combination of its first order neighbours in 

proportion to the lengths of common boundary segments.  Completing the interpolation 

method, except for the 12 missing polygons mentioned earlier, values for both 

polygons lacking DHS data and the majority of polygons for which data were available 

were estimated. Comparing the interpolated values against the known, original values, 

Figure 6.4 illustrates that there is a significant (P value = 0.000) correlation between 

the interpolated and observed values, where both were available (Pearson’s R = 

0.634).   
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the interpolated versus measured values of the DHS derived 

component of the SDWI for 259 kisms and markazes 

 

6.3.3 Resultant map of the SDWI for all Egyptian districts  

The efforts that have been made so far to measure household access to safe water in 

developing communities either by the MDG, JMP or other international programmes 

are limited in scope, resolution and coverage. In these measurements, there has been 

no attempt to integrate household socioeconomic characteristics, with a focus just on 

drinking water sources and classifying these sources into two categories “improved and 

unimproved” (see section 2.2.1). Furthermore, measuring access to safe drinking water 

has to be implemented by a quantitative and flexible tool such as an index. As a result 

these measurements lack sufficient geographic detail to address drinking water 

problems nationally based on small geographic areas in each country.  The SDWI has 

been designed to highlight drinking water availability, accessibility and identify districts 

which suffer from poor drinking water supplies and delivery. The GIS techniques 

developed, particularly spatial linkage for survey and census variables, have focused 

on integrating two datasets which are available in many developing countries. This is in 

order to provide a means which is longitudinal and repeatable and which can be 

constructed in other countries. Combining different indicators into a single index gives a 

valuable opportunity to take account of all relevant variables that may influence safe 

water accessibility. So far there has been no research conducted on the spatial 
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Districts of Frontier governorates 

Districts of Mattrouh governorate show the least safe access to water sources among 

all desert governorates while districts of New Valley governorate tend to show higher 

values compared with other governorates. Among the districts of Red Sea governorate 

Second Hergada kism scores higher while the other districts score among the lowest 

values of the index. In South Sinai, although Sharm El Sheik is an international tourist 

city, it scores relatively low as does Saint Catherina city. One reason could be that 

water supplies in these cities particularly Sharm El Sheik depend on desalinisation and 

on bottled drinking water. In North Sinai, except for the El Areesh kisms (First, Second, 

Third, and Fourth)  and Beer Al Abd that score medium values, all other districts score 

lower values and are among the lowest  for access to safe drinking water. In a broader 

sense, there is no great variation among districts of Egyptian Frontier governorates and 

most of them have lower index values. This is because of the nature of desert 

communities that depend on groundwater as a source for everything. Most households 

in these governorates live remotely and move from place to place with their livestock.   

 

Like many developing countries, drinking water accessibility in Egypt is associated with 

various demographic, socioeconomic, environmental and human factors. Hence, the 

SDWI has identified and combined most of these variables to present the real picture of 

access to safe drinking water in a comprehensive and clear way at sub-national level. 

The map of the SDWI (Figure 6.5) illustrates clearly various spatial patterns of drinking 

water accessibility across all Egyptian kism/markaz:  

 

Rural/urban pattern 

Broadly, the first spatial pattern that can be drawn from the map is the difference 

between kism (urban districts) and markaz (rural districts), where urban areas show 

higher index values and therefore higher access to safe drinking water. However, 

although drinking water sources in Middle and Upper Egypt are closer to the Nile river 

than those in the Delta governorates, most rural districts in Delta governorates show 

higher values compared to Middle and Upper Egypt governorates (figure 6.6). This 

could be due to weaknesses and failure in drinking water infrastructure and plants 

which leads to more frequent water supply interruptions, as well as a high percentage 

of wells and pumps as sources of drinking water. Similarly, sanitation systems in rural 

districts of the Delta governorates reported a higher percentage of household access to 

public sanitation than middle and south of Egypt. Another fact is that rural Lower Egypt 

in general is closer to the capital Cairo and thus Egyptian decision makers may give 
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more attention to these areas in terms of development, constructing utilities and 

planning.  

Figure 6.6 Histogram showing the normal distribution of the SDWI values for Lower 

districts compared with Upper Egypt districts 

 

Districts of Greater Cairo 

Districts of greater Cairo show the safest access compared with other urban kisms 

across Egyptian governorates (figure 6.7). However, kisms located on the east bank of 

the Nile River such as First and Second Nasr City kisms, El Zayton, El Nozha, and 

New Cairo kisms show higher values than others. Most of wards within these districts 

most of their wards are well planned where rich households live in flats, villas or 

houses. Other kisms such as Al Zawia El Hamra, Shobra, and Rod El Farg show high 

values of access to safe drinking water although they have large populations, deprived 

households and include some crowded wards. This can be explained by the higher 

percentage of households connected to the public network and water taps and lower 

frequency of water supply interruption.  In the east Ancient Cairo shows lower index 

values while in the west bank of the Nile River El Warak kism and Island have the least 

safe access. Households living in this Island have access to neither drinking water nor 

sanitation public networks. In the south all districts located in Helwan governorate such 

as El Maadi, Tora and el Tebeen show the least safe access. 
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Districts of Lower Egypt  

Three major patterns of the SDWI are clustered in the rural districts of Delta region 

(Figure 6.8).  The first pattern is located between the Damietta and Rosetta Nile 

branches and consists of rural districts with higher index values. Such districts include 

Monf, Berket El Sabh, Shbeen El Kom (El Monfya Governorate), Tanta, Samnod, 

Basyon and Kafr El zayat (El Gharbya governorate) and Kafr El Shyakh (Kafr El Shikh 

governorate) while Mansora, Talkah and Nabroh (El Dakhlya governorate) score the 

highest values in the region. Kotor (El Gharbya governorate) and Belaa (Kafr El Shikh 

governorate) scored the lowest values in the middle Delta.  The second pattern is 

centred mainly around the east of the Damietta Nile branch. This pattern includes 

Ashmon, El Bagor (El Monfya Governorate), Banha, Kafr Shoker (El Kaliobya 

governorate), El Zagazik, Menia El Kamah, Hehya, Abou Hammad, El Abrahemia, 

Fakous, Abou Kpeer, Awlad Saker and El Hosainia (El Sharkya governorate). This 

reflects the fact that El Sharkya governorate is the poorest in access to safe drinking 

water. One reason could be that it does not share the Damietta Nile branch which 

means that there is no direct drinking water uptake from the Nile River. In addition, it 

seems that this governorate has a higher percentage of households who use pumps as 

a source of drinking water in the rural areas of this governorate. For example 6% of 

households in Dearb Negm use pumps as a source of drinking water while 8% of 

households do so in Menia El Kamah. Rural districts of this governorate have a lower 

percentage of households who have access to public sanitation, for instance Abou 

Hamad (19%), Abou Kpeer (28%), and El Hosaina (2%).  
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The third pattern also relates to the lowest values of safe water accessibility and is 

located to the west of the Rosetta Nile branch and within El Behera governorate in 

kisms such as Badr, Kom Hamada, El Dalangat, Etay El Barod, Shabrakheet, and El 

Mahmoudia. Although these share a border with the Rosetta Nile branch, they include 

reclamation land where households rely on groundwater and use wells and pumps as 

drinking water supplies. For instance, 8% of households in Kom Hamada markaz have 

access to pumps and wells as a source of drinking water while just 12 % have access 

to public sanitation. In El Dalangat markaz 21.5% of households use wells and pumps 

as drinking water supply types while just 15% have access to public sanitation and 

66.6% of households are connected to the public drinking water network. Areas located 

in the south and east of the Suez Canal scored medium index values, particularly East 

El Kantra while El Kantra markaz in the west of the Suez Canal scores the lowest value 

in the region.  

 

Regarding the urban districts of Lower Egypt, most of the kisms scored medium or high 

values of the SDWI particularly in the middle and east of the Delta region such as El 

Mahala El Kobra kism and Tanta kism (El Gharbya governorate)  and El Mansora First 

and Second kisms, and Meet Gamer kism (El Dakhlya governorate). Despite the fact 

that rural areas of El Sharkya governorate scored the lowest values in the east Delta, 

urban kisms of this governorate scored medium to high values such El Zagazig First 

and second kism (the capital of the governorate) and Fakous kism.  

 

Northern urban governorates (Alexandria and Port Said)   

Three urban governorates are located in the north of Egypt (Alexandria, Port Said, and 

Suez) while the other two (Cairo and Giza) are considered part of the Greater Cairo 

region. Regarding the Alexandria kisms, except for two kisms (Porg el Arab and El 

Amria) all kisms in the city scored the safest access, particularly in the east of the city 

such as El montzh, Second El Rmal and Bab Sharki (Figure 6.9). Borg El Arab is a new 

industrial city while El Amria kism is a main destination of migrants particularly from the 

Delta regions. Consequently, the lowest percentage of households who have access to 

public sanitation (11%) was found in Borg El Arab and El Amria (31%). Similarly, in 

borg El Arab kism there is a very high percentage of households who use pumps and 

wells (0.75%) compared with the majority of other kisms (0.0%) and almost 7% of 

households in El Amria lack a tapwater supply inside their dwellings. Port Said 

governorate is located on the North east of the Nile Delta and considered the Northern 

gateway to the Suez Canal. Kisms of Port Said governorate scored the highest values 
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access to safe water than others while urban districts of Alexandria governorate were 

better than other urban districts that are located outside Greater Cairo (Port Said and 

Suez governorates). The districts that are located in the Frontier governorates scored 

the lowest values for access to safe drinking water and this can be explained mainly 

through a lack of access to public networks for both water and sanitation with 

households using wells and pumps as sources of drinking water as a consequence.          

 

6.4 Summary  

This chapter has covered the small area estimation problem, together with related 

methods and applications. The most obvious finding to emerge from the literature was 

that small area estimation has been widely used in different geographic and 

demographic domains, particularly to research the spatial distribution of socioeconomic 

phenomena and estimate unknown values of survey data for administrative units. 

Nevertheless, interpolation methods have seldom been used to estimate index 

component values for small areas, and not been used for drinking water index 

construction. The chapter has described the types of small area estimation, particularly 

the simple small area methods and regression methods. The areal interpolation review 

revealed that interpolation is a widely used method when survey datasets are 

aggregated into a group of polygons or zones. Sample weighting as an important 

procedure of any survey design was discussed, especially the way that sampling 

weights are related to the probability of household selection in the survey. This was 

followed by an explanation of how this study took account of the DHS sample design 

and weight scheme. Tobler and Kenneddy’s interpolation method was successfully 

applied using ArcGIS, Excel, and Access software. The correlation between the 

interpolated and known DHS values was significant. Consequently, the DHS and 

census values of all index components were combined and presented in map format 

for almost all Egyptian districts. A conclusion was drawn from the map of the index that 

spatial patterns could be discerned in the SDWI values across all Egyptian regions. 

Generally, the safest access is found in urban areas rather than rural and in Greater 

Cairo districts in particular, especially districts located in the east. The least safe 

access is found in desert districts and in Upper Egypt, rather than the Lower Egypt 

districts.
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Chapter 7: Evaluation and transferability of the Safe 

Drinking Water Index (SDWI) 

7. 1 Overview                 

The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the constructed SDWI for Egypt and discuss the 

transferability issues, particularly the international situation for household drinking 

water in the light of the MDG. The first section evaluates the SDWI values against 

health outcomes by correlating these values against child diarrhoeal disease. It also 

presents an evaluation from Egyptian stakeholder perspectives of the SDWI outputs. 

The following section describes the international context of measuring access to safe 

drinking water and the datasets that might be available from national censuses and 

elsewhere in lower middle income countries. It summarizes drinking water accessibility 

as a target of the MDG and discusses the progress of Egypt towards this target relative 

to other similar countries where the index methodology could potentially be used. The 

second section outlines the most widely encountered global factors that impact drinking 

water availability in the developing world, and how these might differ in Egypt 

compared with other low or lower middle income countries. Both issues affect the 

transferability of the index. The final section focuses on a transferability case study of 

Jordan. It discusses the justification for choosing Jordan as a case study and explains 

Jordanian DHS and census geographies. The section then turns to address spatial 

linkage of Jordanian DHS GPS clusters to census polygons. This is followed by a 

further analysis of misallocated GPS clusters relative to provinces within the 2005 

Ethiopian DHS. The chapter ends with a review of index construction issues in Jordan, 

particularly the available census data and how to evaluate these as a step towards 

completing the SDWI for Jordan.       

 

7.2 Evaluation of the Safe Drinking Water Index (SDWI) 

7.2.1 Evaluation against Health outcomes 

Investigating the interrelationships between drinking water and population health 

outcomes is one objective of this current research. However, health data availability 

limits the study’s ability to draw a wide picture about this relationship. In Egypt as with 

other developing countries, it is difficult to find data about population health available 

particularly for sub-national geographic units (kism/markas) the scale at which the 

SDWI has been constructed. The 2006 Egyptian census did not involve any questions 

associated with health conditions of households nor did it collect information about 

illness and disease and the only available attribute data were about different types of 
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disability. For various reasons therefore, a decision was made to use child diarrhoeal 

disease data from the DHS survey. These are explained as follows:   

 In most developing countries where there is a high percentage of mortality 

among children aged less than 5 years, health registration systems for reporting 

causes of death are limited and where they exist often do not work well 

(Mathers et al. 2005; Black et al.2003). Furthermore, when there are death 

registration data that are supplied to the WHO they are at national or regional 

geographic scales (WHO, 2006).  

 Relatively few people in most developing countries go to public clinics to treat 

diarrhoeal disease and usually they either follow traditional treatments such as 

providing children with natural herbs or other remedies, particularly where fever 

and vomiting accompany diarrhoea as symptoms or according to other cultural 

beliefs (Herman & Bentley, 1993).  

 Available data sources such as censuses, surveys and official data for Egypt 

lack any sort of data relevant to individual health status. For example, in 

CAPMAS, data about health focus on health services such as total number of 

GPs and medical staff, nurses and public and private clinic in each governorate. 

 The level of aggregation for health data in the Egyptian Ministry of Health is the 

governorate and national rural and urban breakdowns, so health data are not 

available for academics to undertake spatial analysis of health and 

epidemiological issues.  

Consequently, since geographically disaggregated health data about Egypt are 

generally unavailable, the decision was made to use child diarrhoeal disease from the 

DHS survey to examine whether there is a correlation between access to safe drinking 

water and health. The diarrhea question in the 2005 Egyptian DHS was posed to 

mothers. The question was whether any of their children aged less than five years had 

had diarrhea in the last two weeks preceding the survey (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006). Data 

about child diarrhoeal disease were aggregated to the 259 sampled DHS 

kisms/markazes and thus a variable about child diarrhoeal disease was generated.  

Using Stata 10 software, a Lowess smoother  was applied to the generated variable 

concerning child diarrhea set as a dependent variable against the SDWI values for the 

259 sampled DHS districts. A lowess smoother was implemented using the lowess 

command in Stata. Lowess smoothing is a locally weighted regression of a Y variable 

on an X variable, often used to fit a smoothed trend line to a scatterplot 

(NIST/SEMATECH, 2011). 
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Table 7.1 Matrix showing the correlation between the DHS index components and the child 

diarrhoeal disease variable 

 
7.2.2 Index Evaluation through expert reviews 

The use of expert judgment can provide useful information on index validity, given the 

absence of publicly available data that addresses the spatial distribution of drinking 

water accessibility or quality in Egypt. Expert opinions and judgments are therefore 

necessary to evaluate the constructed SDWI. Consequently, the SDWI output was 

assessed by the two Egyptian experts who participated previously in the derivation of 

weightings for the index components. Using this approach, a set of questions was 

developed to allow these experts to comment on the spatial patterns of the SDWI map 

across all Egyptian districts (kism/markaz). A letter including a map depicting the SDWI 

values for all Egyptian districts was sent to the Egyptian experts (appendix 4).  They 

were asked to comment on and evaluate the output index values, particularly the 

geographical patterns observable across Egyptian regions and governorates. Their 

responses and comments were overall that the spatial distribution of index values 

reflected the general socioeconomic situation in Egypt. For instance, urban district 

    Water 
quantity 

water 
interruption 

Household 
wealth 

Water 
supply 
types 

Water 
treatment 

Child 
diarrhoea

Water 
quantity 

Pearson 
Correlation 

1           

Sig. (2-tailed)   
N 259

water 
interrpution  

Pearson 
Correlation 

.113 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .069   
N 259 259

Household 
wealth 

Pearson 
Correlation 

.458** .259** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000   
N 259 259 259

Water 
supply 
types 

Pearson 
Correlation 

.801** .008 .364** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .898 .000   
N 259 259 259 259

Water 
treatment 

Pearson 
Correlation 

.162** .100 .580** .145* 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .107 .000 .020   
N 259 259 259 259 259 

Child 
diarrhoea 

Pearson 
Correlation 

.049 -.058 .053 .084 .005 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .432 .358 .392 .180 .935   
N 258 258 258 258 258 258
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scored higher values than rural districts especially rural areas in Upper Egypt, where 

overall human development is less than in urban and rural areas of Lower Egypt. The 

distribution of index values for Greater Cairo was seen by both experts as comprising 

two patterns: east with greatest access and west with least access.  However, in 

general, the Greater Cairo region having the highest index values was seen as 

consistent with the benefits of the central administrative management associated with 

the capital. Both experts agreed that the index values for Alexandria Governorates 

reflected the real geographic situation. The districts located in the west alongside 

Maryut Lake and the desert scored lower values while the more modern urban areas in 

the east scored higher. Regarding the interrelationship between the index values and 

diarrhoeal disease, they commented that they expected a significant correlation. 

However, as noted earlier, it is known that diarrhea is caused by other transmission 

pathways, particularly food-borne, and furthermore, data reliability (e.g. recall errors 

concerning diarrhea episodes) could impact on the correlation observed.  

 

7.2.3 Summary of evaluation   

Because of the absence of a single agreed measure of safe drinking water access, the 

evaluation of the SDWI was a difficult task. The diarrhoeal disease question from the 

DHS was used as the only available data but this indicated no correlation. However, 

the finding regarding this health outcome-based evaluation (a non-significant 

correlation) does not invalidate the index for many reasons. For instance, the rationale 

for constructing the SDWI is not only investigation of the relationship between access 

to safe drinking water and population health. In a broad sense, there are many uses of 

the SDWI and the most important benefit is developing a new means for measuring 

access to safe drinking water using datasets commonly available in developing 

countries. The methodology outlined in this study for creating a measurement of safe 

drinking water access is based on the development of GIS techniques to construct an 

index which quantifies variations in safe drinking water access at sub-provincial scale 

(district level).  

 

Moreover, the index draws on a wider range of data than currently used by the United 

Nations for drinking water monitoring in the developed world. The linkage of census 

and survey datasets gives great opportunities to generate a variety of indicators and 

components and then combine them into a single multivariate index. As a result, the 

impacts of several socioeconomic, demographic, environmental and geospatial factors 

are identified, taken into account and included to provide a reasonable measurement.  
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In the Egyptian context, the SDWI highlighted the spatial distribution of drinking water 

accessibility using several indicators. It provided a reliable picture about the current 

situation of water supplies and sources. Investigating the output index values, it was 

clear that their geographic patterns were consistent with real water issues across 

Egyptian regions. Inadequate water supplies and access to unsafe sources were 

identified in most of rural, slums and desert districts.  Spatial variations among urban 

districts were identified also across the entire country. Districts within urban 

governorates scored higher than other urban districts. Urban districts located in the 

east of Greater Cairo region scored higher than others located in the west and south. 

Rural Upper Egypt scored lower than rural of Delta Governorates. Interestingly, a 

geographic pattern with low scores presented alongside the Rosetta Nile branch and 

within rural of El Behera Governorate in the west of Delta and another pattern with 

similar characteristics in the east of the Damietta Nile branch and within rural areas of 

El Sharkya Governorate.  

 

The SDWI has raised some serious issues relating to measuring safe and unsafe 

drinking water accessibility. Yet measuring safe drinking water accessibility in 

developing countries lacks a robust method which quantifies the drinking water 

situation for small areas and covers the entire country. As a result, constructing the 

SDWI and producing a map of household accessibility to drinking water at sub-national 

level can fill this gap, particularly through developing GIS based analysis techniques 

and using datasets that are available in most low or lower middle income developing 

countries. By constructing the SDWI for Egypt, there may be an opportunity to monitor 

change in the drinking water situation in the future using the same kind of datasets or 

perhaps adding others to them as they become available. This will be useful work to 

explore the spatial pattern of household drinking water accessibility, sources, and 

availability.   

        

7.3 The international context 

This section examines the international issues associated with household access to 

safe drinking water in lower middle income countries. Particular attention will be given 

to the DHS and census data availability in these countries. It will discuss the seventh 

goal of the MDG which highlights access to potable and improved sources of drinking 

water and how to halve the number of households who do not have access to 

adequate drinking water sources in developing countries by 2015. It investigates the 

global factors that affect access to safe drinking and how far these differ between 

Egypt and other countries where the index could potentially be deployed.  
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7.3.1 DHS and census data availability in other lower middle income 

countries 

The main objective of this particular research is to develop an index which measures 

access to safe drinking water using existing datasets from both DHS and population 

census. The index should be applicable internationally particularly in the developing 

world and low income countries. Developing an integrated water index at sub-national 

scale (below province) which could be used globally is still a major challenge. However, 

many difficulties arise when an attempt is made to investigate measurement of drinking 

water access internationally because of socioeconomic variations impacting safe water 

access, capacity and government policy to achieve the MDGs targets and database 

availability across low income countries. The index will be applicable for many 

developing countries in Asia, Africa, South America and even Eastern Europe. The 

DHS is conducted over 85 countries worldwide particularly in lower income developing 

countries (MEASURE DHS, 2008a). As result, DHS datasets for these countries are 

available and can be used with national census data for constructing the SDWI and 

monitoring drinking water situation by updating the index (Figure 7.3). 

  

Taking Europe as an example, achieving the Millennium Development Goal concerning 

access to safe drinking water remains an important issue in urban and rural 

communities of Eastern Europe. According to the United Nations, for instance  whilst 

urban Egypt achieves almost 100% access to improved water sources, urban Russia 

98% coverage, urban Moldova 96% coverage and urban Azerbaijan 88% coverage.   

The Albanian DHS suggests just 73% of the population have safe water access 

(institute of Statistics, 2010). Factors that potentially compromise urban water quality in 

Egypt also occur in Eastern Europe.  Whilst 3% of urban Egyptians lack access to 

improved sanitation (a potential contamination hazard for drinking water), 12% of urban 

Romanians lack improved sanitation.  Similarly, the water supply interruptions recorded 

for some urban Egyptians have also been reported by 5% of urban Moldovans (institute 

of Statistics, 2010). 

 

The DHS is undertaken in many lower income Asian countries that are located in 

Central, South, west and Southeast Asia. As an example of these countries is 

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in Central Asia, Afghanistan and Bangladesh in South 

Asia and Indonesia and Sri Lanka in southeast. In west Asia region, the DHS is 

conducted in Azerbaijan, Jordan and Yemen. According to the UN official site for the 

MDG indicators, in Kazakhstan the total proportion of household who access safe 
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drinking water decreased from 96% in 2005 to 95% in 2008 while in Uzbekistan the 

proportion of households use improved source of drinking water decreased from 88% 

in 2005 into 87% in 2008. Although the worst situation was in Afghanistan, the 

proportion of households who have access to safe drinking water increased from 41% 

in 2005 to 48% in 2008.  In Bangladesh the UN reported that 80% of households 

accessed to improved source of drinking water in 2008 while the official figures of 

Bangladeshi census refer to 89% of households using tube-wells as a source of 

drinking water in 2005 (BBS, 2011).    

 

The DHS is conducted in almost all Sub-Saharan Africa countries and it is also 

conducted in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia in North Africa. For instance, in Kenya 56% 

of household had access to improved sources of drinking water in 2005 while this 

proportion increased to 59% in 2008 (UN,2011). 

 

According to the Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia (CSA) 28% of household had 

drinking water taps at home (CAS, 2011) while the UN reported that 35% of household 

accessed to improved sources of drinking water in 2005 and this proportion increased 

to 38% in 2008 (UN,2011).  It seems that most African countries suffer from drinking 

water problems particularly in rural areas and poor urban settlements. In the countries 

of Latin America and Caribbean the DHS is undertaken in 15 countries such as Brazil, 

Ecuador, Haiti, Mexico and Peru. A higher proportion of households (95%) had access 

to improved source of drinking water in Brazil in 2008 and it was slightly lower in 

Ecuador (94%). A similar proportion was reported by the UN in Mexico (94%) while it 

was 63% in Haiti in the same year (UN, 2011). The data sources manipulated to 

construct the SDWI have become available for many developing countries. Egyptian 

communities share a common challenge with other communities of lower income in 

ensuring safe water access in the face of water scarcity and population growth.  

Monitoring safe water access is one component in meeting that challenge. 
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7.3.2 International progress towards MDG Target 7C  

Safe drinking water accessibility is a key issue in population health and is the focus of 

target C of the seventh Millennium Development Goal (MDG) (Hunter et al. 2009). 

Halving the number of households with access to unsafe drinking water sources by 

2015 is one aim of the seventh goal and it is also considered a challenge.  

 

Looking at the situation of access to safe drinking water in the light of Target 7C, Egypt 

has been in line with the goal. According to the United Nations Joint Monitoring 

Programme in 1990, the baseline for the MDGs, 90 % of Egyptian population had 

access to improved water sources (urban 96%, and rural 86%). In 2008 99% of the 

Egyptian population had access to safe drinking water (urban 100 % while rural was 

98%). This indicates that Egypt is on track for meeting Target 7C. However, other low 

and lower income countries where the DHS is undertaken and the SDWI could 

potentially be deployed may have not achieved the same progress.  For instance, in 

Ethiopia only 38% of households had access to improved sources of drinking water in 

2008 while only 48% of households in Niger had access to improved sources. In Asia, 

while in Azerbaijan total 80% of households had access to an improved source of 

drinking water in 2008, the percentage of total households in Cambodia was 61% (UN, 

2011). Therefore, whilst in Egypt it is apparent that the SDWI will produce a very 

different sub-national picture of safe water access to the JMP methodology, in other 

countries with lower improved source use, the difference between a JMP-based and 

SDWI safe water access map may not be so apparent. 

 

7.3.3 International variation in factors affecting water safety 

Household accessibility to safe drinking water is threatened by various factors, which 

can be classified into two main categories, national and international factors. National 

factors include supply interruptions, water contamination and the nature of the public 

distribution system. International factors include climate change influencing 

hydrological systems, transnational water transfers and related geopolitical conflicts. In 

the Egyptian case, some of these factors currently have direct impacts on sustainable 

accessibility to safe drinking water such as water interruption and distribution systems, 

contamination of underground water by sewage and poor sanitation system while other 

factors particularly climate change and geopolitical conflict associated with the Nile 

water allocation will certainly affect the water situation in the future. Since the SDWI is 

intended to be a measure of present-day water access, such longer-term threats to 

water safety are excluded from it. Furthermore, the national level factors that influence 
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water safety and might be associated with water accessibility can vary from country to 

country and this could affect the transferability of the index from Egypt to other low and 

middle income countries. For example, in general, at national level, water 

contamination risks are dominated by microbiological pathogens, whose presence is 

measured using indicator bacteria (e.g. E. coli) and this appears true of Egypt. 

However, there are other countries that could adopt the SDWI where chemical 

contamination by fluoride, arsenic, and nitrate is also important, affecting the quality of 

water sources particularly groundwater. For instance, fluoride and arsenic 

contamination is quite widespread in Bangladesh and Pakistan (Alam et al. 2003; 

Farooqi et al. 2007) and nitrate contamination in the Philippines and Thailand (Bouman 

et al. 2002;Asadi et al. 2002).  Whilst microbiological contamination rates were used to 

score water supply types with different values in Egypt, chemical contamination rates 

wouldalso therefore need to be considered in some other low and lower middle income 

countries. In other words, the local factors associated with each individual country need 

be incorporated in the measurement of safe water access.        

 

The pattern of available data may also vary, as well as the factors affecting water 

safety and accessibility. In some other countries, such as Bangladesh and Cambodia, 

contamination from poorly regulated chemical industries is a particular potential threat 

to water safety while underground water is a major source for supplies.  In such 

countries, one might consider using a map layer depicting the concentration of such 

industries, if one were available.  

 

In conclusion, the factors that are important for water safety in Egypt will not 

necessarily be the same in other countries, e.g. in terms of chemical versus 

microbiological contamination. The pattern of available data may be different in other 

countries too, e.g. there may be additional ancillary geospatial data that could be used 

to construct an index in other countries. Therefore, the SDWI would likely need some 

adaptation to the local context in at least some of the low and middle income countries 

described above. 

 

The previous global factors emphasis on the importance of water management 

strategies particularly water supply, quality, quantity and accessibility in Egypt. Thus, 

the generated index provides a firm method to measure and evaluate drinking water 

accessibility across the entire countries at sub-national geographic scale. The 

constructed SDWI has a powerful role can play in terms of drinking water policies such 

as the availability of safe drinking water sources, problems of household access to 
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these sources, the relationship between the current accessibility situation and health 

and wellbeing issues, and identifying the poorest districts where greater efforts are 

needed to provide adequate supplies.  

 
7.4 Transferability case study – Jordan 

This section addresses transferability of the SDWI to other countries that have the 

same geographic and socioeconomic characteristics. Transferability as a concept is 

defined as the degree to which the data, method and findings of a study are 

transferable and applicable to other different settings or cases (Antonanzas et al. 

2009). Jordan was chosen to be the transferability case study of the SDWI and the 

reasons for this choice will be explained. The Jordanian datasets including census and 

DHS will be described and spatial linkage of these datasets will also be discussed. The 

method of construction of an SDWI for Jordan in a similar way to that for Egypt will be 

explained and possible index components evaluated. Although the transferability of the 

SDWI focuses mainly on Jordan, an additional example from Ethiopia concerning DHS 

GPS clusters and their spatial uncertainty will also be presented.  

 

7.4.1 Justification for choice of Jordan 

Although there are many African countries in the Sub-Saharan and North African 

regions where the DHS is conducted, Jordan was chosen as a transferability case 

study for several reasons: 

 A neighbouring country with a similar climate and DHS data: DHS surveys have 

been conducted in two countries that share borders with Egypt. Of these, 

Sudan where in theory there is sufficient water since it receives regular rainfall 

(Gleick, 1993). Thus it does not suffer from water resource scarcity compared to 

Egypt and its allocation from the Nile River covers water demand for irrigation 

and drinking. The other country, Jordan, has an arid climate and the annual 

rainfall is exceedingly variable. Furthermore, Jordan is considered one of the 

ten most water-scarce nations on the world (Potter & Darmame, 2010). 

 Similar water source type: Drinking water comes mainly from underground 

sources (80%) while the remaining percentage comes from surface waters. 

Drinking water demand is increasing and many Jordanian households buy 

drinking water from tanker trucks (WHO&UNICEF, 2010b). 

 Similar population growth and water demand: Various factors impact on water 

scarcity in Jordan, particularly aridity, shortage of rainfall and population growth 

which increases the demand of drinking water and affects access to safe 

drinking water (Abdulla & Al-Shareef, 2009). As a result, there is a need for an 
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SDWI there to represent the spatial distribution of household access to potable 

drinking water and highlight areas that suffer from problems of drinking water 

supplies. The Jordanian population was 6 million in February 2010 and it is 

estimated that it will be 7,500,000 in 2020 (DOS, 2011). With such population 

growth, water management and identifying improved sources of drinking water 

are real challenges for Jordanian households (Jaber et al.1997). Jordan is 

water scarce and there has been increasing demand for drinking water in the 

domestic sector which impacts other sectors particularly agriculture and 

industry (Potter & Darmame, 2010).    

 Similar census data: Similar to the Egyptian census, the Jordanian census 

contains data about households’ main source of drinking water. In addition, data 

about household access to sewage and sanitation systems are also collected.  

 Similar population distribution: There are some similarities between Egypt and 

Jordan regarding the spatial distribution of population since a high proportion of 

the total population live in the capital.  For instance in Jordan 37% of 

Jordanians live in Amman and while the Egyptian population almost all live in 

about 8% of the country’s area, the Jordanian population almost all live in 10% 

of the total area of Jordan. Most of Jordan’s population is concentrated in four 

governorates (Amman, Balqa, Zarqa and Madaba).  

 Similar adaptations to water shortages: Jordan has a drinking water shortage 

problem where the consumed water quantity is less that 100 liter per household 

per day. Furthermore, supply systems suffer from interruptions and 

consequently water quality is influenced by water storage, particularly tanks that 

are made of steel, galvanized fiber glass or concrete (Sunna, 2003).  This 

storage system is quite similar to what is found in the Northern Delta region in 

Egypt. In conclusion, Jordan as it is similar to Egypt it seems to be the most 

appropriate country to examine the transferability of the Egyptian SDWI. 

 

7.4.2 Jordanian data sets: census geography and DHS  

Jordan occupies an area of approximately 96,188 km² including the Dead Sea. Most of 

its population live in the western part of the country which is a Mediterranean climate 

(hot and dry in the summer and wet in the winter). Most of the country (75%) has a 

desert climate with less than 200 mm of annual rainfall.   It is divided into twelve 

governorates (figure 7.5). The capital is Amman with an area of 8,231 km² and its 

population was 1,824,177 in 2004. The smallest governorate is Jarash (401 km²) while 

the largest governorate is Maan (33,163 km²) and its population was 96,179 (DOS, 
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 Locality which refers to a large group of permanent or temporary housing unit 

for households which differ in terms of population size and consist of one 

block or more. 

 Block which is defined as a group of houses or buildings.. Its boundaries are 

clearly defined and it is connected to all kinds of public services and 

infrastructure such as drinking water and electricity networks, highways and 

railways etc.  

 Building which is a permanent or temporary construction on land or water and 

made of different materials. A building could consist of one or more floors and 

ceiling used for residency or work. There are many types of buildings for 

instance, an Amarah (building which is used for residential purposes only) or a 

Dar which is a traditional house that could be old or modern in fashion.   

 Rural and urban, the 2004 Jordanian census distinguished between rural and 

urban areas based on the total number of population living in a locality. Each 

locality with 5000 population or more is considered an urban unit while all 

localities that have a population less than this are considered rural.   

 

Although the Jordanian census is clearly organized and its framework and procedures 

are well defined compared to the Egyptian census, it shares some limitations and 

drawbacks with the Egyptian census in that it does not collect health data. Both 

Egyptian and Jordanian censuses provide data about population disabilities and health 

services and insurance, but these types of datasets are less valuable and not helpful 

for addressing population health, morbidity or mortality phenomena in a water-related 

context.    

The 2007 Jordanian Demographic and Health survey (JDHS) (also known as the 

Population and Family Health Survey (JPFHS)) was conducted by DOS in collaboration 

with Macro International Inc with technical assistance provided by MEASURE DHS. 

The survey was funded by the Jordanian government, USAID, UNFPA and UNICEF 

(DOS and Macro International Inc, 2008).  As part of the DHS program three standard 

surveys (JDHS 2002, 1997, 1990) were conducted before the 2007 JDHS and another 

one was conducted in 2009. Similar to other DHS, the JDHS is nationally 

representative. The sample drawn was 14,564 households and 10,876 married women 

aged 15-49 were interviewed in the survey. The total number of clusters is 930 

although four of these lack coordinates, and so the 2007 JDHS contains 926 valid GPS 

cluster points distributed across three regions and twelve governorates. The average 

size of a cluster is 74 households in urban areas, which is where 83% of Jordanian 

population live (urban localities having 5000 residents or more) while the average is 62 
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7.4.3. Data linkage issues in Jordan 

Assessing spatial uncertainty in DHS GPS clusters is an important step before 

undertaking any spatial linkage between the GPS dataset and administrative 

boundaries. I shall here introduce another example (similar to the Egyptian case) of 

spatial error and uncertainty associated with the DHS GPS clusters locations. 

Furthermore, this error which might be present in the Jordanian GPS clusters needs to 

be measured, modeled and evaluated to assess the influences of uncertainties on the 

spatial linkage process. To investigate this issue in the 2007 Jordanian DHS geo-

referenced dataset, the GPS cluster points and governorate census polygons were 

overlaid in ArcGIS to examine to what extent there is agreement between governorate 

administrative labels and the spatial location of GPS clusters. A spatial join on the two 

layers was undertaken in ArcGIS to identify such spatial error. Figure 7.7 demonstrates 

the detected spatial error and misallocated GPS clusters across Jordanian 

governorates. The findings indicated that there was a discrepancy between some of 

the DHS governorate labels for GPS clusters and census governorate polygons. 

Overall there were 103 GPS clusters out of 926 that lay outside the governorate 

boundaries that corresponded to the DHS provincial attribute label for the cluster.  

 

Figure 7.8 and table 7.2 presents the number of GPS clusters with spatial error in each 

governorate and their incorrect locations by governorate. According to this method, the 

percentage overall accuracy for GPS clusters in Jordan was higher (11%) than the 

Egyptian case (4%).  No such errors were identified in the GPS cluster points 

belonging to Aqaba, Karak, Maan and Tafilah governorates where all clusters were 

located in their correct governorate. Thus GPS clusters within four out of 12 

governorates are error free at this administrative level. On the other hand, the 103 

misallocated GPS clusters belong to seven governorates (Ajlun, Amman, Balqa, 

Jarash, Madaba, Mafrak, and Zarka) lying in incorrect positions. The greatest 

percentage of these cluster points (41%) was in Jarash (40 clusters points), whilst 37 

cluster points lie within Ajlun, two points within Balqa and one within Irbid. The lowest 

number was in Irbid (one cluster point) while 17 clusters points belonging to Ajlun were 

identified as entirely lying within Irbid. 15 cluster points belonging to Amman lie 

incorrectly within Balqa (13 cluster points) and Madaba (two cluster points). Three 

cluster points belonging to Balqa were identified lying in Ajlun (one cluster point), Irbid 

(one cluster point) and a third cluster point lies outside the governorate census 

polygons. Two cluster points belonging to Madaba were identified in Amman and nine 

cluster points belonging to Mafraq were identified as misallocated, of which eight were 

within Irbid (five cluster ponts), Jarash (two points), Zarqa (one cluster point) and one 
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Comparing the Jordanian and Egyptian case studies, it seems that there are some 

differences, particularly in the nature of the spatial distribution of misallocated clusters.  

It is not entirely clear why the misallocated GPS clusters were not distributed across all 

Jordanian governorates, but only exist in eight governorates out of twelve. 

Nevertheless, it can be speculated on the causes behind these differences as follows: 

 The DHS GPS clusters that were free of positional errors belong to four 

governorates (Aqaba, Karak, Maan and Tafilah) located entirely in the south 

region. They are large in area but have lower population density compared to 

the central and north regions (see figure 7.6) and this may explain this pattern.  

 The misallocated GPS clusters appeared to gather around the governorate 

census boundaries. Furthermore, misallocated GPS clusters belonging to 

governorates that are located in the east (e.g. Amman) fall incorrectly within 

governorate located in the west (e.g Madaba and Balqa) and vice versa.  

 

(DHS governorates are columns and spatial join results are rows) 

Table 7.2  Confusion matrix illustrating the number of GPS clusters in each governorate and 

those that have governorate labels inconsistent with their locations  

 
 Three cluster points are entirely outside any census boundary and they belong 

to three governorates: Balqa in the west of Jordan (central region), Mafraq in 

the north east of Jordan (northern region), and Irbid in the north west of the 

country. This means that positional error of misallocated GPS cluster is likely to 

be unsystematic and randomly distributed.  

 
Ajlun Amman Aqaba Balqa Irbid Jarash Karak Maan Madaba Mafraq Tafilah Zarqa 

Ajlun 
72 0 0 1 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Amman 
0 119 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 10 

Aqaba 
0 0 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Balqa 
0 12 0 72 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Irbid 
17 0 0 1 75 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 

Jarash 
0 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 2 0 2 

Karak 
0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 0 

Maan 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 

Madaba 
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 

Mafraq 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 4 

Tafilah 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 

Zarqa 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 84 

 

 

  Correct   Misallocated 
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 As there were some GPS clusters blocked further away from the nearest 

administrative boundaries (Figure 7.7), it was necessary to check the revision 

history of Jordanian provincial boundaries. However, the last change happened 

in 1996 where the Ajlun and Jarash governorates split from Irbid. Aqaba split 

from Maan, whilst Madaba split from Amman. A strip of land in the northeastern 

part of Amman was transferred to Zarqa (Statoids, 2011).  

 

Using the ESRI world imagery service (Figure 7.9), the GPS cluster layer was overlaid 

with Jordanian census polygons. Checking whether there is any systematic 

displacement of sub-district Jordanian census, no any displacement was found 

particularly in the isolated and uninhabited areas.   Looking at the distribution of 

misallocated GPS clusters in another developing country such as Ethiopia (Figure 

7.10), it can be seen that the positional errors of GPS clusters are widely distributed 

across the entire country and most of the misallocated GPS clusters fall near census 

administrate boundaries and thus this distribution pattern is quite similar to the 

Egyptian example. 

 

Although there were some of misallocated GPS clusters in the Jordanian case that do 

not follow the distribution pattern of the Egyptian case nor the Ethiopian one, the 

overall findings indicate that the identified inconsistencies between governorate labels 

and cluster GPS locations in the Jordan and Ethiopian cases arise because of a 

positional error similar to the Egyptian case. Despite the difference in the spatial 

distribution of positional errors between Jordanian and Ethiopian DHS GPS clusters, 

the scrambling process undertaken by Measure DHS and distance to nearest census 

boundaries may be effective variables in measuring, modeling and evaluating spatial 

uncertainty. As a result, it may be problematic to undertake any spatial linkage of 

Jordanian DHS GPS clusters to census administrative boundary without addressing 

and measuring the GPS uncertainty and modeling spatial errors associated with the 

GPS dataset. 
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to the source of drinking water and also based on access to different types of 

sanitation.  

 

Table 7.3 shows a comparison between the SDWI components for Egypt and possible 

index components for Jordan.  From this table it can be seen that datasets about 

socioeconomic, demographic and education domains provided by Egyptian and 

Jordanian are virtually identical while some differences are found regarding sanitation 

system and water supply types.  There are four sanitation types available in the 

Egyptian census (public network, local, tranch, and offline) while just three types are 

recorded in the Jordanian census (public network, Cess Pool, and none). There are six 

supply types in the Jordanian census (public network, tanker, well or rain water, 

Artesian well, bottled water, and spring) while in the Egyptian census just three types 

exist (public network, pumps, and well). Thus, the distribution of households according 

to source of drinking water covers a wider variety of sources in the Jordanian census, 

particularly bottled water, tanker, and spring types that are not collected in the Egyptian 

case. These three types are also available in the DHS and therefore, the supply type 

component from Jordanian census data would need some modification to be relevant 

to access to safe drinking water in Jordan. Similarly, the sanitation system component 

would need some modification from the Egyptian version to distinguish between 

households connected to public sewage and those who use cess pool systems which 

might be a potential risk factor for groundwater safety.      

 

According to the scoring methodology developed in the SDWI, each indicator can be 

assigned a score (numerical value). For instance, a score is assigned to each water 

source type where this value reflects overall compliance with microbiological and 

chemical parameters. In the Egyptian SDWI, drinking water sources were scored 

nationally while in the Jordanian case study, utility piped supply types can be scored at 

provincial level. Reviewing the literature, Jordan is one of six countries (China, 

Ethiopia, Jordan, Nicaragua, Nigeria, and Tajikistan) selected by WHO/UNICEF to 

implement a pilot project on Rapid Assessment of Drinking Water Quality (RADWQ). 

The methodology in this project was based on the MICS survey design and it is 

intended to generate nationally representative water quality statistics.   It follows a 

clustered sampling approach which is based on selecting individual water sources 

across all Jordanian governorates (WHO/UNICEF,RADWQ, 2010).  Table 7.4 shows 

the overall compliance of Jordanian utility piped water supplies for all governorates 

according to WHO and national standards. The compliance was calculated for the 

coliforms, arsenic, fluoride and nitrate. Therefore, it is possible to incorporate a wider 
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range assessment of water quality parameters than in the Egyptian case. Generally 

Jordanian governorates scored highly as 97.8% met the WHO guideline values. Four 

out of twelve governorates (Amman, Zarqa, Mafraq, and Ajlun) scored less than 

(100%).  The remaining components of the index could be scored similar to the 

Egyptian case study.  For example there were two possible ways to score water 

treatment types, either based on the influences on diarrhoeal disease or on water 

quality. In the Egyptian case, water quality was the preferred approach. Water quantity 

was scored according to the time taken to reach water source while water interruption 

was scored due to frequency of water unavailability. On the other hand the sanitation 

type component was scored according to whether the type is improved or not (see 

section 5.3 in chapter five). 
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Table 7.4 Overall compliance of Jordanian utility piped water supplies with WHO guideline 

values (GVs) 

Source: RADWQ, 2010, p21 
 

7.4.5 Options for evaluating a Jordanian index of safe drinking water  

As with Egypt, it would be essential to evaluate the proposed SDWI index for Jordan. 

For this purpose, fieldwork could be undertaken for a short period to explore patterns of 

drinking water access in a sample of districts with differing index values.  Such 

fieldwork could be similar to that undertaken at the start of this study (section 3.2.4 in 

chapter three). Since water interruption and storage as a resultant coping strategy were 

reported in Jordan (Sunna, 2003) it would be worth assessing supply and tanker 

storage systems and their impacts on water contamination, quality and public health. 

Similarly, contacting Jordanian stakeholders who work for drinking water or public 

health organizations might be helpful in evaluating factors relevant to drinking water 

issues and assessing or judging the SDWI results. Moreover, experts and stakeholders 

may provide valuable advice on health or other ancillary data sources that might be 

available, especially those associated with water borne diseases or dataset about 

water supply types, interruption and, water home treatment. These three dimensions 

(field work, stakeholders and experts, health data from local institutions) could 

potentially play a significant role in evaluating the SDWI in Jordan.     

 

 

Jordanian Governorates 

Overall compliance  

No. of assessed 
samples 

Compliance with WHO GVs 
(%) 

Ajlun 611 94.4 
Amman 146 100.0 
Aqaba 244 99.6 
Balqa 25 100.0 
Irbid 270 100.0 
Jarash 73 98.6 
Karak 73 93.9 
Maan 49 100.0 
Madaba 73 100.0 
Mafraq 25 100.0 
Tafilah 25 100.0 
Zarqa 25 100.0 
National 1639 97.8 
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7.5 Summary  

In this chapter, the SDWI was evaluated through the interrelationship between the 

SDWI values and diarrhoeal disease, which is influenced by unsafe water accessibility. 

However, DHS-derived child diarrhoea data are only the available source of health 

data, an evaluation of the index values against such data was limited because of 

various weaknesses, notably that there are many other diarrhoeal disease transmission 

pathways. In addition to this, the question about diarrhoea in the DHS is subject to 

recall error. Consequently, there was not a significant correlation between the index 

values and the percentage of children who had been infected by diarrhoea across the 

sampled Egyptian districts (kism/markaz).  The index outputs were also evaluated 

using Egyptian stakeholder judgment. In broad terms, the variation across Egyptian 

districts depicted by the index appeared to show geographically realistic patterns 

according to these stakeholders.  For instance, poor access and low safe water index 

values were generated in desert and rural districts and within those governorates that 

do not border on the Nile River as a major drinking water source (Sharkya). On the 

other hand, the safest access was found in urban governorates but districts within 

Greater Cairo and Alexandria scored higher than other urban districts.  

 

The chapter then explained the international context behind the SDWI, particularly the 

drinking water target in the MDGs. It was clear that access to safe drinking water for 

the MDGs is difficult to measure at sub-national scale. International progress towards 

Target 7C was discussed, in particular how access to safe drinking water varies 

between Egypt and other low and lower middle income countries where the DHS is 

undertaken. Furthermore, the international and national factors that impact on safe 

water accessibility vary from one country to another according to differing spatial, 

environmental, and socioeconomic circumstances. There were specific similarities 

between Jordanian and Egyptian censuses, particularly in collecting data about 

housing units, household conditions, and water supply types.  Furthermore, similarities 

in terms of water resources were apparent in that Jordan suffers from drinking water 

scarcity and increasing demand from the domestic sector. The spatial linkage of DHS 

GPS clusters over Jordanian census polygons indicated that there were 103 clusters 

with governorate labels inconsistent with their GPS coordinates, out of 926 GPS 

clusters in total. They were distributed across eight governorates while GPS cluster 

within four governorates were free of any error. Finally, field work, stakeholder 

consultation and health data from Jordan were suggested as approaches for evaluation 

of the proposed Jordanian index
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Chapter 8: Conclusion  

8.1 Chapter overview 

In this chapter, the first section reviews the main findings of this research, particularly 

the assessment, modelling and analysis of spatial uncertainty in the DHS GPS dataset. 

It discusses how to undertake a spatial linkage to this dataset with local census data in 

order to construct the SDWI as a metric and as a practical tool for measuring safe 

drinking water access. In the second section, recommendations are made for further 

research which could be conducted to develop measurement of drinking water using a 

variety of GIS and spatial analysis techniques, in particular new data sources that may 

be obtained, wider stakeholder consultation, or using the same datasets for different 

time periods. Policy implications of this research are highlighted, especially the MDGs 

and monitoring of the drinking water situation in the Egyptian case. In the third section, 

the strengths and limitations of this research are discussed such as lack of data and 

metadata, and establishment of the link between health and drinking water. Finally, I 

briefly outline how GIS methods can play an important role in addressing the future 

strategic challenge of measuring safe water access in the light of water scarcity and 

geoconflicts between developing nations over water allocations.     

 

8.2 Main findings   

The major challenges for this thesis were to develop GIS based analysis techniques 

that can be used to create a measurement of safe drinking water access, particularly in 

developing nations. The measure had to give a general and a clear picture of drinking 

water access at a sub-national scale and according to a combination of geographic, 

demographic and socioeconomic factors that may affect household access to potable 

water supplies. To undertake this measurement method a spatial linkage of two 

datasets (the DHS and local census) was conducted. Consequently, a validation was 

undertaken of DHS GPS clusters linked to administrative census boundaries. Positional 

error was identified and thus this error had to be assessed, measured and modeled 

before implementing the spatial linkage of the two datasets.  

 

8.2.1 The assessment of spatial uncertainty in the DHS clusters 

The literature on DHS applications using GIS and spatial analysis was reviewed to 

investigate the nature of the DHS data sources and explore the topics covered by the 

survey, especially those associated with population health and socioeconomic issues. 

The review demonstrated that there is a growing literature on DHS applications using 

GIS and spatial analysis techniques, particularly in child mortality, morbidity and 
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disease, family planning, fertility and women’s empowerment, and socioeconomic 

characteristics of households.  Collecting household coordinates provides geo-

referenced datasets which enrich the utility of the DHS. Using the DHS GPS clusters is 

considered a significant addition to the survey as it provides great opportunities to link 

the DHS to other local datasets. Thus, the utility of the DHS can be considerably 

enhanced by linkage to available census data, which provides coverage of the entire 

population, albeit with less detailed information on some key health and lifestyle topics. 

Nevertheless, the DHS GPS clusters should not be directly linked to any other data 

sources without uncertainty assessment. As there is a deliberate scrambling process 

for the GPS clusters implemented by the organization which undertakes the DHS, it is 

therefore necessary to develop appropriate GIS approaches for spatial linkage 

between the two sources. An assessment of the positional accuracy of the DHS and its 

implications for GIS-based linkage to census data is essential.  The focus should be on 

the assessment and accommodation of spatial uncertainty in the DHS to census 

linkage, so as to facilitate an important enhancement to the data available for analysis. 

 

The spatial uncertainty relevant to the geo-referenced DHS data and its impacts on 

subsequent analysis and data linkage was reviewed. Within the concept of spatial 

uncertainty there is commonly differentiation between errors affecting well defined 

spatial objects and vagueness and ambiguity which affect poorly-defined spatial 

objects (chapter three). Although the data sources (DHS points and census polygons) 

were well defined, spatial error was identified. This error was described as the 

difference between the recorded locations or attributes and their true values. The 

assessment process was based on a point-in-polygon operation, with the points being 

DHS GPS clusters and the polygons being census boundaries.  In the literature, a 

further sub-category of uncertainty in spatial databases was distinguished by Fisher 

(1999) that he terms controlled uncertainty, in which uncertainty is deliberately 

introduced into a socio-economic data set. Given the deliberate perturbation of 

locational data in the DHS to protect the confidentiality of survey participants, this 

concept was also relevant to the positional error identified in this study.  

 

Several authors have developed procedures for handling uncertainty in point-in-

polygon operations, using probability density functions or fuzzy set theory (Leung and 

Yan, 1997; Cheung et al. 2004), or by reducing the problem to a point-in-triangle 

problem (Leung et al. 2004), using Monte Carlo simulation (Hunter, 1999), and 

comparison of two different methods (geocoding and cadastral) of generating address 

locations Ratcliffe (2001).  However, the previous procedures were not applicable to 
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the spatial uncertainty in this study as no information was available concerning the 

positional accuracy of DHS GPS point and polygon data.  This is not uncommon in 

developing world contexts.  Furthermore, it was not possible to generate locations for 

point or polygon data via different methods.  Therefore, rather than following the 

methodology of these previous studies, the approach was to identify attribute labels 

that were inconsistent with the locational data for GPS points and polygons.  

Information about feature attributes that were inconsistent with location were used to 

model uncertainty in the undertaken point-in-polygon operation.  

 

When the DHS GPS clusters were overlaid with Egyptian census polygons to examine 

the agreement between the two dataset, spatial error was detected. A spatial join 

process was implemented to check the consistency between the DHS GPS identifier 

and census polygon names. The output indicated that 53 GPS clusters that were coded 

as belonging to specific governorates were misallocated within other governorates and 

another 10 GPS clusters lie entirely outside the Egyptian administrative boundaries. 

Overall, there were 63 GPS clusters whose spatial locations and governorate codes did 

not agree. Looking at the distribution of these misallocated clusters it was found that 

their incorrect position were close toadministrative boundaries. It was necessary to 

ensure that incorrect projection and labeling are not responsible for the detected spatial 

error and thus the map projection of the two layers were checked and found to be the 

same. The spatial distribution of misallocated GPS clusters appeared to be related to 

proximity to census boundaries, which indicated that incorrect GPS labels are not the 

cause of this positional error. 

 

Measurement of spatial error was done by applying a point-in-polygon distance 

operation using a combination steps in ArcGIS and Idrisi software to calculate the 

distance between each GPS cluster and census polygon. As a result, distance between 

each misallocated GPS cluster and its correct polygon was determined. Analyzing the 

spatial distribution of the positional error across the entire census polygons, the overall 

mean distance of misallocated GPS cluster from the nearest census boundaries was 

1410m. The minimum distance was 100m while the maximum was 6,122m which 

means that each GPS cluster located further from boundaries than the maximum 

distance was within its correct governorate.   

 

The final section of the geospatial data linkage evaluation was to model the spatial 

error detected in the DHS GPS clusters. Because the outcome variable was binary or 

dichotomous (the spatial error as a dependent variable) and consists of two possible 
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values (0 as GPS cluster with no error and 1 as GPS cluster with no error), logistic 

regression was appropriate to model the relationship between the positional error and 

the independent variables. The first step in the modeling process was testing for global 

clustering to examine whether the 63 misallocated GPS clusters were clustered or not. 

To implement this test, Clusterseer software was used as it offers a wide range of 

methods for testing the pattern of spatial clustering. Cuzick and Edwards’ test was 

applied as a test for spatial clustering in mislabeled GPS clusters. The output of Cuzick 

and Edwards’ k-nearest neighbor statistic suggested that there was spatial clustering in 

GPS clusters with governorate labels inconsistent with their locations (T=24; k=1; 

p=0.001). The spatial clustering was generally significant at the 99% level when up to 6 

neighbors were considered.  

 

A series of logistic regression models was developed in Stata software using different 

predictors (GPS survey methodology used, rural versus urban clusters, and distance to 

governorate boundary) and transformations to improve the strength of the model. 

Alogistic regression model of distance to nearest governorate boundary was fitted first, 

but the linktest diagnostic suggested that this model was misspecified. Therefore, a 

square root transformation was applied to this distance variable in the second model to 

correct for this mis-specification. In the third model, two additional dichotomous 

covariates were introduced, namely the rural / urban classification of clusters and the 

survey methodology used to locate the GPS clusters (i.e. based on averaging the 

coordinates for each household in the cluster or based on a single GPS reading at an 

approximate cluster centre). Goodness of fit statistics suggested that rurality improved 

the fit of the model and reduced spatial autocorrelation in residuals, but the survey 

methodology variable was not significant and was therefore dropped.  To arrive at the 

final model, an interaction term between distance to governorate boundary and rurality 

was introduced to correct for a further misspecification caused by the introduction of 

this new variable.   

 

The model explained the presence of misallocated cluster points using two 

independent variables; square root of distance to the nearest governorate boundary 

and an interaction variable created by multiplying this distance variable by a 

dichotomous rural-urban variable (where each cluster point is coded one if it is urban 

and zero if not). The output of this model indicated that both these distance-related 

variables are significant and together explain around 40% of the variation in 

inconsistent governorate labels (pseudo R2
 = 0.39). The model also confirmed that the 

distance a GPS cluster point lies from a governorate boundary affects the probability of 
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it having the correct governorate label and this effect varies between rural and urban 

areas. The Moran’s I test statistic showed that there is very weak (albeit significant) 

spatial autocorrelation in the residuals of this model (Moran’s I = 0.01, Z score = 2.41). 

 

Although individual clusters are not identified by administrative identifiers lower than 

governorate names (kism/markaz or shyakha), assessment of spatial uncertainty in the 

GPS clusters at lower levels was undertaken:- 

 

 The logistic regression model derived at governorate level was applied to 

district level (kism/markaz) data by calculating the distance from each GPS 

cluster to the nearest census boundary. Consequently, the probability of a point 

lying in the incorrect kism/markaz was calculated. The findings of this process 

indicated that kism/markaz differs between urban and rural cluster points.   

 7.9% of the GPS clusters showed a low probability value (less than 0.5) of 

being in their correct position. Monte Carlo simulation using these probabilities 

suggested that on average 285 GPS clusters (confidence limits 257 -313) would 

fall within an incorrect kism or markaz 

 

 To analyse the spatial uncertainty at the lowest census boundary (shyakha 

level), a new list of sampled shyakhas for the Egyptian DHS was created by 

matching the shyakha/towns and villages list with the census shyakha layer via 

geocoding within ArcGIS. Experimentation with geocoding parameters 

suggested that it was necessary to use low spelling sensitivity, minimum 

candidate and minimum match parameters since shyakha names had been 

transcribed from Arabic into English.  

 However, the findings of this process revealed that 58% of 647 sampled 

shyakhas were successfully matched automatically.  The remaining DHS 

shyakha names were matched manually to equivalent census names while 13 

out of 647 shyakhas remained unmatched, having no equivalently named units 

in the census map layer. Furthermore, some shyakhas may have been 

incorrectly geocoded because of local place name variations and issues in 

translating Arabic shyakha names into English. 

 

At the shyakha level, 807 GPS cluster points (62% of those with co-ordinates) lay 

outside the boundaries of the shyakhas listed as sampled for the DHS and a 

systematic displacement of shyakha census boundaries in some isolated areas was 

noted, particularly southern New Valley governorate, but it was not possible to identify 
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any overall pattern to this error. Thus, care should be taken in interpreting the error rate 

in linking GPS cluster points to shyakhas relative to those for kism/markaz and 

governorate level. 

 

From these experiments with spatial uncertainty analysis at three geographic levels, it 

can be concluded that positional errors may affect spatial analysis of the DHS GPS 

clusters. Therefore, spatial linkage to other map layers, particularly small area census 

data, cannot be used uncritically. The district level is the most appropriate spatial scale 

at which to undertake spatial linkage between local census boundary and the DHS 

GPS clusters. As noted earlier (chapter two), there is a growing body of research that 

enriches DHS data by using GPS cluster locations to link to other spatial data sets, 

including census data. Nevertheless, none of these studies has examined the effect of 

locational uncertainty on these linkage operations. It is proposed that the issues raised 

here are of broad significance when attempting GIS use for analytical data linkage in 

developing country settings, particularly in the increasingly common situation where 

hand-held GPS are used to georeference social survey data which must then be linked 

with existing national sources.  

 

Particularly where HIV data are collected as part of a DHS survey, positional 

uncertainty may mean that in multi-level modeling studies (e.g. Feldacker et al.  2010), 

community-level variables are derived from the incorrect higher level spatial units. The 

findings of this thesis suggest that this effect is likely to be more pronounced where 

small areas (below district level) are used to derive community-level covariates.  This 

may reduce the ability of such studies to detect contextual effects as opposed to 

individual-level effects.  In small area estimation studies, this same effect is likely to 

occur and may increase the uncertainty over small area estimates of malnutrition 

prevalence, for example.  Although this would be more difficult to model, positional 

uncertainty in GPS cluster points is also likely to affect spatial linkage to other types of 

data, such as land cover or transportation infra-structure, particularly where these vary 

greatly within the space of several km. Furthermore, in using attribute labels 

inconsistent with location to model spatial error, this study has contributed to the 

existing literature on uncertainty and the point-in-polygon problem. 

 

8.2.3 The SDWI as a mean for measuring water access 

After the linkage process had been successfully undertaken, work has been 

undertaken on constructing a tool for the measurement of safe drinking water access. 

Two concepts, area classification and index construction, were explored as they have 
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been widely used to address the socio-spatial structure of data for small geographic. 

Making a comparison between the two candidate methods was necessary to choose 

the appropriate one. Consequently, a critical review of existing research on area 

classification and index construction was given (chapter four). Despite the fact that 

geodemographic classification has been applied in a variety of socioeconomic 

research, few applications in developing countries could be identified and none of 

these was relevant to drinking water access. The review of existing literature on index 

construction showed that deprivation indices are popular methods for identifying poor 

communities in small geographic units and the UK deprivation indices are considered 

the most popular. In developing countries, the experience of index construction in 

general was similar to that of geodemographic classification methods, with both being 

infrequently applied. The Provincial Index of Multiple Deprivation (PIMD) was 

constructed by Noble et al. (2006) at sub-national scale in South Africa. In addition, the 

South African Index of Multiple Deprivation (SAIMD) at small area level (datazone) 

(Noble et al. 2009).  As the SDWI aims to measure water access at sub-national 

geographic scale, a critical review of water indices was undertaken. It became clear 

that there is an absence of any water index which measures safe drinking water 

accessibility for small geographic units and which covers an entire country. By contrast, 

the water indices which could be found focus on water quality, scarcity and availability 

issues but within physical and environmental contexts.  Furthermore, although an 

accessibility indicator is included in some indices (e.g. water poverty index and index 

for drinking water adequacy), their coverage is global and the resolutions are national 

or regional. Hence, this demonstrated a gap in the area of safe water access 

measurement, particularly associated with the measurement introduced in the MDGs 

and the way water sources are classified. After comprehensive review and comparison 

of the area classification and index methods, a decision was made that constructing a 

SDWI would be a new, valuable and practical measurement for safe drinking water 

access.     

 

The starting point for SDWI construction was exploration of the available datasets from 

the DHS and local census to determine the domains relevant to all possible drinking 

water parameters and development of the index indicators and components. Selection 

criteria were developed, against which 12 candidate index components were evaluated 

and assessed. Using these criteria, four potential components were excluded while 

eight were retained as the potential index components. Except for the sanitation 

component, it was necessary to develop appropriate scoring methods for each of the 

index components. Each component was assigned to a numeric value based on 
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relevant literature and Egyptian studies that evaluated drinking water supplies 

according to microbiological and chemical contamination. Assessment for the normal 

distribution of scored components was applied and a Pearson correlation matrix was 

created to measure the degree of association between pairs of components. This 

showed that there was no significant positive or negative correlation between the index 

components.  

  

A standardisation method was required to convert all the component values into a 

single integrated index. Exploring many standardisation methods (e.g. Z score, ranking, 

Chi square), range standardisation was chosen. As an example of the reasons for this, 

the distribution of some scored components showed gaps which led to exclusion of the 

ranking method. The output of the linkage process between census polygons 

(kism/markaz) showed that 101kism/matkaz were unsampled by the DHS and thus 

their characteristics needed to be estimated. Before undertaking this estimation 

process, the conceptual methodology behind estimating the unknown values of the 

unsampled DHS districts was reviewed and discussed. Spatial interpolation was 

chosen as the most appropriate method to be used. It primarily predicts unknown 

values according to surrounding known values, which was the case in the DHS 

unsampled districts.  To quantify the influence of sampling design of the DHS on the 

estimated district-level values, the Stata software was used to estimate district-level 

values for all relevant DHS components taking into account the survey sample design 

and weighting scheme.   

 

Tobler and Kennedy’s (1985) areal interpolation method was implemented to predict 

the unknown DHS values at the level of the Egyptian kism/markaz. The method was 

appropriate since it gives a weight for each neighbouring polygon (with known DHS 

value) based on its shared boundary length to polygons whose DHS value is unknown. 

However, ArcGIS did not offer any command to calculate boundaries length and a 

contiguity tool for ArcMap using VBA was downloaded and used to produce these 

boundary lengths. Estimation was completed using a combination of Microsoft Excel 

and Access software. Except for 12 kisms/markazes that are islands in the Nile River 

or new cities in the desert and which therefore do not share boundaries with any other 

polygons, all unknown DHS values were successfully estimated.  The correlation 

between the interpolated and observed values was measured and was significant 

(Pearson’s R = 0.634).  
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A weighting scheme was developed to reflect the importance of components in terms 

of their contributions to measuring safe drinking water access. An international 

consultation consisting of two Egyptian experts and one from the UK rated each 

component. A numeric weight was then calculated based on the mean of these three 

scores. The weights for all index components from the DHS and census were applied 

and the components were integrated into one index. 

 

A map of the SDWI for all Egyptian districts was created to present the SDWI values 

for all Egyptian districts. This showed that there was spatial variation across the entire 

country but geographic patterns could be seen in almost all Egyptian regions. These 

patterns reflected the nature of spatial variations of household water access. Overall, 

the safest access was found in urban districts particularly in Greater Cairo and more 

specifically in the east of the region. On the other hand, the poorest access was found 

in desert and rural districts but this varies between Lower and Upper Egypt. A group of 

clustered rural districts demonstrated the least safe access in the region of East Delta, 

particularly distributed across El Sharkiya governorate. Similarly, rural districts of El 

Behera governorate in the west of the Rosetta Nile branch showed the least safe 

access. Spatial variation also was recognized across Upper Egypt where districts 

located in the south demonstrated higher values than those in the north. 

 

Evaluating the SDWI values against the percentage of child diarrhoeal disease at 

district level, no significant correlation was found. This could be the result of many 

reasons. Particularly, the literature indicated that diarrhoeal symptoms are associated 

with many sources of which drinking water is just one and it was difficult to find a direct 

correlation between diarrhoea and drinking water. The way the question about 

diarrhoea is posed in the DHS might be another limitation. In addition, the DHS is 

undertaken seasonally while children can be infected in other periods during the year 

according to a variety of environmental and local factors. Furthermore, health data and 

data about water quality are not available to researchers in most of the developing 

countries, either at sub-national or even provincial scale.  Regarding the transferability 

of the SDWI, the drinking water situation in developing countries similar to Egypt was 

addressed, particularly lower middle income countries. Problems of access to safe 

drinking water and adequate sanitation were highlighted by the UN in many regions in 

many countries within Asia, Africa, South America and Eastern Europe.  As the DHS is 

conducted in 85 developing countries and these datasets are available, they can be 

linked to national population censuses in order to construct an SDWI. The problems 

associated with household access to potable drinking water and the availability of the 
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DHS datasets with local population census globally suggest that the SDWI will be 

applicable and that the newly developed method for the measurement of drinking water 

access could be transferred to other developing countries. 

 

The selected case study for the index transferability (Jordan) was addressed and 

investigated. Jordan was chosen especially as it is one of the ten countries which 

suffers the greatest water scarcity globally (Potter & Darmame, 2010). Moreover, there 

are similarities between the Egyptian and Jordanian censuses in terms of collecting 

and providing data about conditions of household living, particularly the spatial 

distribution of households according to source of drinking water.  Jordanian census 

geographies are similar to Egypt, consisting of three levels (governorate, district, and 

sub-district). Spatial linkage of the Jordanian DHS GPS clusters to census boundaries 

was conducted. Positional error was identified, whereby 103 GPS clusters were not 

allocated to their correct governorates and three lie entirely outside the census 

boundaries. Nevertheless, GPS clusters that belong to four governorates (Tafilaf, 

Maan,Irbid, and Aqaba)  were free of spatial displacement. Although the distribution of 

misallocated GPS clusters in the Jordanian case study was different in detail from the 

Egyptian one, errors in both cases arise because of positional error. The scrambling 

process which is applied by the MEASURE DHS to protect participant confidentiality 

was a major cause of this error. ESRI world imagery service was used to overlay the 

GPS cluster layer over census boundaries to ensure that the distribution of 

misallocated clusters is the same as it was in the previous overlay process. No change 

was found relating to the distribution of misallocated Jordanian GPS clusters. For 

further validation of this issue, spatial linkage was undertaken for another developing 

country. The GPS clusters of the 2005 Ethiopian DHS were joined to census 

boundaries and the findings indicated similar positional error whereby 25 GPS cluster 

out of 529 were not allocated to their correct governorates. The distribution of Ethiopian 

misallocated clusters was again similar to the Egyptian case since, misallocated GPS 

clusters were found very close to census boundaries while those located far away from 

boundary lines were in their correct governorates.  

 

Exploring the available census dataset for Jordan to address the possible SDWI 

indicators, it was clear that the number of water supply sources provided in the 

Jordanian census (public network, tanker, well/rain water, Artesian well, bottled water, 

and spring) is higher than those in the Egyptian census (public taps, well, pump). Thus, 

a water domain could be generated similar to the water domain in the Egyptian case 

but with richer census data. The scoring methodology developed in the Egyptian SDWI 
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can be used effectively in the proposed Jordanian SDWI. In addition to this, Jordan is 

one of the countries selected by WHO/UNICEF to implement a pilot study on Rapid 

Assessment of Drinking Water Quality (RADWQ). In the published report of this project, 

the compliance of Jordanian water supplies with various water quality parameters at 

governorate basis can be used as scoring method for public water supplies, while other 

water components can be scored similar to the Egyptian SDWI.  

 

8.3 Recommendations for further research       

 Regarding data sources, a strong recommendation to the MEASURE DHS 

organization would be to adapt the data modification algorithm to avoid gross 

misallocation between governorate –level polygons. For example, the algorithm 

could be modified to prevent GPS cluster locations being moved across 

governorate boundaries as a result of the perturbation of their coordinates 

which would potentially enhance the utility of the data. 

 The SDWI could be successfully constructed using other survey data sources 

such as MICS, the AIDS Indicator Survey and Malaria Indicator Surveys (both 

are run by the Measure DHS consortium), Living Standards Measurement, and 

other possible spatial data that are collected locally. These sources can be 

linked to population censuses. Similar methods to that used in this research 

could be followed to assess spatial uncertainty which might affect the linkage 

and after that the SDWI components could be generated.  

 A variety of small area estimation methods could be used to estimate values for 

unsampled DHS districts, either simple methods that do not require advanced 

statistical knowledge (e.g. director estimator and calibration methods) or more 

sophisticated small area estimation methods such as regression methods.   

 Building a framework for a wider consultation of experts is needed as it provides 

significant in-depth insight for developing and generating the indicators. This 

would be most beneficial if the selected experts have a variety of experiences 

relevant to the index domains (water, health, socioeconomic, demographic and 

environment etc...). For instance, it would be useful if there is expert input 

relevant to each index domain as this would assist in evaluating and weighting 

the components of the SDWI.   

 Problems of access to safe drinking water emphasize the need for increasing 

the engagement of a variety of specialists, academics and planners. Thus, 

involving local and international planners with interests in sustainable resource 
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development in the refinement of an SDWI would contribute towards the 

development of a stronger measurement of safe water accessibility.  

 
 A variety of problems are associated with drinking water in developing countries 

such as water scarcity, rapid population growth, increasing water demand and 

climate change. Accordingly, there is a need to develop a system which focuses 

on monitoring access to safe water geographically. This should particularly 

consider socioeconomic factors affecting the drinking water sector. The DHS is 

conducted approximately every three years, which provides a great opportunity 

to establish an effective monitoring system for household water accessibility at 

small community level and across entire countries. Through constructing the 

SDWI regularly, drinking water accessibility and health outcome of households 

can be monitored and assessed.  

 As an alternative to the methodology used in this study, nonlinear combination 

of the index components can be applied. One of the benefits of applying 

nonlinear combination is that it can capture the interaction of two or more 

factors that impact on water access. For example, a high percentage of 

households using pit latrines for sanitation may only seriously affect water 

access in combination with high population densities (where the 'carrying 

capacity' of a groundwater body is exceeded) (Cronin et al. 2007).  High pit 

latrine use alone or high population density alone would compromise water 

safety far less. A non-linear combination of these two factors would capture 

such influences better than linear combination. Despite such advantages of 

non-linear combination, neither the deprivation indices nor water indices 

constructed to date have applied this technique yet.   

 

8.4 Policy implications 

Within the context of increasingly complex demographic and environmental factors 

affecting access to safe drinking water in the developing world, the findings of this 

study suggest a series of policy implications for the measurement of safe drinking 

water, particularly relevant to the MDGs which run till 2015. Most important are meeting 

the MDG associated with drinking water and halving the number of households with 

access to unsafe water sources. However, this research has identified several 

weaknesses not only related to the definition and classification of safe and unsafe 

(improved and unimproved) water sources (chapter two section 2.2.1) but also in the 

methods and approaches that are followed to monitor the progress that has been made 

by each country. Although there are many socioeconomic and environmental factors 
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that affect drinking water accessibility such as population growth, sewage type, 

household educational status and household wealth – and most of them are shared by 

developing nations – measuring and monitoring drinking water access to assess 

progress towards the MDGs has never included these factors. The national policies for 

each country are different and thus an integrated tool to measure access to safe water 

is needed. The MDG monitoring programs lack any measurement based on small 

geographic areas and covering entire countries. This means that the MDG monitoring 

has never considered many significant spatial variations, not only between rural and 

urban households but also among small communities within each region or 

governorate within one country. The SDWI provides an integrated approach, capable of 

capturing spatial variations in safe drinking water accessibility among small 

communities and internationally.  

 

Egypt is confronted by a challenging situation both nationally and internationally, as 

scarce water resources limit the available amount of water in the face of rapid 

population growth which increases water demand. In addition to this, various 

socioeconomic and geographic factors influence the current and probably the future 

situation of drinking water supplies. The findings of the SDWI constructed in this 

research indicated that households living in many rural and desert kisms/markazes 

suffer from poor accessibility to safe drinking water. Meanwhile, several urban districts 

within Greater Cairo and other urban governorates also showed lower values of access 

to safe drinking water. Although this probably results from different factors, establishing 

public policy and strategies for monitoring the progress of improving household 

accessibility to adequate water supply is needed. Except for the “2017 water resources 

plan” which was set up by the Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation in March 

2005 (ESIS, Water Resource, 2008) and focuses mainly on water resource 

management, canal and drainage systems, no other future plan has been found 

relating to household access to safe water supplies in Egypt, nor to the spatial 

distribution of water supply types. To date, no spatial research has been published to 

address geographic and socioeconomic factors impacting on drinking water and health 

of the population in Egypt. Also, drinking water issues like water interruptions and 

quantity still have not been investigated from an academic perspective. Consequently, 

the Egyptian government should make efforts to establish an independent official 

organization for the drinking water sector. This organization could consist of academics 

including geographers, planners, stakeholders and experts in water issues. The major 

aims of this organization could be addressing, measuring and monitoring the 
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improvement in drinking water availability and accessibility at small geographic scale 

and across all Egyptian districts and villages.   

 

8.5 Limitations and research gaps        

The lack of data about drinking water and population health in Egypt and most 

developing countries is not an uncommon challenge. This limits many aspects of 

spatial research, particularly constructing accurate measurement of drinking water and 

public health. The principal limitation of this research was mainly associated with 

lacking geospatial and attribute data about water quality, availability and public health 

of the population at any geographic scale. Moreover, the spatial census data lack 

metadata that describe their characteristics and sources. For example, in Egypt no 

attempt has yet been made to create a link between the GIS unit and census 

department in CAPMAS. Consequently, the two datasets (census attribute and spatial 

datasets) are created separately and provided by different units. As a result there were 

difficulties in undertaking successful geocoding for shyakah level analysis as a part of 

the uncertainty analysis of the DHS GPS clusters. This was caused mainly by 

transcription of polygons names from Arabic into English. Similarly, a lack of metadata 

in the vector census layer may have an impact on applying GIS and spatial analysis 

processes particularly when information about data source, quality, accuracy, 

representation, and maintenance are absent.  

 

The definitional discrepancies related to socioeconomic variables were another 

limitation. These variations are related to the attribute DHS and census datasets, 

especially water sources and sanitation types. Neither Egyptian nor Jordanian 

censuses provided clear definitions of these types and categories.   

 

An important shortfall was found in understanding the link between drinking water 

contamination and health. Thus, a further limitation was to understand the influences of 

sanitation risks on underground water. No clear definition exists for either the private or 

tranch sewage types which are recorded as sanitation systems in the census data. 

Although they are in general kinds of pit or traditional latrines (the way they are 

constructed poses a potential hazard to groundwater which is the main source for most 

pumps, wells and even water plants), it was hard to assess or evaluate risks to 

groundwater. Source type-specific water contamination rates were used as a method to 

score water supply types. However, as a result of the lack of any published research 

relevant to some of these sources, difficulties arise when scoring specific supply types 

such as tankers and carriers.  Overall, addressing the impacts of drinking water on 
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public health is limited by data availability. For instance, water-borne diseases could be 

an important indicator of the link between water quality and population health but such 

data may be not reliably gathered and when they are recorded, are not available for 

researchers. This thesis has argued that collecting geo-referenced data about water 

quality can help in establishing a clearer link between drinking water and public health. 

Consequently, research addressing this relationship by the use of more robust GIS 

techniques should be developed.    

       

8.6 The future for monitoring safe drinking water access  

Future efforts should be made to use advanced GIS techniques in order to develop 

practical, accurate, quantitative measurements of safe water access. The capabilities 

of powerful GIS tools enable effective measurement and analysis of drinking water 

accessibility for small geographic units and, potentially, can enable further research for 

identifying its influence on public health. The use of innovative GIS tools will be a 

significant addition in developing strategic planning for water policies. The water 

indices constructed to date lack geospatial and socioeconomic factors that impact on 

access to safe water. Monitoring safe water access in the face of increasing water 

scarcity increases the need to strategic planning for the future, particularly with regard 

to the following challenges: 

 
Population growth: Future strategic planning of water policy should give more 

attention to insufficient and poor quality drinking water supplies in developing nations. 

Unsafe water supplies are driven by population growth, deprived urban and rural 

housing conditions, and slum expansion. Meanwhile, the increase of population means 

more settlements are needed to accommodate new households. As a result, expanding 

coverage of public water supply networks is crucial to deliver safe water to households 

in both urban and rural areas. This thesis has also argued that population growth has 

not been yet included in the measurement of safe drinking water access. Monitoring 

household access to safe drinking water should include reference to demographic 

problems as a key challenge of provision of potable water supplies.  

 
Climate change: Iglesias et al. (2007) argued that there have been recent episodes of 

drought in the Mediterranean Sea Region that affect the demand for drinking water and 

make it higher than the available water sources, particularly in the populous countries 

like Egypt.  As a result, the Mediterranean countries especially in Africa and Asia 

confront global environmental challenges, particularly the water scarcity problem and 

how to reduce the proportion of households who have access to unsafe drinking water.  
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The impacts of climate change on potable water resources are expected to affect 

drinking water resources in the future (Brookes et al. 2010; Vorosmarty et al. 2000). 

The effects of global and environmental hazards on water resources vary among 

developing countries and thus water shortages vary also from one country to another. 

For instance, rising sea level in coastal areas might affect groundwater resources as 

safe water supplies. Moreover, the expected change in rainfall and floods could impact 

water quantity by reducing aquifers recharge. Similarly, climate change might impact 

on drinking water infrastructure and utilities for example as flooding may damage pipes 

or as soils fracture and dry. Consequently drinking water quality, quantity, availability 

and accessibility will be influenced by these changes. Therefore, taking greater account 

of environmental factors in the measurement of access to safe drinking water will be 

necessary when the SDWI is constructed.    

 
Water demand from agriculture: Use of water resources is related to domestic, 

industrial and agricultural demand. However, agricultural demand is by far the largest 

consumer of water resources, particularly when irrigation systems are traditional 

(Playan & Mateos, 2006; Araus, 2004). Hence, measuring and monitoring access to 

safe drinking water should consider the influences of water demand in agriculture and 

crop production. For instance, available data about the amount of water for irrigation 

and its source in each rural district could be used to capture the competing agricultural 

demand for drinking water resources. Moreover, using these data can generate useful 

indicators about water demand for agriculture as a part of the SDWI. Taking this 

variable into account will be crucial in understanding how various environmental and 

spatial factors affect the future of access to safe drinking water.    

 
Geopolitical conflict: Allocation of water from Nile River is a clear example for 

geopolitical conflict. Ten countries share the basin of the Nile River: Burundi, Egypt, 

Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, and the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo. About 300 million people live within the ten countries and it is 

expected that this number will double within the next 25 years (Kameri-Mbote, 2007; 

El-Fadel et al.2003). In the last three years, a conflict has developed between the 

countries of the Nile River Basin about allocation of river water.  While downstream 

countries (Sudan and Egypt) have the right to use 100% of the water that enters their 

territory, Egypt must consent to other countries’ use of the Nile’s water according to two 

agreements. The first one was signed in 1929 between Egypt and Britain (as a colonial 

power in Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda), while the second was between Egypt 
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and Sudan in 1959. Upstream countries, particularly Ethiopia, demanded the 

revocation of these two agreements and a new system of basin water management 

(Kameri-Mbote, 2007).  It is clear that any decreasing of Egypt’s allocation from the 

Nile River will influence Egyptian irrigation systems and decrease available water 

quantity per capita per day, particularly given rapidly population growth in Egypt and 

the Nile as the major source of drinking water.  

 

Generating an indicator or index component about geopolitical conflict is not possible 

as the SDWI coverage is at sub-national geographic unit. However, sustainable access 

to safe drinking water may be influenced by water conflict and tensions over water 

resources and allocations. Therefore, countries that rely on a trans-border river or lake 

as a major water source and do not receive sufficient rainfall, such as Egypt, should 

establish water management policies which longitudinally monitor access to safe water, 

taking into account the international factors impacting water availability. Planning for 

long term policy to measure and monitor access to safe drinking water should 

incorporate GIS analysis. An initial development for the SDWI could be expanding the 

measurement components by incorporating more factors and applying new spatial 

methods and thus signifying new directions for future research on drinking water 

utilisation and public health
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a b s t r a c t

GPS coordinates are increasingly available as spatial references on population surveys in the developing
world, where high-resolution address and street mapping are absent. This potentially offers opportunities
to enhance national census data by spatial linkage with survey sources. The paper explores the use of
GPS-referenced Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data in combination with census data in Egypt
and identifies errors in coordinate referencing. The study develops a practical approach to the measure-
ment of spatial uncertainty in this situation and assessment of its impact on data linkage. The analysis
specifically addresses the analytical implications at three different spatial scales and is internationally
relevant to the handling of GPS-referenced DHS data in GIS.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Data linkage has long been cited as one of the most important
practical applications of GIS (Longley, Goodchild, Maguire, & Rhind,
1999). The integration of different datasets through spatial co-loca-
tion potentially provides enormous power for addressing questions
about geographic and socioeconomic relationships and can lead to
the development of rich spatial analytic research in a variety of
application fields. This paper addresses one such application field,
namely the linkage of census and sample survey data in a develop-
ing world setting. Our study demonstrates the importance of
assessment of spatial error in such a context and its impacts on
data linkage. Specifically, we are concerned with the linkage of a
geo-referenced Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) dataset to
a national population census. The DHS is a global survey, launched
in 1984 by the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID), currently covering 84 developing countries (MEASURE
DHS 2010a). The core set of questions covered by the DHS concen-
trates on household characteristics, particularly focusing on fertil-
ity, family planning, infant and child mortality, reproductive
health, demography, child health, nutrition, malaria, and socio-
economic characteristics. The survey thus provides researchers
with important socioeconomic and health information in contexts,

where this will not usually be available from other sources. It is
also a spatial dataset, providing geographic information that en-
ables spatial patterns in population characteristics to be explored.

Since the early 1990s Global Positioning System (GPS) technol-
ogy has been increasingly used to georeference DHS data (Weeks,
2004). Montana and Spencer (2004) describe GPS data collection
and use in the DHS: surveys are conducted with multiple house-
holds within local sampling units and these results are collectively
referenced by a single ‘GPS cluster’ location. Previously, georefer-
encing was limited to high level (regional, provincial) area codes,
so the use of GPS makes recent DHS data far more amenable to spa-
tial analysis and linkage to other data sources using GIS.

There is a growing literature on DHS applications using GIS
and spatial analysis techniques, particularly in child mortality
and disease (Uthman & Kongnyuy, 2008; Wirth et al., 2006;
Gemperli et al., 2004). Aside from spatial analyses of DHS vari-
ables, there are several studies that have enriched DHS data by
using GPS clusters to link to non-census datasets. For example,
Stephenson, Baschieri, Clements, Hennink, and Madise (2007)
linked data for DHS GPS clusters in six African countries to data
on rainfall, habitat and transportation infra-structure in their
study of contextual influences on contraceptive use. Similarly,
in a multi-level modeling study of influences on fertility, Baschi-
eri (2007) used GPS cluster locations from the 2000 Egyptian DHS
to link to land use and transportation infra-structure data. Inter-
nationally, Balk et al. (2005) linked GPS clusters for 19 African
countries to elevation, soils, and land cover data in their analysis
of child malnutrition.
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There have also been several studies which linked DHS cluster
points to census boundaries and thus to census variables. Since
DHS data do not provide statistically representative estimates of
household characteristics at the sub-provincial level, such studies
to date have used census data in combination with DHS data in
one of two ways: to derive co-variates that might explain individ-
ual or household characteristics within the DHS, or to undertake
small area estimation. For example, Johnson, Chandra, Brown,
and Padmadas (2010) combined data from the 2003 Ghanaian
DHS into the 2000 Population and Housing Census to study mater-
nal health and estimate institutional births in Ghana. They used
small area estimation to model the proportion of institutional
births at district level. Similarly, to study sub-provincial child mal-
nutrition prevalence in Cambodia, Fujii (2005) carried out a small
area estimation (commune-level) procedure by linking the 2000
DHS with individual level data from the 1998 Cambodian census.
McGuire (2000) used a different approach to aggregate DHS data
to district level in parts of four Sahel countries. They used a spatial
filtering approach to draw on data for GPS clusters neighboring a
given district, arguing that the resultant increased sample size im-
proved the robustness of the district-level estimates. Pande, Key-
zer, Arouna, and Sonneveld (2008) studied diarrhea prevalence
across Benin by linking the DHS household clusters to various spa-
tial datasets, including diarrheal prevalence estimates linked to
county boundaries, to identify factors that might be responsible
for diarrhea prevalence, particularly drinking water sources and
water quality. Feldacker, Emch, and Ennett (2010) used GPS cluster
locations to link DHS individual level data on HIV status to socio-
economic variables attached to groups of enumeration areas, so
as to investigate community-level risk factors for HIV in Malawi.
However, none of these studies considers the impact of spatial
uncertainty on the point-in-polygon linkage process. Therefore,
there has been little coverage in the literature of linkage between
DHS clusters and administrative boundary data.

Thus, the utility of the DHS can be considerably enhanced by
linkage to available census data, which provides coverage of the
entire population, albeit with less detailed information on some
key health and lifestyle topics. However, these datasets cannot
be directly linked using standard published lookup tables, as might
be possible in a developed world setting (Simpson & Yu, 2003) and
it is therefore necessary to develop appropriate GIS approaches for
spatial linkage between the two sources. However, an assessment
of the positional accuracy of the DHS and its implications for GIS-
based linkage to census data is essential. We here concentrate on
the assessment and accommodation of spatial uncertainty in the
DHS to census linkage, so as to facilitate an important enhance-
ment to the data available for analysis.

There is an extensive literature on spatial uncertainty, its im-
pacts on subsequent analysis and data linkage operations, and its
communication to spatial data users (Heuvelink & Burrough,
2002). Within the over-arching concept of uncertainty, Fisher
(1999) distinguishes between error affecting well-defined spatial
objects, and vagueness and ambiguity which affect poorly-defined
spatial objects. Since the spatial entities in our study (census units
and GPS clusters) are well defined, we are primarily concerned
with error, namely the difference between locations or attributes
held digitally and their true values. Fisher (1999) also distinguishes
a further sub-category of uncertainty in spatial databases that he
terms controlled uncertainty, in which uncertainty is deliberately
introduced into a socio-economic data set. Given the deliberate
perturbation of locational data in the DHS, this concept is also rel-
evant to our case study.

More specifically, in our case study we were concerned with a
specific form of spatial data manipulation. Our study entailed a
point-in-polygon operation, with the points being DHS GPS clus-
ters and the polygons being census boundaries. Several authors

have developed procedures for handling uncertainty in point-in-
polygon operations, for example using probability density func-
tions or fuzzy set theory (Cheung, Shi, & Zhou, 2004; Leung &
Yan, 1997), or by reducing the problem to a point-in-triangle prob-
lem (Leung, Ma, & Goodchild, 2004). As an alternative approach,
Hunter (1999) systematically perturbed the coordinates of points
and polygon boundaries according to known probability density
functions. He then used Monte Carlo simulation to assess the
influence of positional uncertainty on point-in-polygon results.
However, these methods require that the characteristics of any
positional uncertainty are known from the outset. Ratcliffe
(2001) characterized uncertainty in point-in-polygon operations
involving address locations and census tracts without any prior
knowledge of the uncertainty characteristics of the two data sets
used. His approach involved a comparison of two different meth-
ods (geocoding and cadastral) of generating address locations.
However, in our study, no information was available concerning
the positional accuracy of our point and polygon data. This is not
uncommon in developing world contexts. Furthermore, we were
unable to generate locations for our point or polygon data via dif-
ferent methods. Therefore, rather than following the methodology
of these previous studies, our approach was to identify attribute la-
bels that were inconsistent with the locational data for our points
and polygons. We then used information about feature attributes
that were inconsistent with location to model uncertainty in the
point-in-polygon operation that we were undertaking.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the next
section describes the available datasets in more detail and vde-
scribes our methodology. In Section 3, we present our findings, be-
fore evaluating their importance in Section 4 and drawing
conclusions in Section 5.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data sources

The paper uses data from both the 2005 Egyptian DHS and 2006
national census. The Egyptian Central Agency for Public Mobilisa-
tion and Statistics (CAPMAS) is responsible for censuses, as well
as surveys, and other public statistics. There are three levels in cen-
sus administrative geography; governorate, kism/markaz and
shyakha:

� Governorates consist of several districts and an administrative
capital. Administratively, Egypt is divided into 28 governorates
plus Luxor Supreme City Council. In the 2006 Egyptian census,
on average Egyptian governorates comprised 3,089,029 people
and 735,961 households.
� Kisms (urban) and markazes (both urban and rural) are the next

level below the governorate and they combine a number of
neighborhoods and villages (an Egyptian village is a rural com-
munity consists of a group of settlements smaller than a town
and larger than a shyakha with a largely agricultural work-
force). In 2006, there were 360 kisms/markazes with an average
population of 202,000 each.
� Shyakhas are the smallest units in the Egyptian Census and are

also used as electoral units. In 2006, there were 5705 shyakhas,
with an average population of 12,750 each.

Cairo is the most populous governorate (population 6,758,581)
while Suez is the least (population 512,135). There are also five
frontier (desert) governorates (Matroh, New Valley, North Sinai,
South Sinai and Red Sea) with very low population densities (on
average 291,726 people and 60,364 households) A map of Egyptian
governorates, showing their names, is provided in Fig. 1. Although
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covered by governorate boundaries, some uninhabited desert areas
do not form part of any kism, markaz or shyakha. The GIS Center at
CAPMAS in Egypt maintains the three digital census geographies
(governorate, kism/marqaz, shyakha). We used CAPMAS digital
map layers in the analysis that follows: whilst boundaries for each
administrative layer were created in the same way, the scale of the
source data is not documented.

The MEASURE DHS international system of surveys is funded by
USAID and implemented by an ICF International Company (ICF
Macro) in partnership with other organizations (MEASURE DHS,
2010b). The 2005 Egyptian DHS was conducted by the Ministry
of Health and Population (MOHP) and National Population Council
(NPC) and implemented by El-Zanaty and Associates with technical
support provided by ORC Macro. In the DHS, groups of households

Fig. 1. Distribution of GPS clusters from the 2005 Egyptian DHS across Egyptian governorates.
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are geo-referenced to a central, averaged location, known as a GPS
cluster. The mean GPS cluster size is 17 households (range: 4–81)
within the 2005 Egyptian DHS and there are 1359 GPS clusters
within the survey. Two different methodologies are used to gener-
ate GPS cluster locations within the DHS. Using one methodology
(labeled as ‘AVE’ within the DHS data), the location of each house-
hold within a cluster is surveyed individually using GPS and the
coordinates of all households within the cluster are then averaged.
Under the second methodology (labeled ‘GPS’), in situations, where
household clusters are dispersed, an approximate center point for
the cluster is assigned using a single GPS reading (Burgert, 2009).
Each cluster is also labeled with a governorate name. Therefore,
geographical referencing of the Egyptian DHS takes two forms,
the inclusion of a governorate identifier and a DHS GPS point, the
latter having a far higher spatial resolution than the governorate
level. There are 61 clusters that lack coordinates, and so the 2005
Egyptian DHS contains 1298 GPS cluster points distributed across
28 Egyptian governorates and Luxor City Council. The shading in
Fig. 1 indicates the distribution of these locations, reflecting the
massive concentration of population along the River Nile and its
delta. Our correspondence with the survey team indicates that
the GPS clusters locations are scrambled by MEASURE DHS to pre-
serve the confidentiality of survey respondents. Specifically, lati-
tudes and longitudes of cluster are projected to Universal
Transverse Mercator coordinates, and displaced a random distance
in a random direction. The displacement distance is greater in rural
areas (up to 5 km) than urban areas (up to 2 km) and only takes
place in DHS surveys with an HIV/AIDS component. Every hun-
dredth rural cluster is displaced by up to 10 km. The Egyptian
DHS is based on a three-stage probability sample design (El-Zanaty
& Way, 2006). The first stage draws on an urban/rural classification
for the six major Egyptian regions: the Urban Governorates, Urban
Lower Egypt, Rural Lower Egypt, Urban Upper Egypt, Rural Upper
Egypt and the Frontier Governorates. CAPMAS provided lists of vil-
lages, towns and shyakhas as the sample frames for both urban and
rural areas. The list of names of spatial units reflected the geo-
graphic situation at the time of survey. 682 primary sampling units
(PSUs) were selected from this list and their names are recorded in
the documentation. In the second stage, each PSU was divided into
a number of equally sized parts of approximately 5000 people. For
large PSUs (with populations of 20,000 or more), two of these parts
were selected, while from smaller towns, villages and shyakhas
one part was chosen. Each part was divided into a number of
equally sized segments and two segments were selected from each
PSU. In the third stage, a list of households was drawn up for each
segment and a systematic sample chosen from those households
that included married women aged 15–49. This gave a total sample
of 22,807 households selected for the survey (El-Zanaty & Way,
2006). The DHS survey provides representative estimates of house-
hold characteristics (e.g. of the percentage of households using
groundwater sources) at national and governorate level and for
rural versus urban areas, but does not generate representative esti-
mates at sub-governorate level.

2.2. Evaluation of positional uncertainty

The GPS clusters are not identified by individual kism/markaz
or shyakha names so we are reliant on spatial linkage to make
any type of association between the two data sources. We might
expect this to be a straightforward process with each cluster point
simply being allocated to the polygon within which it falls. How-
ever, a simple overlay of GPS cluster locations on governorate
boundaries identified several cluster points that lay completely
outside governorate boundaries. Therefore, to investigate potential
uncertainty involved in this linkage operation further, we con-
ducted separate analyses at each of the three administrative levels:

2.2.1. Governorate level analysis
The GPS cluster points and census polygons were overlaid using

ArcGIS 9.3 software to identify discrepancies between DHS gover-
norate labels for GPS clusters and census governorate polygons.
Distance from each DHS cluster point to each governorate polygon
was obtained for mislabeled points, i.e. those, where the DHS gov-
ernorate label and point locations were inconsistent. We also
tested for spatial clustering in mislabeled points using Cuzick
and Edwards (1990) test. Since mislabeled points appeared to be
more common near governorate boundaries, we used logistic
regression to model the effect of distance to nearest governorate
boundary on governorate labeling errors and obtain the probability
of each cluster point being assigned to an incorrect polygon. We
also investigated whether the error pattern differed between rural
and urban GPS clusters and according to the survey methodology
used to generate GPS clusters. A series of logistic regression models
was developed in Stata using different predictors (GPS survey
methodology used, rural versus urban clusters, and distance to
governorate boundary) and transformations to improve the
strength of the model. We evaluated the performance of the model
at each stage by assessing overall goodness of fit through the log
likelihood and pseudo R2 statistics, significance of individual coef-
ficients, and testing for possible misspecification using the linktest
command (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000). The global Moran’s I sta-
tistic was also used to test for spatial autocorrelation in the stan-
dardized Pearson residuals of each logistic regression model.

2.2.2. Kism/markaz level analysis
Other than spatial location, no ancillary information is provided

at the kism level to match DHS GPS clusters to individual kism/
markaz. Therefore, the logistic regression coefficients from the
governorate level modeling process were applied to distances cal-
culated using the kism/markaz level boundaries. We used these to
predict the probability of each GPS cluster being in its correct kism/
markaz. Based on these probabilities, we then estimated the mean
number of times that a GPS cluster would lie outside the correct
kism through a Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, for each GPS
cluster we generated 100 random numbers from a uniform distri-
bution between 0 and 1 and compared these to the probabilities
generated by the logistic regression equation.

2.2.3. Shyakha level analysis
Since MEASURE DHS publishes a list of the shyakhas that were

sampled as part of the 2005 Egyptian DHS, it is also possible to
evaluate positional uncertainty using information about these low-
er level administrative units, even though individual clusters are
not identified by shyakha names. To create a new list of sampled
shyakhas for the Egyptian DHS, each of the shyakhas/towns used
by MEASURE DHS in the 2005 survey (El-Zanaty & Way, 2006)
were matched to the Egyptian Census shyakha layer via a geocod-
ing process within ArcGIS. This took account of shyakha locations
within governorates in matching DHS shyakha names to those
from the census. Experimentation with geocoding parameters sug-
gested that it was necessary to use low spelling sensitivity, mini-
mum candidate and minimum match parameters since shyakha
names had been transcribed from Arabic into English. Interactive,
manual matching was used to geocode sampled shyakha names,
where no automatic match was possible. Having thus generated
a map layer depicting the shyakhas sampled for the EGYPTIAN
DHS within each governorate, we then superimposed GPS cluster
locations. We identified those GPS clusters that lay within sampled
shyakha boundaries and for the remaining GPS clusters, calculated
distances to the nearest sampled shyakha boundary.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of DHS GPS clusters in Delta Governorates and Greater Cairo highlighting those misallocated outside correct boundaries.
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3. Results

3.1. Governorate level analysis

When governorate labels for DHS GPS clusters are compared
with their locations, there are at least 63 cluster points either mis-
labeled or lying in incorrect positions (Fig. 2). As is apparent from
this illustration, such points lie closer to governorates boundaries,
particularly in the Greater Cairo Region, Valley, Delta, and Coastal
Governorates (Fig. 2 shows an example of misallocated points in
the Delta with an inset showing Alexandria, where points in the
sea are evident). No such errors were identified in the cluster
points for the Frontier Governorates such as New Valley, North
and South Sinai Governorates, where no communities are found
close to governorate borders. Overall, 10 points lie outside all gov-
ernorate polygons, eight of them in the Mediterranean Sea. One
point belongs to Matrouh, five belong to Alexandria, two points be-
long to Port Said Governorate and two to the Red Sea Governorate.
Except for the North and south Sinai Governorates, all other coastal
governorates have GPS cluster points that lie outside the corre-
sponding governorate boundary.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of distances from misallocated
cluster points to the governorates to which they belonged. It can
be seen that most misallocated points were displaced by distances
between 400 and 2000 m. Roughly 20% of points showed displace-
ment distances of less than 200 m while 10% of the points showed
displacement distances of between 200 m and 400 m. Six percent
of points were displaced by distances of more than 4000 m and less
than 5200 m.

The output of Cuzick and Edwards’ k-nearest neighbor statistic
suggested that there was spatial clustering in GPS clusters with
governorate labels inconsistent with their locations (T = 24; k = 1;
p = 0.001). The spatial clustering was generally significant at the
99% level when up to six neighbors were considered.

We began by fitting a logistic regression model of distance to
nearest governorate boundary, but the linktest diagnostic sug-
gested that this model was misspecified. We therefore applied a
square root transformation to this distance variable in our second
model to correct for this misspecification. In our third model, we
introduced two additional dichotomous covariates, namely the
rural/urban classification of clusters and the survey methodology
used to locate the GPS clusters (i.e. based on averaging the coordi-
nates for each household in the cluster or based on a single GPS
reading at an approximate cluster center). Goodness of fit statistics
suggested that rurality improved the fit of the model and reduced
spatial autocorrelation in residuals, but the survey methodology
variable was not significant and was therefore dropped. To arrive
at our final model, we introduced an interaction term between dis-
tance to governorate boundary and rurality to correct for a further
misspecification caused by the introduction of this new variable.

Table 1 shows the resultant final model that best explained the
observed errors. This model explained the presence of misallocated
cluster points using two independent variables; square root of dis-
tance to the nearest governorate boundary and an interaction var-
iable created by multiplying this distance variable by a
dichotomous rural–urban variable (where each cluster point is
coded one if it is urban and zero if not). As shown by the Z values,
both these distance-related variables are significant and together
explain around 40% of the variation in inconsistent governorate la-
bels (pseudo R2 = 0.39). The model confirms that the distance a GPS
cluster point lies from a governorate boundary affects the probabil-
ity of it having the correct governorate label and this effect varies
between rural and urban areas. The Moran’s I test statistic shows
that there is very weak (albeit significant) spatial autocorrelation
in the residuals of this model (Moran’s I = 0.01, Z score = 2.41).

3.2. Kism/markaz level analysis

Since Measure DHS publish a list of sampled shyakhas (see Sec-
tion 3.3 below), it would in theory have been possible for us to gen-
erate a list of sampled kisms and markazes by identifying those
kisms/markazes that contain one or more sampled shyakhas. We
would then be able to identify those GPS clusters lying outside

Fig. 3. Distribution of misallocated rural and urban GPS clusters by distance to nearest Egyptian governorate boundary.

Table 1
Coefficients for logistic regression model, predicting DHS GPS clusters with gover-
norate labels inconsistent with their locations (based on 1298 GPS clusters).

Variable Coefficient (95%
confidence limits)

Z value

All clusters:
p

(distance in meters to nearest
governorate boundary)

�0.056 (�0.069 to
�0.043)

�8.37(a)

Urban clusters only:
p

(distance in meters
to nearest governorate boundary)

�0.078 (�0.108 to
�0.048)

�5.08(a)

Constant 0.74 (0.15 to 1.33) 2.48(b)

a Indicates significance at the 99% level.
b Indicates significance at the 95% level; model pseudo R2 = 0.39; log

likehood = �154.4.
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the boundaries of the sampled shyakhas and so characterize the
pattern of spatial error at this level. In practice, however, this is
not straightforward: as described in Section 3.3 below, we had
some difficulties in geocoding the names of sampled shyakhas.
Furthermore, even allowing for these geocoding problems, we
found that the majority of kisms and markazes had been sampled,
with 259 out of 360 containing at least one sampled shyakha. This
made the use of this methodology to characterize spatial error at
the kism/markaz level problematic.

We therefore applied the logistic regression model derived at
governorate level to kism/markaz level data by calculating the dis-
tance from each GPS cluster to the nearest kism/markaz boundary.
Fig. 4 shows how the probability of a point lying in the incorrect
kism/markaz differs between urban and rural cluster points. 7.9%
of the GPS clusters showed a low probability value (less than 0.5)
of being in their correct position. Monte Carlo simulation using
these probabilities suggested that on average 285 GPS clusters
(confidence limits 257–313) would fall within an incorrect kism
or markaz.

3.3. Shyakha level analysis

Using the geocoding parameters described earlier, 58% of 647
sampled shyakhas were successfully matched automatically. The

remaining DHS shyakha names were matched manually to equiv-
alent census names. However, 13 out of 647 shyakhas remained
unmatched, having no equivalently named units in the census
map layer.

Fig. 5 illustrates the distances that GPS clusters lay from the
nearest shyakha that was sampled as part of the Egyptian DHS.
Relative to the governorate level analysis, the histogram shows
that there is a larger number of GPS clusters which fall outside
sampled shyakha boundaries (807 out of 1298). Many of these
clusters are located 1–1.5 km away from the nearest sampled
shyakha (almost 160 clusters). Similarly, roughly the same num-
ber of clusters fall within a distance equal to or less than 1 km.
Most of these clusters are distributed along the Lower and Upper
Egypt Governorates. The third category of misallocated clusters is
located more than 1.5 and less than 2 km further way from the
nearest shyakha boundaries. The remaining groups of GPS clus-
ters are distributed over distances from more than 2 to less than
5 km. Unlike the governorate level analysis in Fig. 3, some GPS
clusters lie more than 6 km from the nearest sampled shyakha,
particularly in the desert governorates. GPS clusters more than
7 km from the nearest sampled shyakha, notably those in the
New Valley desert governorate, were examined relative to online
digital satellite imagery (ESRI ARCGIS online services ‘‘world
imagery’’ resource). This reveals that some shyakha polygons in

Fig. 4. The probability of a DHS GPS cluster being in an incorrect kism/markaz according to the regression model presented in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Distances from GPS clusters to nearest Shyakha and governorate administrative boundaries.
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the census map layer are incorrectly located relative to observa-
ble human settlement in the image, while the GPS clusters seem
to be in their correct locations.

Overall, there were 63 GPS cluster points (5% of those with coor-
dinates) whose locations were inconsistent with governorate
labels. Such GPS cluster points lay closer to governorate bound-
aries, an effect moderated by rurality. At the lowest census tier,
the shyakha level, 807 GPS cluster points (62% of those with coor-
dinates) lay outside the boundaries of shyakhas listed as sampled
for the DHS. It is not possible to calculate an equivalent figure for
the intermediate tier, the kism or markaz level. However, a simu-
lation suggests that 285 GPS cluster points (22%, 95% confidence
limits 20–24%) would lie in the incorrect kism or markaz. This
simulation assumes that the spatial error at kism/markaz level
follows that at governorate level.

4. Discussion

4.1. Understanding spatial uncertainty

These results suggest it may be problematic to link data on DHS
GPS clusters to census small areas (such as shyakhas). Similarly,
there is little to be gained from undertaking spatial linkage at the
governorate level, since governorate labels are already provided
for each GPS cluster for this purpose. Consequently, given the spa-
tial uncertainties apparent in the data set, the evidence here sug-
gests that the district (kism or markaz) level is the most
appropriate for conducting spatial linkage. Examination of both
the DHS GPS point and census map layers shows that they have
the same projection and errors are widely distributed across the
study area. Therefore, there is no evidence in our analysis to sug-
gest a systematic error in either of the map layers analysed, such
as a discrepancy in map datums used or some region-specific mis-
labeling of governorates. Since the majority of misallocated points
are concentrated around governorate boundaries, it seems likely
that the observed inconsistencies arise because of a positional er-
ror rather than mislabeling of GPS cluster points. In general, there
seem to be two sources of positional error in the map layers
analysed:

� There appears to be a randomly distributed spatial error in the
GPS cluster points, which is greater in rural than urban areas
(Table 1; Fig. 3). The difference in the distance decay curves
for rural versus urban areas (Fig. 4) is likely to be caused by
the deliberate scrambling of GPS cluster locations, described
earlier for the 2005 Egyptian DHS as a form of controlled uncer-
tainty (Fisher, 1999).
� We noted a systematic displacement of shyakha census bound-

aries in some isolated areas. This occurred only in some parts of
the desert governorates, particularly southern New Valley gov-
ernorate, but we were unable to identify any overall pattern to
this error.

Several authors have noted how a change in the scale of geo-
graphic units can influence the strength of relationships in socio-
economic data and patterns of uncertainty (Cockings & Martin,
2005). This may raise concerns about our application of a logistic
regression model derived using governorate-level data to data at
the kism/markaz level. However, the main pattern in this gover-
norate-level model is the rural–urban differences in the distance
decay curves (Fig. 5), which as noted above appears to result from
the deliberate scrambling of GPS cluster locations. This process will
influence the observed pattern at all three levels (governorate,
kism/markaz, and shyakha) and thus we would argue that the deci-
sion to apply the model at the kism/markaz level is justified.

In addition to the spatial error that was found at governorate
level, there are some additional sources of error that will have
influenced our shyakha level analysis:

� We were unable to geocode some shyakhas sampled through
the Egyptian DHS, whilst other shyakhas may have been incor-
rectly geocoded because of local place name variations and
issues in translating Arabic shyakha names into English. This
may explain why some GPS cluster points are apparently
located far from sampled shyakhas, as shown in the histogram
in Fig. 4.
� At the shyakha level, a GPS cluster was only identified as erro-

neous and a misallocated point if it lay in an unsampled shya-
kha. However, this process does not identify all GPS clusters
that lie outside their equivalent shyakha boundary, since some
GPS clusters may be displaced to a neighboring sampled shya-
kha. This will result in an under-estimate of the extent of spatial
linkage problems at the shyakha level.

Thus, care should be taken in interpreting the error rate in link-
ing GPS cluster points to shyakhas relative to those for kism/mark-
az and governorate level.

As noted in the introduction, there is a growing literature that
enriches DHS data by using GPS cluster locations to link to other
spatial data sets, including census data. However, none of these
studies has examined the effect of locational uncertainty on these
linkage operations. We propose that the issues raised here are of
broad significance when attempting GIS use for analytical data
linkage in developing country settings, particularly in the increas-
ingly common situation, where hand-held GPS are used to geore-
ference social survey data which must then be linked with
existing national sources. Furthermore, in using attribute labels
inconsistent with location to model spatial error, we add to the
existing literature on uncertainty and the point-in-polygon
problem.

Particularly, where HIV data are collected as part of a DHS sur-
vey, positional uncertainty may mean that in multi-level modeling
studies (e.g. Feldacker et al., 2010), community-level variables are
derived from the incorrect higher level spatial units. Our findings
suggest that this effect is likely to be more pronounced, where
small areas (below district level) are used to derive community-le-
vel covariates. This may reduce the ability of such studies to detect
contextual effects as opposed to individual-level effects. In small
area estimation studies, this same effect is likely to occur and
may increase the uncertainty over small area estimates of malnu-
trition prevalence, for example. Although this would be more diffi-
cult to model, positional uncertainty in GPS cluster points is also
likely to affect spatial linkage to other types of data, such as land
cover or transportation infra-structure, particularly, where these
vary greatly within the space of several km.

Our study is subject to several weaknesses, notably that we
have only a limited knowledge of the characteristics of the census
boundary data that we used, owing to a lack of metadata. Similarly,
we had limited success in geocoding shyakha names and this will
have impacted on our analysis at this level. However, these prob-
lems are likely to occur in many other developing countries, which
have limited resources for spatial data infra-structures and place-
names that have been transcribed from non-European languages
into English.

4.2. Future research implications

It would be possible to repeat the analysis of uncertainty in spa-
tial linkage presented here using other, similar data sets. For exam-
ple, GPS data were collected for other DHS surveys in Egypt,
namely the 1992, 1995, 2000, and 2008 standard DHS surveys, as
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well as the 2003 interim DHS survey. These surveys could be ana-
lysed in the same way as we have done here. Alternatively, there
are many other developing countries for which comparable stan-
dard DHS and census data are available, for which this methodol-
ogy could be repeated. There are also other international surveys
that record the locations of participating households using GPS.
Such surveys include the AIDS Indicator Survey and Malaria Indica-
tor Surveys, both run by the Measure DHS consortium, as well as
some Living Standards Measurement Surveys and Multiple Indica-
tor Cluster Surveys (Bocci & Petrucci, n.d.). Using similar methods,
there may be potential to assess how far positional uncertainty
influences spatial linkage for these other household surveys.

It may also be possible to modify the algorithm currently used to
prevent inadvertent disclosure of the identities of households par-
ticipating in the DHS, so that the algorithm does not generate incon-
sistencies between the location and governorate labels attached to
each cluster. For example, the algorithm could be modified to pre-
vent GPS cluster locations being moved across governorate bound-
aries as a result of the perturbation of their coordinates which
would potentially enhance the utility of the data.

5. Conclusion

To our knowledge, ours is the first study to assess the impact of
uncertainty on spatial linkage operations involving DHS GPS clus-
ter points. This is despite there being an extensive literature that
links DHS data to other spatial data sets such as land cover, rainfall,
transportation infra-structure, and census data, as described ear-
lier. The methodology described here provides a means of identify-
ing GPS cluster points likely to be located within an incorrect
census polygon, enabling the impact of linkage problems to be ex-
plored in subsequent analysis. In terms of the literature on uncer-
tainty and its impact on point-in-polygon operations, the approach
adopted here is practical and represents a new, alternative means
of quantifying uncertainty in the specific situation, where there are
inconsistencies between location and attribute label.

The addition of GPS clusters to the DHS offers increased analyt-
ical potential in GIS and global health research. However, our anal-
ysis suggests administrative labels and spatial locations of GPS
clusters cannot be used uncritically and error may affect spatial
analysis of DHS datasets. This is most likely due to deliberate mod-
ification of cluster locations noted earlier, intended to protect the
confidentiality of participant households in the DHS. A strong rec-
ommendation to the MEASURE DHS organization would be to
adapt the data modification algorithm to avoid gross misallocation
between administrative areas. In combining DHS data from GPS
clusters with census data for kizms/markazes or other administra-
tive units, any linkage process will need to take account of the
likely impact of positional uncertainty. At the shyakha scale there
would be unacceptable levels of uncertainty in matching shyakha
boundaries to GPS clusters. Thus, the kism/markaz census geogra-
phy appears to be the best geographic level for undertaking spatial
linkage. All researchers working with previously undocumented
GPS-based datasets should consider investigation and modeling
of spatial error before undertaking GIS linkage with administrative
boundaries.
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Dear Professor / Dr 

As a key part of my PhD project, I have been developing a GIS-based measurement 
for assessment of current drinking water supplies and health in Egypt. Consequently, 
you are cordially invited  to participate with other experts from Egypt to rate the 
components of my proposed Safe Drinking Water Index SDWI in terms of their 
importance for safe drinking water access in an Egyptian context. Your comments will 
not be attributed to you within the dissertation manuscript, but I would like to include an 
acknowledgement of your assistance unless you wish to remain completely 
anonymous in the final manuscript. I would be most grateful for your response by 1st 
September 2010. 

The index is a new spatial methodology of measuring household access to improved 
drinking water sources at sub-provincial geographic level (Kism/Marqaz). The index 
should be applicable internationally particularly in the developing world and could be 
used globally as well. 

According to data availability and an undertaken spatial linkage for two Egyptian 
datasets (Census and survey), several spatial, demographic and socioeconomic 
indicators were selected to compose the SDWI. These components are: population 
density, wealth factor, educational status, water supply types, water quantity, water 
interruption, home water treatment and sanitation type. It is proposed that the SDWI 
will be a weighted combination of these indicators. 

 

The following is a brief explanation for each indicator:- 

Population density  

The number of people per km² in each Kism or Marqaz based on 2006 census data. It 
is expected that households live in overcrowded, density and unplanned settlements 
suffer from poor and unreliable drinking water supplies. 

Wealth factor  

Wealth indicator measures cumulative living standard of households in each Kism or 
Marqaz based on data from the survey. Wealth factor is calculated according to 
collected data about household ownerships such car, television, housing furniture and 
other household materials. The higher score is the richest while the lowest is poorer. 

Educational status  

This indicator consists of percentage of Egyptian population who are able to read and 
write in each Kism/Marqaz based on 2005 Egyptian census. It is assumed that high 
educated households are more likely to use filtration methods and consume potable 
water.  

Supply types  

This indicator consists of public and private supplies and therefore improved and 
unimproved drinking water sources using data from the survey and census. For 
instance, public water tap, pump, well, standpipe, tap inside or outside the building.  
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Water quantity 

The available drinking water quantity in litres per capita per day for each household 
based on supply location using survey data. It is assumed that drinking water supply 
inside household dwelling is associated with high water quantity compared with long 
trip to reach water source.   

Water interruption 

This indicator was composed using survey data and consists of the number of water 
interruption incidences and water frequency in the last two weeks.  

Home water treatment 

Home water treatment indicator was composed of percentage of households who 
treated their drinking water in each Kism/Marqaz using survey data. Home water 
treatment is a process which aims to reduce microbial contaminations and other risks 
associated with water borne diseases. 

Sanitation type  

Sanitation type is percentage of Egyptian households in each Kism or Marqaz 
according to their access to each type of sanitation systems using census data. 

 

 

 0 value means “least important” for safe drinking water access 

 10 value means “most important” for safe drinking water access 

 

 

 

Please give a score for each of the following indicators as a weighting value (score 0 
to10) and according to the importance, influence and relevant to safe drinking water 
accessibility:-  

 

 

 

 

Indicators of the SDWI Weighting score (0 -10) 
Population density  
Wealth factor  
Educational status   
Water supply types   
Water quantity   
Water interruption  
Home water treatment  
Sanitation type  
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I believe that your view is crucially important so if you would like to comment on any of 
these indicators or the overall index components. In particular I would like your thought 
on the following:- 

 

Do you think there are other indicators should be included in the index? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you think any of these indicators should not be included in the index? 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you have any potential or general comment on the creation of this index?. 
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Please send your respond back to me by email (preferred) or by post: 

Email (preferred method): saem1c08@soton.ac.uk  

Postal address:  

Shawky Mansour 

School of geography  

University of Southampton 

Southampton, Highfield campus 

SO 17 1JB England, United Kingdom 

 

Acknowledgement  

I understand that my respond will not be individually identifiable.  

I would be grateful to be acknowledged in the final thesis.  

I would prefer my name not to appear at all. 

 

Thank you very much in advance for your support and look forward to hearing from 
you soon. 

Sincerely  

Shawky Mansour 
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use " X:\thesis_work\interpolation\Stata_StSpCo\JoinedFile",  

*this command merge two data files based on one-to-many 

uniqusing 

 

* these lines recode and calculate the water interruption scores 

recode  sh109 (1=1) (2=2) (3=7) (8=.) , gen(index_interrupt) 

replace index_interrupt = 25 if sh108 == 0 

 

* these lines declare the survey design and send output to a file 

encode sec_ename, generate(kism) 

svyset hv021 [pweight=hv005], strata(hv023) vce(linearized) singleunit(missing) 

log using "c:\temp\shawky_interrup.txt", text 

 

* this line calculates mean interruption scores by kism/markaz 

svy linearized : mean index_interrupt, over(kism) 

log close 

 
* these lines recode and calculate mean water quantity scores by kism/markaz 

recode  hv204  (1/5=30) (6/30=12) (31/121=5) (996=50) (.=50) (998=.) , 

gen(index_watquant) 

gen index_watquantln = ln(index_watquant) 

log using "c:\temp\shawky_quantity.txt", text 

svy linearized : mean index_watquantln, over(kism) 

log close 

 

* this line calculates mean for household wealth index factor by kism/markaz 

log using "c:\temp\shawky_wealth.txt", text 

svy linearized : mean hv271, over(kism) 

log close 

 

* these lines recode and calculate mean for water supply types scores 

recode hv201 (11/13=960) (20/33=900) (40/41=0) (61/62=860) (71=975) (96=.), 

gen(sourcescore) 

log using "c:\temp\shawky_sourcescores.txt", text 

svy linearized : mean sourcescore, over(kism) 

log close 

* these lines recode and calculate mean for water treatment scores 
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recode sh111a (1=200) (0=100), gen(treatment_score) 

replace treatment_score=141 if sh111b==1 

replace treatment_score=164 if sh111d==1 

replace treatment_score=164 if sh111e==1 

replace treatment_score=120 if sh111f==1 

log using "c:\temp\shawky_treatscores.txt", text 

svy linearized : mean treatment_score, over(kism) 

log close 
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According to the map, please give a comment on the geographic patterns of the 
index values for each Egyptian region: 

 

The spatial pattern of the index values in Delta governorates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spatial pattern of the index values in Valley governorates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spatial pattern of the index values in Frontier governorates: 
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Do you have any potential or general comment on the output of this index? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please send your respond back to me by email (preferred) or by post: 

Email (preferred method): saem1c08@soton.ac.uk  

Postal address:  

Shawky Mansour 

School of geography  

University of Southampton 

Southampton, Highfield campus 

SO 17 1JB England, United Kingdom 

                                    

Thank you very much in advance for your support and look forward to hearing from 
you soon. 

Sincerely  

Shawky Mansour 

 


